SPECIAL CITY COUNCIL MEETING
FRIDAY, AUGUST 21, 2020
Special Meeting – 5:00 PM
Via Zoom Teleconference
Live Streamed on Channel 17, nevadacityca.gov, and
On YouTube at “Nevada City Public Meetings”
MISSION STATEMENT
The City of Nevada City is dedicated to preserving and enhancing its small town
character and historical architecture while providing quality public services for our
current and future residents, businesses and visitors.

Erin Minett, Mayor
Douglass Fleming, Council Member
Duane Strawser, Vice Mayor
Daniela Fernández, Council Member
Vacant, Council Member
In order to minimize the spread of the COVID 19 virus Governor Newsom has issued Executive Orders
that temporarily suspend requirements of the Brown Act. Please be advised that the Council Chambers
are closed to the public and that some, or all, of the City of Nevada City, City Council Members may
attend this meeting telephonically.
1.
You are strongly encouraged to observe the City Council meetings live on PUBLIC TELEVISION
CHANNEL 17, ONLINE AT THE CITY’S WEBSITE WWW.NEVADACITYCA.GOV. or Nevada City
Public Meetings-YouTube Channel or at
HTTP://NEVCO.GRANICUS.COM/PLAYER/CAMERA/2?PUBLISH_ID=7

2.
If you wish to make a comment on a specific agenda item, please submit your comment via email
to the City Manager at NEVADACITY.OLSON@GMAIL.COM. Comments will be accepted at the email
provided up until and during the special meeting. Please limit to 200 words or less. Every effort will be
made to read your comment into the record, but some comments may not be read due to time constraints.
3.
In compliance with the Americans with Disabilities Act of 1990, if you need special assistance to
participate in this meeting, please contact the Deputy City Clerk at (530) 265-2496 x133. Notification at
least 48 hours prior to the meeting will enable the City to make reasonable arrangements to ensure
accessibility to this meeting. [28 CFR 35.102.35.104 ADA Title II]. Language translation services are
available for this meeting by calling (714) 754-5225 at least 48 hours in advance.
The City of Nevada City thanks you in advance for taking all precautions to prevent spreading the COVID
19 virus.
5:00 PM Call to Order - Roll Call
1. Hearing from the Public: As long as this is a special meeting, under Government Code section
54954.3(a) members of the public are entitled to address the City Council only on items on the
agenda for this special meeting before or during consideration of that item and NOT ON
MATTERS NOT ON THE AGENDA for this special meeting. Comments are limited to three
(3) minutes.
2. Presentation: Report on the Protest of August 9, 2020 in the City of Nevada City by Selected
Attendees.
3. Subject: Update on the Investigation Related to the Protest that Occurred on August 9, 2020
Recommendation: Receive and file.

4. Subject: Development of a Protest and Demonstration Notification Process/Policy for
Nevada City and the Nevada City Police Department
Recommendation: Provide staff direction to develop a notification of protest and/or
demonstration process policy and form to be provided to the City of Nevada City and Police
Department prior to an event allowing the City to be appropriately prepared with necessary
resources.
ADJOURNMENT
Certification of Posting of Agenda
I, Gabrielle Christakes, Administrative Services Technician/Deputy City Clerk for the City of Nevada City, declare that the
foregoing agenda for the August 21st, 2020 Special Meeting of the Nevada City City Council was posted August 20th, 2020 at the
entrance of City Hall. The agenda is also posted on the City’s website www.nevadacityca.gov.
Signed August 20th, 2020, at Nevada City, California
______________________________________________________
Gabrielle Christakes, Administrative Services Technician, Deputy City Clerk
___________________________________________________________________________________
NOTICE: As presiding officer, the Mayor has the authority to preserve order at all City Council meetings, to remove or cause
the removal of any person from any such meeting for disorderly conduct, or for making personal, impertinent, or slanderous
remarks, using profanity, or becoming boisterous, threatening or personally abusive while addressing said Council and to enforce
the rules of the Council.

Just a couple of days ago, peaceful protesters were violently harassed and assaulted in our very
county. I am very concerned for the lives of the protesters, and the lives of all black folks in
America, as the Blue lives matter folks who assaulted these protesters were not stopped by
police, but rather silently walked with and encouraged. If our police force allows and
encourages this violation of our rights and alienation of our abilities, then I cannot support the
county I live in. I want to fight for the rights of others and the equality of humanity, and I hope
you all will do the same, otherwise if there is no justice, then there will be no peace.

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of County of Nevada email system. Do not click links or
open attachments unless you recognize the sender and know the content is safe.

Dear fellow public servants,

Please take necessary recourse to admonish the violent counter protesters at the Black Lives Matter
protest last night, as well as the officers who did not Serve and Protect, threatening the demonstrators’
constitutional right to peaceful protest and a sound democracy.
I have been a public school teacher in this county, including in the jail, for 20 years and raised my now
grown children in Nevada City. To allow these kind of actions is not the nevada county I would have
wanted to raise them in.
Please take swift and deliberate action to address this issue and maintain civility in our town.
Thank you,

Dear City Officials and Council Members,
I write in outrage after what we have seen on video from Sunday night, August 9th in Nevada City. The fact that
peaceful protestors were met by violence and assault in the streets is unacceptable anywhere in this country, and
must be opposed at every level. The despicable actions of the counter-protestors, who flagrantly beat people and
ripped signs from peaceful protestors’ hands - ON VIDEO - is outdone only by the complicit actions of the Nevada
City police. The public servants that the people’s tax dollars pay to protect every member of the community did
nothing to stop the violence caused by the counter-protestors, and actually appear - ON VIDEO - to be walking in
solidarity with the people committing the assaults. As a proud and patriotic member of this community that cares
deeply about civil rights, the constitution and law enforcement reform, I am disgusted that the events of Sunday
night were allowed to happen, and from what I have seen with my own eyes, the Nevada City Police Department is
contributing to a much larger problem that is damaging our nation and keeping true progress towards equal rights
from moving forward. Arrest the violent thugs that were caught assaulting people on video, and hold the police
accountable to their sworn duty to protect and to serve! DO IT NOW!!

Grass Valley, CA

Sent: Tuesday, August 11, 2020 9:59 AM
To: catrina.olson@nevadacity.ca.gov; chad.ellis@nevadacity.ca.gov; sheriff@co.nevada.ca.us;
clifford.newell@co.nevada.ca.us
Subject: FW: Nevada City Protest

Sent: Tuesday, August 11, 2020 9:56 AM
To: duanestrawser@gmail.com; erin4nevadacity@gmail.com; danielafornevadacity@gmail.com;
fleming.douglass@gmail.com; catrina.olson@nevadacity.gov; chad.ellis@nevadacity.gov
Subject: Nevada City Protest
I am very sadly shocked at the level of antagonization that was allowed at the Nevada City protest
this week. Peaceful protestors were followed, yelled at, attacked, spit on, hit & their belongings were
ripped from them to be thrown in the gutters. This behavior is absolutely disgusting & I am so
repulsed that it was allowed in this beautiful town. Beauty in the architecture means absolutely
nothing if the town is filled with hateful behavior being portrayed as acceptable. This town will have
no meaning, nothing to stand for & nothing to proudly represent if the protest was an active
representation of where this town is going & what it will tolerate. Many people with integrity will
take their money, business & home elsewhere. Action needs to be taken on the identified men who
were antagonizing people. Police don’t need to tell innocent victims that if “they want to file a police
report, they can go to the station”, when they witnessed the action themselves & did nothing to
protect the people. There is absolutely no harm caused by BLM protests in this town until the blue
lives matter people show up with the very basic ignorance of feeling like their lives are being
attacked by the mere fact that people are speaking up about racial injustice. Do something; it is your
responsibility to bring justice, keep the peace & protect the people!!!

Nevad City City Council:
I was not present at the "events" downtown Sunday Aug 9, but several of my neighbors were, and
they have told me of their experiences. Not good, in fact, appalling.
Black Lives Matters is shining a light on a dark shadow. Are you, City Council, willing to take up
the challenge of looking into the murk and injustice of systemic racism? Are you willing to
actively work to create police services that seek to promote the peace, not just talk about the
ideal? What is your plan for confronting those who bully or harass others on the street when
reports are filed? Or when police officers are observing it?
There are many actions you can take to address what happened Sunday evening. I look forward to
hearing your plans and seeing your effective leadership and action.

mail.google.com/mail/u/0?ik=b38ea37486&view=pt&search=all&permthid=thread-... 8/19/2020

To Nevada County’s Elected Officials,
The violence and aggression that was displayed towards peaceful BLM protestors on Sunday, August 9th, 2020 is infuriating and
unacceptable. The officers involved who stood by and watched as women and youth were verbally and physically assaulted should be
held accountable for their lack of action. They have sworn an oath to uphold the law and yet, on Sunday, August 9th, they allowed a
violent militia to attack a peaceful protest. As a community we expect better from our law enforcement officers. Our police and sheriff
departments should be required to make a public apology as well as a public statement condemning the actions of the counter-protestors.
The individuals that decided to violently attack the protestors should and will face prosecution to the fullest extent of the law.
While the counter protestors have a constitutional right to express their views and opinions, they do not have the right to use violence as a
means of communication. The issue is not their presence, it’s their actions. The citizens of our wonderful community will not be bullied
into silence. We call on our elected officials to stand in solidarity with us and condemn the violent actions displayed on Sunday, August
9th, 2020.
Thank You

Dear All,
I am writing to you to voice my disappointment in the way the peaceful march was
impeded by counter-protesters using FORCE to interfere with our first amendment
rights. The Police Officer marching with these protesters and doing nothing at their
acts of violence should be fired immediately with no severance. All those in public
office that witnessed these actions should support the dismissal of this officer, and
retraining all Police force members about the right to protest peacefully. I'm not a
big fan of defunding Police, but videos like this sure sway me the other direction,
especially if Public officials don't admonish and act on this behavior.
Peaceful protest is the only way to sway our politicians in the policies they support
and promote thru legislation, we don't have millions to give them like the lobbyists to
direct their alliances. If we don't support peaceful protest, we are part of the problem
of equality and passing laws the represent the will of the majority.
My wife and I love Nevada City, our ancestors settled there in 1848, we have a family
cabin on Celio Road that we love to visit whenever we can get out of Silicon Valley.
The time for Police reform all over the country is NOW. Please help make this
change possible in our great town of Nevada City.
I hope you will strive to achieve CHANGE!

  

    Hello Catrina,
      After seeing the videos of the anti protest violent agitators attacking the peaceful marchers for social justice, I
was disappointed in our town officials.
      The marchers were being physically attacked and their path obstructed without any protection from the
policemen who were present.
     What role should the police have taken? How can this form of harassment be avoided in the future? Social justice
is an important cause. For any peaceful protest our citizens deserve protection.
      I have lived and worked in Nevada County for the last 38 years. I hope you are able to examine how the marches
in the future can be protected and come up with a reasonable plan for the future.
  
   
Sent from my iPhone

Dear Manager Olson and Chief Ellis,
I am writing to you today to urge you to discuss at your meeting tomorrow the violence
enacting upon peaceful Black Lives Matter protesters in our town on Sunday night. I urge you
to take punitive actions against the men that assaulted the peaceful protesters - some of them
minors. I also urge you to consider what our police force has done wrong, and what it can do
better, such that the officers on the scene did not put an end to the violence as it was occurring,
and seemed to have been with those perpetrating the violence.
I am a Nevada City elementary educator and resident of 4 years. I was supposed to be at the
peaceful BLM protest on Sunday night. At the protest, I would have worn a mask and
practiced social distancing, as I am an immune-compromised individual. I also have several
herniated discs in my spine, so I take great care with every movement of my body.
On the one hand, I am glad that I did not attend the protest, because the Blue Lives Matter
protesters who showed up to aggress the peaceful BLM protest may have gotten in my face,
spit on me, or pushed me, all of which could have greatly compromised my health and wellbeing. On the other hand, I am very sad that I did not attend, because I could have been one
more peaceful and voice to stand up against the violence of the aggressive, threatening, white,
predominantly male individuals who showed up to assault the peaceful walkers. I could have
supported my friends. I could have shown the people of color who live in our town that one
more person supports them and will not condone the hatred, curse words, and violence of
those men.
Please show us that you will protect our first amendment rights; that you will protect the
young and defenseless; that you do not condone violence; that our police force does not
condone assault.
Please take up these urgent and critical issues at the City Council meeting.

I denounce the violence (and the allowance of violence) against peaceful protestors in Nevada
City, and I ask City Council to commit to tangible actions to confront white supremacy and to
ensure the safety of Black people, Indigenous people, and people of color in Nevada City.
In the last few months, I have been to a number of protests in support of Black Lives in Grass
Valley and Nevada City.They have been peaceful events -- well-attended and often-times met
with friendly honks, thumbs up, and positive affirmations from passersby. Unfortunately, this
Sunday was a very different experience. On Sunday, August 9, I participated in a non-violent
march in Nevada City in support of Black Lives, and for the first time, our peaceful
demonstration was met with violence from counter-protestors.
Counter-protestors punched people, pushed people down to the ground, grabbed and ripped
people's clothing and signs, spit at people, threatened further violence, and used the poles of
their American and "Thin Blue Line" flags as weapons. It was a horrific experience. Law
enforcement was present but did not act to prevent the confrontation.
The lack of protection seems to further prove that the very systems we are told to turn to for
our safety are not reliable for black and brown people and our neighbors. But my concern goes
far beyond what law enforcement did or did not do. The violence against the Black Lives
Matter protestors was a clear demonstration of white supremacy in the streets of Nevada City.
This is not the image that we want for our beloved community, and it's certainly not the reality
that any of us should ever have to live in.
I would like City Council to lay out a clear plan and next steps for how they will work
alongside the black people, indigenous people, and people of color in this community to come
up with solutions for their safety and wellbeing, creating a safer community for all the people
in the area.
Of the nearly 100,000 people in Nevada County, more than 14,000 are non-white.* This
means there are almost as many people of color in Nevada County as the populations of
Nevada City and Grass Valley combined. As the seat of Nevada County, Nevada City
has a role to play around relations in the broader area. NOT ONE person in Nevada City
should ever be subject to racism from people living in this area or at the hands of local
institutions. City Council can allocate funding for activities to better acknowledge and
highlight the racial diversity in the area and the hopes, needs, and asks of black,
indigenous, and people of color.
City Council can work with local groups--specifically groups led by black, indigenous,
and people of color--to research, support, and fund non-violent, communitybased strategies for safety that have proven successful in communities across the

country.
Efforts to support safety and wellbeing for everyone in Nevada City will require
dedication, time, and sometimes money. While the budget may be strained due to fewer
tax dollars flowing in the pandemic, the city must recognize the urgency of this matter
and consider ways to resource this work. And in the future, City Council can explore
options for more direct resident input into how to spend our public dollars. Processes
like participatory budgeting can deepen democracy, build stronger communities, and
make public budgets more equitable and effective.
Nevada City Council must take action to confront white supremacy and to ensure the safety
and well-being of all people in this area!

* Source: U.S. Census Bureau, ACS 5-Year Estimates

.

Dear Council and Mr. Ellis,
My name is
and I am a local citizen of Grass Valley and grew up here. I feel a
strong connection to this community and participate in many ways to help it grow in a healthy
way. This is shown through volunteering with local organizations, attending youth support
groups, and peaceful protests.
The peaceful BLM protest that I attended on Sunday, August 9th, was met with violent
counter protesters and our Nevada City Police Department empowered them. I will recount
my story as follows.
We readied for the protest in the parking lot above New Moon Cafe and immediately were
being intimidated by the counter protesters driving up commercial st. The initial job I took
was to hold the big black banner that read “No justice No Peace”. Generally, people holding
the banner walk in front of the protest and set the pace for the march.
When we arrived on Broad St we were met with a group of aggressive men holding
American flags and Thin blue line flags. With our banner we stopped right in front of the
counter protesters hoping they would let us walk by them. They instead immediately began
being physically violent by walking into our banner and pushing us and shouting “Get the fuck
out of here!” and “Get out of my town!”. They even turned their flags sideways to make a
wider barrier to push us with and make impossible to pass through. The counter protests were
also trying to rip the banner from our hands and steal it away. This is when I noticed that
police were watching and not going to help in any way. They stood on the sidelines watching
as spectators.
In hopes to get the march moving and continuing away from these violent people I
collapsed our banner and made my way through to the other side of the counter protesters to
set it back up and continue walking. In hindsight I think this was a bad move as now my
fellow protesters had to make their way through the violent people. I handed off the banner to
go back to my fellow protesters and put my body in between the violent people and the group I
was marching with. I was quickly confronted by a masked, violent protester who grabbed my
arm and hand, squeezing my fingers and bending them. I asked him “What are you doing?” to
which he replied “I’m going to break your fingers.”. I asked him “Why?” . He had no
response but to let me go and punch me in the stomach. These people are here to hurt us I
thought.
I continued down Broad st attempting to keep as many people as safe as I could by standing
between the violent protesters. At one point, I saw the police detain one of our protesters and I
went to check on him. He said he was ok and was being filmed by others so I felt he was safe.

I wonder why one of our non violent people can be detained but violent aggressors were freely
allowed to hurt others.
I was concerned for one youth member of our protest as they were taking photos and filming
the event. A much larger man with great rage was threatening this minor with physical
violence. These violent protesters were constantly pushing at my back and yelling insults.
We were able to recuperate at the bridge and make our way up Nevada St and High St. We
were met with the counter protesters at High and Washington St so we turned up Washington
to avoid conflict. This is where a police officer was seen walking side by side with the violent
protesters while they continued to yell slurs and create a threatening environment. The officer
made no attempt at de-escalating the situation or slowing down the violent protesters. This
emboldened them to feel that their actions are justified.
The BLM protesters turned down on Nevada St off of Washington to start heading back to
town and were met with the violent protesters that ran up the grassy hillside to cut us off.
Again, these violent protesters were attempting to stop us in our tracks and police did nothing
to stop them. This is more frustrating because I heard the police say that we need to keep it
moving but didn’t mind the violent protesters obstructing our path. Walking down Nevada St
there was one of the violent protesters invading our space, coughing, and claiming to have
corona virus. Essentially, attempting to get someone sick with a deadly virus.
We made our way back over Broad st Bridge and turned onto Union Alley in attempts to get
back to the commercial st parking lot as fast and safe as possible. The violent protesters
continued to follow us and ended up yelling at bystanders that are not apart of our protest.
The violent protesters were continually pushing and hitting us to move up the street, the way
we are already headed. I didn’t see how it happened but a scuffle broke out and one of our
BLM supporters was on the ground being hit and kicked. Luckily he was able to break away
and we got to move up to the parking lot.
While in the Commercial St parking lot we kneeled while the violent protesters stood on
the opposite side of the street, continuing to yell insults and threats. Feeling unsafe and
unprotected, a plan was made to group up and walk groups of people to their cars to get out
safely.
The entire time we marched, we were threatened and not protected by law enforcement.
I do believe the NC Police department has good officers on staff. They possibly also have
racist sympathizers. I look forward to hearing about Nevada City Council’s reflection about
this event. I also hope to hear more from the NCPD about why an officer was walking side by
side with these violent aggressors and not making any attempt to slow them or stop them from
harming us. More training is clearly needed for our department.
P.S. Attached is an image of he person who attacked me.

To whom it may concern:
My name
I am an 18 year resident of Nevada County, CA, a graduate of Nevada
Union High School, and a taxpayer and voter in Nevada County, CA.
Upon reviewing the many videos taken of the incidents which occurred on 8-9-2020 in downtown Nevada
City, I am shocked and appalled. The videos clearly show protesters being assaulted, battered,
intimidated and harassed by individuals wishing to present themselves as "counter-protesters". While
these "counter-protesters" do have a lawful 1st amendment right to peacefully and reasonably express
their opinions, they cannot be permitted to assault and batter protesters with a differing opinion. It
appears from the videos that these "counter-protesters" were permitted to engage in the unlawful
touching of protesters, to wit, forcibly removing protester's signs, destroying protester's personal property,
and physically striking protesters, all without facing the consequences of such conduct. The reasonable
consequences of such conduct is arrest for criminal assault and battery by local law enforcement
personnel. The videos do not depict any such arrests occurred. This is unacceptable behavior on the part
of law enforcement personnel present who witnessed such conduct. This failure has caused me to lose
faith in the local government that is intended to represent me. I am saddened and embarrassed by this
failure on the part of my local government and law enforcement personnel.
I, like many other residents of Nevada County, no longer feel safe to walk the streets of Nevada City,
knowing that I can be subjected to physical abuse without being protected by law enforcement personnel.
I can no longer, in good conscience, shop in Nevada City knowing that doing so will expose my family
and myself to the type of physical violence seen in these videos, and further knowing that those
perpetrating the violence will not be punished by the criminal justice system.
The purpose of this email is to obtain answers to the following questions, answers which I am entitled to
as a taxpaying resident of this county and a constituent of its government:

What does Nevada City intend on doing to ensure the future safety of protesters from violence?
What do law enforcement agencies (NCPD, Mr. Newell's office, NCSO) intend on doing to keep the future
peace in Nevada City?
What do law enforcement agencies (see supra) intend on doing to hold the perpetrators of the physical
violence from 8-9-2020 accountable?
How can law enforcement agencies (see supra) be so derelict in their duties as to fail to make any arrests
for assault and battery which they assuredly witnessed?
If arrests are made, does Mr. Newell intend on prosecuting the arrestees for assault and battery,
destruction of private property, etc?

Please respond at your earliest convenience. I look forward to reading your answers.

Dear Chad,
I am a Nevada City resident, with a three digit address. I was not present at the events on
Sunday, as I was on a camping trip. If I had been in town, I would certainly have shown my
support for such an important national issue as systemic racism.
it is commendable, as a first preliminary step, that you have appointed Angela Ford as a
special investigator. Let’s make sure, as a community, that this is not just window dressing,
but actually brings everything that was wrong with this situation into accountability.
I am a writer by profession. I’ve written 11 books, and I also write for several nationally
syndicated blogs. I have a mailing list of 75,000 people, and about 20,000 followers on social
media. The media has sometimes been called “the fourth branch of government” and I would
like to lend you my support, as a concerned local citizen, to making sure that there is complete
accountability to the public in this investigation, to which we are entitled as local taxpayers.
Specifically, I would like to address if there may be bias within the police department that
could sympathize with the violent counter protesters. As you know, they were waving “blue
lives matter“ flags, and at least one police officer, a public employee, appeared to be walking
in solidarity with that group. I would like to know if this particular officer has personal
affiliations with the counter protesters, and may have been biased in his work that day. One of
the primary organizers of the violent group, Jim Buehler, posted in a comment on social
media, in advance of the event, that "it's nice to have law-enforcement behind you." I would
be interested to know what conversations had previously occurred to give him this
impression. I am attaching proof of that statement.
Additionally, I was in touch with public employees at the City Hall yesterday, in an attempt to
contact you, and the city manager. Simply in trying to make an appointment, a strong
prejudice against the Black Lives Matter protesters, and in favor of the counter processes, was
absolutely evident simply from the clerk who answered the phone.
I am hoping that in your investigation you will be able to conduct a thorough review of bias
within the Police department: including the leadership, all officers, dispatchers, receptionists
etc. I am assuming you will make sure that this job is done independently and professionally,
Irrespective of any political views anyone may hold personally.
Please rest assured that many people within the community will be here to support you to
make sure that this investigation is complete and thorough. I have reached out to the people
who were peacefully marching, offering to accompany them to make a statement at City Hall,

if they feel intimidated by the police, or concerned about systemic bias.
As a community member with a slightly more visible public profile, please feel free to reach
out if I can be of any help.
With best wishes

Gmail - Public Comment
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Hello, My name is
, I am a resident of Nevada City and have been for the past 6 1/2 years.I would like to first read the Statement
found on the city council website, I am assuming it is a type of mission statement, here it goes: "We, the members of the Nevada City City
Council, pledge our commitment to working together collaboratively for the good of Nevada City.We believe in respecting each other's
opinions, both those we agree with and those we disagree with. We will show this respect by demonstrating both consideration for each other
and members of the City staff. We intend to maintain our focus on the City's most important priorities, keeping an awareness of the world
around us, but working diligently on issues that are local to our community and relevant to the quality of life of our constituents."
I would like to now review how the council is performing on the backdrop of this mission statement. Let's start with "Working together
collaboratively for the good of the people..." How do you suppose you are working for the good of the people? What people? All people?
Certainly not Black people or Brown people or Queer people or Trans people. So who are these people that you are working for? I say this
because since early June I have written every week to ask, no urge, you to make space in your agenda for what I believe to be the most
relevant to our quality of life. That is the ever pressing issue of what is happening in the streets of this nation and our city ( I will spell this out
in more detail in a moment). Maybe you and your council would like to revisit what people you are working for, and ask yourself are you
working for the good of ALL the people in this city. Now then, let's move onto: "We intend to maintain our focus on the City's most important
priorities, keeping an awareness of the world around us...working diligently on issues...relevant to the quality of life of our constituents." So
who on the council decides what the most important priorities are? Because what I have seen, is a pretty pedestrian list of items presented in
the council meeting agendas over the last 6 meetings. This meeting being the 7th and I still don't see what I believe to be the
MOST important matter affecting the quality of life in this city on your meetings agenda. I certainly don't see any global awareness as you
claim in your mission statement to be a priority. If that were the case maybe the council could watch what is happening in the world, and in
the streets and plan to address the ever pressing reality that it is headed our way. Did the council think we were immune as a community to
overt bigotry and the wake of destruction left widely unaddressed on topics of race and racism in this community? Or maybe the council and
the mayor thought if you ignored my pleas for this conversation this whole thing would blow over and we could just skip it. If you haven't
already made assumptions, I will state clearly now, this council and this city need to take a close look at our biases. "Biases" is a really nice
word for the innate racism I have seen simmering in this city over the past months and of course even before George Floyd was killed by
police officers. I pulled these statements out as I see the council falling short of this mission. We saw direct evidence of these issues I have
been asking to be addressed, in the streets of our own town, outside of city hall, on August 9th during a peaceful BLM protest/march. I have
been asking you for the last 6 meetings to place on your agenda space to acknowledge the tension and disconnect in this city when it comes
to racial diversity, and creating welcoming safe spaces for our BIPOC LGBTQ community. I have asked you to put on your agenda the matter
at hand, which is - we are living in a generationally racist and white city and I called on the council to challenge how we can rewrite policy,
education and confront these issues head on. I have told you "I fear the worst if this continues going unaddressed by our leadership". Yet
here we are. We are sitting on the other side of what has left a scar on the heart of this city. What happened Sunday August 9th is not only
atrocious but downright shameful. I would love to be surprised at what unfolded that night but I am not. I am outraged. I am outraged at this
council's lack of urgency on this matter. If you could read through the agenda items for tonight, I doubt you could argue that there is any lack
of urgency, or even interest. What happened Sunday night is just a taste of what will continue to happen if the council continues to shirk their
responsibilities on this matter.
Our local citizens, women and children were attacked in the streets of this fair city under the watch of local law enforcement. The
complacency of these officers is not only an act of violence against the citizens but also a stamp of approval to the violent actions of the, I
don't know what to call them... patriots? nationalists? white supremecists? angry white male mob touting our nations flag while weaponizing it
against peaceful protestors? The police force of this city deserves a reprimand. What action is the Mayor taking to correct this abhorrent
behavior? What consequences do the police on duty and cheif of police face for their inaction? I'm not going away, this isn't going away, what
language do the people need to speak to be seen and heard by the council? When will the council make the people a priority? When will we
see some action on your part? WHEN?
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AllI am writing to express my concern and disgust for what was allowed to transpire last night in
Nevada City. I am appalled by the lack of intervention I saw when peaceful protests were
taken over by violent, antagonistic bigots. No matter what political stance someone takes, we
are ALL allowed to protest peacefully about any subject, and if violent aggressors come with
the intention to interrupt that protest and hurt people in the process, it is ALL of your jobs to
make it very clear that violence and hurting another human being because you don't agree with
their point of view will NOT be tolerated in this County and City. What I saw last night is that
it WILL be tolerated, and I am at a loss as to why this was allowed to happen. It is incredibly
disappointing and I am deeply questioning what those representing this County and City stand
for, and what example you all are willing to make to keep this beautiful place we live in free
from violence.
The behavior of those in Nevada City last night that hurt people or damaged personal property
should be condemned, they should be arrested and convicted accordingly for the crimes they
committed, and YOU ALL should work together to be a part of the solution. We can't do this
by ourselves, we need your support. WE NEED YOUR LEADERSHIP. We need you to stand
up for the right to peacefully protest, and call out the aggressors that are taking advantage of
that right to hurt people. This isn't about politics. This is about our community. Do you want
to live in a community where people treat people like this? Do you want your kids and
grandkids to get hurt or killed because they make a choice to peacefully stand up for what they
believe in? I would like to make the assumption that you would all say no. That none of you
moved here or stayed here after childhood because you don't care about this community. If my
assumption is correct, WE NEED YOU TO SHOW UP NOW in a way that makes it very
clear what this community stands for. Do you know what we stand for? Do you ask? What do
you stand for? What will you do to ensure that our community is safe from violent, aggressive,
hateful people that endanger the lives of others out of fear?
Each and every one of you is in a position to set the tone for how we conduct ourselves as a
community. You were all elected by us or appointed by someone we elected, because we had
faith in your intentions and ability to lead. I am asking you to take that job very seriously and
to use the power that you have to build this community up. Why else would you have chosen
this job?

I come to you with great concern regarding Anti-protestors that came to the
peaceful protest in downtown NC, Sunday Aug 8th. First amendment rights were
trampled on by men with the intention to intimidate, escalate and incite violence
on demonstrators. From footage I've witnessed, a person was hit in the face by
counter protestors, young women were verbally assaulted and intimidate by large,
aggressive men. profanities yelled at attendees... and the police were standing
by, watching, AND marching WITH the antagonizers. This is a very sad day to
see our police force standing by and allowing the situation to escalate and show
support for the antagonists by marching with them.
1.The public deserves a statement by the chief of police condemning the violent
counter protestors.
2. the NCPD's body cam footage should be investigated and released to the
public
3. those caught on camera assaulting protestors are prosecuted
It is sad to see this escalation here and we need to get in front of it and let it
be known that violence and intimidation will not stand here AND that the NCPD
will do its job in maintaining the peace and de-escalating violence.

Council Members and Chief Ellis, Sheriff Moon, Heidi Hall, District 1, BOS ~
I have watched the videos of the attempted peaceful protest this weekend by those in the Black Lives Matter
movement in Nevada City.
I was SHOCKED and APPALLED to see the unprovoked violence towards these protestors, including women and
children, by angry counter-protestors. It is one thing to stand there and oppose a message you don't agree with; it is
another to punch a man in the face or pull a woman off a bike, seriously injuring her. What is most upsetting is
seeing police officers under Chief Ellis' command do nothing to stop these physical assaults and, further, make
inflammatory comments on the record, such as "The protestors are the ones who took to the streets."
Peaceful protest is our Constitutional right.
Protestors are free to walk the streets peacefully without fear of being assaulted. As citizens, we expect more from
law enforcement and our government officials who represent US - the community of peaceful, concerned, lawabiding citizens.
Council: we expect a public statement from you as the governing body of Nevada City, and from the police chief
about how you and law enforcement will have a safety plan in place for future protests.
I would also suggest that you collaborate with the County BOS, Grass Valley City Council, and all law enforcement
agencies, and put some teeth in your plan, and publicize it to all of California. Take control of the negative P.R. that
has become an embarrassment for Nevada County and our community.
Additionally, the Nevada City Police Department, the Grass Valley Police Department, and the Nevada County
Sheriff's Department need to hold these violent law-breakers accountable and impose as strict consequences as
provided under the law. The perpetrators can be easily identified from the photographs and videos.

Hello,
In lieu of last Sunday’s BLM protests, it seems obvious that local police need retraining and
perhaps consequential action given their behavior towards counter-protestors. Permitting hate
speech is not ok, and city police should have taken greater action against the violent language
and action of counter protesters.
As a local public school teacher I am appalled by the inaction of our local law enforcement,
and hope that you conduct a thorough inquiry and investigation into the matter.

Hello,
I'm writing to let you know that I am deeply concerned about the protest on Sunday, August
9th. There were peaceful protesters being pushed around by others at the protest while police
stood by and did nothing. I don't believe violence against a civilian is an act that can be
ignored. There is video evidence of the officers at the protest completely ignoring people
destroying others property, physically assaulting them, and endangering their right to
peacefully protest. I won't stand for this kind of negligence and misuse of our tax dollars. I
own a business in Nevada City and a home in Grass Valley. We deserve public officials who
will stand with us and stand up for human rights and not ignoring them.
What are your action steps going to be? This will not go unnoticed.

Hello Nevada City Council person,
I join in the call for quick response to this matter.
The aggression of the BLM counter-protestors who apparently were representing Blue Lives
Matter was appalling and frightening. The response of the Nevada City Police was inadequate
and left us questioning our safety. I am especially concerned about the many young people
who were participating in the Black Lives Matter peaceful protest.
Thank you,

Dear City Council Members and Law Enforcement Leadership,
It's difficult to find the words to describe the horror of what happened in our beautiful town on
Sunday evening.
I received notice of the rally and expected it to be just as peaceful as every previous local
Black Lives gathering has been. I had no reservation passing along the invitation to friends
with families, or to friends of Color. We gathered to make noise and music with pots and pans
and drums, walking through the streets of Nevada City to awaken our sleepy town to the
injustices that are done to Black and Brown people across the country and world. In other
words, we gathered with an honorable and heartful purpose.
This rally was different from the others I've attended, because this time we were met with
violent opposition. I personally saw people pushed and shoved to the ground, attacked with
American flagpoles, spit at, called faggots, told to "go the fuck home" (we were all locals,
despite their mistaken and unwaivering belief that we were bussed in from somewhere else).
The counter-protestors seemed to be especially aggressive when pushing around the Women
of Color in attendance. The counter-protestors reeked of alcohol and some were even carrying
around open cans of beer. They blocked our path on Broad street and when we wove through
and in between them to continue marching, they took the opportunity to physically assault us,
then push us from behind once we had passed them.
One particularly frightening moment was when we approached Washington from High Street.
On our left, there were police cars parked blocking our path, and in front of them, a line of
counter-protestors who then advanced on our march again, forcing us to turn right onto
Washington. Officers followed. To clarify, the police AND the counter-protestors were
holding the same position, moving in the same direction, as if in cooperation. This is the
moment I'm sure you've seen on video footage, where an officer was literally walking
alongside the aggressors. But the video doesn't show the line of police cars behind the line
of thugs on foot. They pushed us up the hill and then cornered us on Nevada Street, again
forcing us to move through them to continue on so they could offer more abuse. I commented
to one officer from the Sheriff's department, who was looking on, that they had trapped us and
he said, "well, it's not us!"
The officers from NCPD and the Sheriff's office made a choice that night. Law enforcement
mingled in the crowd or on the sidelines, were getting pat on the shoulder by counterprotestors, and even stood among or walked alongside the aggressors. Their refusal to
intervene was anything but neutral. They sent a clear signal that bullies are allowed to
bully, that violence against peaceful protest is permitted, and that those who break the
law in the right direction will be permitted to stand above it. Ironically, some (possibly

many) of the counter-protestors who have been identified on facebook are violent
felons and/or have long criminal records and/or are members of gangs and hate groups. I'd bet
some of them have active warrants for their arrest. So, despite the fact that THEY have a
documented history of disturbing the peace in our community (not Black Lives
protestors), they were given immunity that night. Criminals and law enforcement working
side by side? Pretty frightening stuff. If we thought our local law enforcement was immune
to bias, Sunday night showed us differently.
I'm attaching some more footage of the attacks, and some pics of counter-protestors. Without
masks, these guys are easy to ID. Anyone who's lived here long enough can tell you who they
are. Can we rely on law enforcement to stand on the right side of justice? How can we
make a strong statement that Nevada County does not tolerate hate crimes?
Thank you for your work to make our community a safe welcoming place for all people.

Attachments: Files in DropBox folder
Video 1 - Kid thrown back (and punched in face, out of frame)
Video 2 - Pushing and flag used as weapon
Video 3 - Flag used as weapon
Video 4 (link to file in drive) - Shoving, cursing, commotion around violence against
a Black woman, flag used as weapon
Video 5 - Crowd, flag carried in weapon position, police mingling in crowd, min 1:43
counter-protestors cheer police for taking aside a Black Lives protester
Pics and records of some of the counter-protesters, along with screen shot of comment
by counter-protester that law enforcement was backing them up

As a full time resident, Homeowner and local of Nevada City, I am absolutely disgusted and
fearful of what I saw happen in downtown Nevada City on Sunday August 9th 2020. A
handful of violent, hateful non-mask wearing people took what would have been a peaceful
Black Lives Matter protest and turned it into a hurtful and disgraceful event... all while local
police officers stood and watched. I saw a police officer even march beside these hateful
“counter protestors”. Law enforcement cannot serve and protect if they are walking with the
group of people who are punching, pushing, groping and spewing hate. They are not serving
or protecting anyone by doing that. I encourage you to implement stricter guidelines and rules
for these local police officers so they can better protect the community as a whole. I think that
police offer who walked beside these violent men should publicly apologize and face
consequences for not protecting the public. In fact, by walking with violent protesters, he is
encouraging their hateful acts. They probably felt justified with a police officer by their side.
I am concerned that the police department did not arrest those who were becoming violent.
This event was not huge and could be managed by local authorities. These “counter
protesters” were few in comparison to the other BLM protesters, yet they were allowed to
become violent without any repercussions. This is not ok. We need justice and I hope the
NCPD stands up for what is right here. Violence is not ok. Protect and serve NOW.
Signed a concerned citizen,

Dear City Council members, City Manager Catrina Olson and Police Chief Chad Ellis,
My name is
. I am a Grass Valley resident and have lived in the Nevada
City/Grass Valley area since 2013. I am a local small business owner, mother and active voter.
I am appalled by the violence instigated upon yesterday's peaceful protestors in Nevada City, and
even more so by the lack of response from the police department. Local law enforcement stood
idly by while protestors, peacefully exercising their constitutional rights, were verbally and
physically attacked.
As a mother, I am committed to raising my son in a community where the lives of black,
indigenous and people of color are valued and worth protecting as much as any other life. The
violence of yesterday's white supremacist counter-protestors, and the lack of response from the
NC Police Department vividly demonstrated how much work is needed to make Nevada County a
safe place for people of color.
As a local citizen I am writing to urge the council to make the topic of racism and white supremacy
a top priority at upcoming city council meetings. I would like to know what steps the city council
plans to take to de-escalate violence and protect members of our community, particularly people
of color, exercising their right to peacefully protest at future demonstrations.
I look forward to your response,

Dear Civic Leaders,
I am a nurse working at our local hospital in Grass Valley. I have lived in Nevada County for
15 years. I am writing in response to the violence that occured in Nevada City on August 9th.
After watching multiple videos of peaceful protesters being assaulted by a group of aggressive
and violent people, I was outraged. My question to you is what are you going to do in response
to this violence?  
I have a two year old daughter. I want her to grow up in a safe community. I beg you to please
do the right thing and never allow this kind of brutality to happen again.

Hello,
My name is
and I am a longtime resident of Nevada County. I am emailing you
today concerning the violence that occurred in downtown Nevada City on Sunday, August 9th.
As I am sure all of you know at this point many Black Lives Matter protesters were assaulted
by a group of anti-protesters toting American flags and citing their alleged defense of Nevada
City Police.
After searching online for statements made against this violence made by the local
government I have found three different statements. One made from Erin Minnet decrying the
anti protestors, one from the Nevada County district attorney's office citing the beginning of
an investigation into the assaults that took place, and another from the city of Grass Valley
citing a respect for diversity within Nevada County.
I am extraordinarily concerned about the violence that took place in our city and would
encourage the city of Nevada City to take further steps to publicly acknowledge this event and
condemn the acts of the anti protesters. Nevada City needs to stand in solidarity in the defense
of our citizens at this time and I believe that a public acknowledgment of this event made by
our City Council as a whole is necessary at this time to keep our streets safe. Can the city
council hold a meeting acknolwedging this event? It would do wonders to aid the people who
were harmed in this situation and for those of us who don't want thugs assaulting people in
our streets.
If this kind of behavior is continued to be allowed in our town our local integrity is at
stake. These kinds of events not only put our citizens, many of whom were minors at the
event, in danger, but has the capacity to damage our local economy as well. How can
local businesses thrive when violent criminals are wandering our streets attacking
people?
What will city council do to put an end to this?

Catrina,
Please see that the City Council receives this email regarding the protest and counter-protest this
past Sunday.
My wife and I are residents of Nevada City and are writing to express our grave concern and deep
displeasure at how the Nevada City Police Department handled the protest/counter protest this past
Sunday. We are particularly aggrieved that the criminal acts of the counter-protesters were not
reined in and allowed to run amok for quite some time.
We applaud Police Chief Ellis’ remarks yesterday in condemning the behavior of the counter
protestors. However, there was a clear disconnect between Chief Ellis’ comments and how the
situation was handled by the officers at the scene. By all accounts there was little or no effort by the
officers to defuse the destruction of property and verbal and physical abuse by the counter
protesters against those who were exercising their right to protest peacefully. The statement by one
of the officers that the police stood by and did not act because the protestors took to the streets
first is nothing short of confounding to us. “Protect and serve” was not evident.
We demand a full investigation by the City to get answers as to why the officers failed to uphold
their duty to protect the City’s citizens who were engaging their legal right to peacefully protest. We
feel very fortunate to live in a democracy which affords everyone to right to express their views
through peaceful protest. Yet, when protests or counter protests become violent it threatens the
fabric on which our democracy was founded. Those who incited the violence and the officers who
willfully failed in their duty to protect the public must be held accountable.
Thank you,

Dear Council & Mr. Ellis,
I am a primary school teacher in Nevada County. I am beginning my 15th year of
teaching and recently bought my first home here in Nevada County. As a homeowner,
it is my civic duty to not only invest economically, but also socially and politically to
make this place the most nourishing and welcoming community it can be. As a
teacher, it is my duty to stand up for and show unconditional love and support to all
my students and families, especially those who aren't given equal and fair treatment
by our laws and policies.
Because of these values, I attended the impromptu march in downtown Nevada City
last night, Sunday, August 9. I am writing to document the horrors I experienced and
witnessed while Nevada City police officers and Nevada County Sheriff deputies
stood by and let us be assaulted again and again.
When marchers were first assembling, two motorcyclists drove up Commercial St and
loudly revved their engines. They made several laps. Some marchers went across the
alley and saw a group of mostly men with large USA flags and "thin blue line" flags.
We started walking out the Cottage St entrance to the parking lot, but very soon as
we turned onto Broad St, we were met with a line of large white men shouting "Go
home!" and "Get the fuck out of here!" We just stood there as we tried to assess
whether we'd be able to get through. These large men put their faces very close to us
and shouted insults. We could smell a strong alcohol scent on their breath. They then
pushed marchers holding a banner and once one started, the rest started to push us,
hit us, and punch us, all while yelling in our faces.
At this point, I noticed that a single Nevada City police car was parked in the middle of
Broad Street. The officer(s) stayed in the car as we were assaulted. One of the
marchers yelled at the officer in the car. I didn't keep my eyes on them because I was
busy being hit or moving between people who were being hurt.
These violent aggressors grabbed signs & tore them up, then grabbed and punched
the people holding them. They pulled buckets and other noise-maker objects we'd
brought from us and threw them at us. They hit my friend in the head with a bucket.
They yanked and hit young marchers, around age 14, who had to pull themselves
away and run crying, although after experiencing such hatred first-hand, they were
even more determined to stay and march with us.

We broke through their line, but they continued to assault us. They grabbed people by
the arms, and neck and pulled them in to punch them. They turned their flags
sideways and used the flagpoles to push us all while screaming at us. I put myself
between the aggressors and the marchers and just kept screaming, "Hands to self!"
At this point, I noticed at least one uniformed police officer walking among the violent
aggressors and the marchers, asking us to "move along." So we did. We kept
walking. And the drunk, violent aggressors followed us.
We made it to the Broad Street Bridge and I saw Nevada County Sheriff cars and 2
uniformed deputies. They and one uniformed Nevada City police officer told the
marchers to move to the sidewalk. We complied and asked our fellow marchers to
stay on the sidewalk as we re-grouped and tried to figure out the safest way to get
out. The violent aggressors were standing in Broad Street and blocking Union - they
were not on the sidewalk and they continued yelling at us to go home. But they were
blocking our path back to the parking lot. Our only choice was to walk on and try to
loop back across the Washington St bridge. So we kept walking. I walked toward the
front of the marchers and it seemed to me that at least some of the violent aggressors
had dispersed.
But they did not -- we turned as soon as we could onto High Street to avoid blocking
traffic. Our hope at this point was to cross the Washington St bridge and get back to
the Commercial St lot. We saw a Nevada City police car drive down the hill from
Washington St and across the bridge, thinking maybe they would prevent further
assault. Just the opposite: a group of violent aggressors walked across the bridge
toward us, so we had to walk up Washington St toward Nevada St. I saw one
uniformed Nevada City police officer walking with these violent aggressors, making
no attempt to de-escalate them or asking them to leave us alone. They shouted
homophobic, racist and misogynist insults at us (called us faggots, told us "Black lives
don't matter here," and "are you going to save those videos to watch in bed later?").
We attempted to drown out their hate speech with loud drums, bells, and chants.
As half of the marchers rounded the corner onto Nevada St, a group of violent
aggressors ran through the grassy spot between Washington and Nevada St to stand
in front of the marchers. Now we were surrounded. They kept yelling at us to go
home, and yet they made it impossible for us to move without risking more assault. A
marcher was video recording on her phone. One of the violent aggressors slapped
her phone away and stomped on it with his boot, then kicked it behind him so that
we'd have to breach their "wall" in order to retrieve it. (I heard later at least one other
person's phone was stomped and smashed, but I did not see it.) I did not see any
police during this standoff. Certainly no attempt was made to hold these men
accountable for the crimes they were in the midst of committing.
We did eventually move past the violent aggressors and they continued to walk
beside and behind us, yelling "All lives matter," and "faggot" and "bitch" all in the
same breath...
As we made it back to the bridge, people at the front wanted to get us back to our

cars as quickly and safely as possible. I saw no police anywhere as we walked back
across Broad Street. We turned down Union and made our way through the crowded
outdoor seating area along Commercial, the shortest way back to the parking lot and
hoping we'd have some safety with so many people watching. They continued to
follow us, pushing us and yelling at us. They would shove us with their fists, flags, and
even kick us. I just kept shouting, "Hands and feet to self!" while putting myself
between the violent aggressors and the marchers attempting to defend themselves
and get away.
At this point, I was walking toward the back of the marchers, helping to keep people
together and protected from further injuries. In the stretch of Commercial from Union
to the Crazy Horse Saloon, they shouted loudly and again used their flagpoles and
fists to push us from behind. When we got to the intersection of Commercial & Pine,
some marchers shouted at the diners to look at what was happening, begging them to
watch, to record, to understand "this is why we march." The aggressors behind us
seemed to back off a little bit.
Once we made it past the section of outdoor seating, however, the violent aggressors
pulled an older man into a headlock, knocked him to the ground and punched and
kicked him. When he got away, one violent aggressor pulled a man to the ground by
his hair and punched and kicked him. A marcher came to help, but his phone slipped.
Another violent aggressor snatched up the phone, looked the owner in the eye, and
dropped it in the sewer grate. As I turned back, I saw that one of the violent
aggressors had dropped and spilled a can of beer in the street. They laughed and
said, "whoops, I tripped," and "you made me spill my beer."
When we got to the parking lot, the marchers knelt until we could figure out how to get
people to their cars safely. I moved to the Cottage St exit, where two men stood
watching every pedestrian and car that left the lot. The same man had been standing
watching as marchers assembled at the beginning of the demonstration.
I am attaching photos I took this morning of the bruises I have on my arms and leg.
The lighting wasn't great, but I tried to circle the marks that were so clear and visible
my friends gasped when I showed them today.
These men assaulted, battered, and harassed us. From my viewpoint, the police did
nothing to put a stop to the violence. I was not armed. I am not trained in self-defense
or any kind of physical sport for that matter! Yet I had to put myself between these
violent aggressors and peaceful marchers time and time again to protect and serve
my community.
My take-away from this event is that the people calling to defund the police have a
good point - they aren't actually effective at preventing or stopping abuse, assault,
battery, theft, vandalism, property destruction, or any other kind of crime. Many
crimes were committed last night, yet none of the offenders were arrested, charged,
or even just stopped. Sure, it would be nice for these men to be held accountable for
their crimes, but we're already injured and traumatized. The cops were there - they
could have stopped the harm, but they did not.

I do believe that out of their uniforms, police are good people. (Really, I believe all people are
good people. Yes, even those hate-filled racist aggressors from last night.) And a genuinely
good person can handle being held accountable for their actions. They listen, reflect, and make
better choices next time. That's what makes them so "good." It's just like we learned in
primary school...
I look forward to hearing about Nevada City Council's reflections and the policy changes that
result from this demonstration of police obsolescence in the face of vehement hatred and
violence.

Dear Catrina,
I’m taking the time today to write out of deep concern over the events that took place on Sunday at the march in
support of the BLM movement. I was born in Grass Valley and raised in Nevada City. I am now raising my own
daughter here. I know that our town isn’t perfect, but I have never seen such a blatant display of aggression,
intolerance, homophobia and violence as what transpired on Sunday. I was livid when I watched the videos, saw
friends of mine, fellow locals, be screamed at, intimidated and assaulted. I was shocked to see the police presence
that was there, do NOTHING. I am now shocked to hear that those who were assaulted are NOT BEING
ALLOWED TO FILE POLICE REPORTS. I strongly hope there will be arrests of the violent, dangerous men who
took to our streets to assault women, children and other peaceful protesters. My 9 year old daughters best friend is
black. What am I supposed to tell her?
Thank you for your time,

Sent from my iPhone

To the City Council and Police Department of Nevada City,
On Sunday, 08-09-20, Nevada City Police Officers were bullies by proxy and clearly
demonstrated the very behaviour the protesters were rallying against. They must be replaced
by individuals who will protect our local citizens from mob violence, independent of the
politics behind it.
Here is the text of the letter I submitted to the Union regarding our police officers refusing to
intervene when an unruly mob accosted orderly demonstrators:
"Fire every law enforcement officer who was there, in Nevada City on Sunday, during the
outrageous assault on our local friends and neighbors who were peacefully exercising their
first amendment rights.
If those officers failed to see anything wrong when an ignorant mob was perpetrating violence,
they are not worthy of the authority we have entrusted them with.
And if fear about how fellow officers would treat them was a factor in their breach of duty, we
must replace the entire police force.
Either way, their response is inexcusable and they don’t deserve a second chance. If the
Nevada City Police Chief, or the Nevada County Sheriff, makes excuses for them or gives
them a second chance, they also need to be fired."
The irony is that those officers committed the exact offense which is the focus of the ongoing
nationwide criticism against law enforcement culture: they acted in a way which was harmful
and degrading to people based on the issue of race.
In this case the cops on scene stood by and watched, while people were assaulted for
peacefully expressing outrage over the treatment of minorities.
We deserve better.
Sincerely,

Hi Town Council,
The news has spread that in Nevada City 15-20 white male antagonists became violent against
a much larger crowd of peaceful Black Lives Matter demonstrators, while the police were
present and did nothing.
How do you represent your town? In support of hate, with police backup? Or in support of
justice, with police keeping the peace?

Dear Community Leaders,
My name is
and I have been a resident of Nevada City for about 6 years. I’m
writing in response to the violence against peaceful protesters that occured in downtown
Nevada City on the evening of August 9, 2020.
To say I am disturbed is a vast understatement. The lack of action taken by law enforcement
who were present has without a doubt emboldened those who committed blatant assault
against peaceful demonstrators. Though I was not present at this particular protest, I have
attended multiple Black Lives Matter demonstrations in our community. I have been proud to
exercise my rights alongside friends and neighbors as we stand together to denounce racism
and intolerance. Everyone deserves to feel safe to peacefully assemble, and it is the duty of our
law enforcement officers to protect the safety of all our community members to do so.
The numerous videos and written accounts that I have seen from friends and neighbors who
were at the August 9th protest are deeply upsetting. There are countless videos available
online of a small group of violent men taking and smashing phones, shoving and striking
people, sucker-punching one man in the face, and even slamming a protestor into the
pavement. I have read other accounts of someone having their neck dislocated, people being
spit on, and our own city council member being forcefully shoved from her bike onto cement.
It is also clear from these videos that law enforcement officers are nearby.
How were there no arrests? How is it that this event was allowed to escalate to this level of
violence? What deescalation training do our officers receive, and was protocol followed on
August 9th? There are countless witnesses. There are so many written statements and videos.
Community members are already identifying the men who committed these assaults.
NCPD needs to be provided with more training, especially for these types of situations,
focused on deescalation, diversity, equity and inclusion. I am formally requesting the release
of the body camera footage of the officers on duty on the night this occurred. The individuals
who damaged property and assaulted demonstrators need to be arrested. Their behavior cannot
be emboldened by inaction.
Thank you for all you do to make our community a wonderful place to live. At this moment,
your swift response as our leadership is crucial to the safety of our community. Please publicly
denounce the violent actions taken by these men against peaceful protestors. This is a systemic
problem and you have the opportunity to be part of the solution. Show our community that
hate does not have a place here.
Black Lives Matter,

To whom it may concern,
Frankly speaking, I'm hoping you are all very concerned about the events that transpired
during the intended peaceful Black Lives Matter march this past Sunday.
I've been living in Nevada County for a total of seven years. I attended a college in Nevada
City for two years, and rented in Nevada City and Grass Valley while working locally; before
moving here permanently to Penn Valley, where I now own a property in the rural community.
I'm speaking as a witness to a video I saw, and a concerned citizen of Nevada County. I was
not aware of this BLM march happening so I was not in attendance, but I have attended other
marches (one in Nevada City) where there was NO incited violence from counter protesters.
They were peaceful marches, intended to show support for people who were being treated or
had/have been killed unjustly.
I realize that videos can be edited and manipulated, however, this particular video showed
some footage of events transpiring that was not cut at crucial moments, and as far as I could
tell, manipulated to alter my perception of what was happening.
The video was a little over three minutes and thirty seconds long. In that short time, I saw:
one or more of the counter protestors slap a man, block and shove oncoming BLM marchers,
scream profanities in the face of the BLM marchers, rip the sign from a young BLM marcher,
while screaming, "get the fuck out of our town".
This man, along with many, were big men and very intimidating. One in particular was quite
muscular and kept screaming profanities such as: "Move the fuck on bitch. Fuck you!" As
another screamed, "This ain't your town, get the fuck out! Bitch! Fuck you!" amidst some
other people, mainly white men, screaming profanities at presumed BLM marchers. (I
couldn't see who they were screaming their profanities toward.)
In this video, the local police were present, and at one point there was an officer marching
with the counter protesters. I'm still confused about that, and very very concerned.
Another friend posted a troubling account of a friend of hers' experience as she was
rushing to come to the aid of her Life Partner, who was marching with the Black Lives
Matter movement. She was hurt by someone PUSHING her as she innocently rode
her bike to come to her partner's aid. (I'm not sure how badly, but a hole in your knee
and your face hitting the concrete sounds really bad to me.)

I know this couple, and they are UPSTANDING and peaceful citizens who have done nothing
but serve their community (one is a council member) and stand up for injustice and try to help
those they consider marginalized for any reason.
It is my understanding, from some friends researching who these men are on facebook, that
many (of the counter protestors) don't even reside in Nevada City or the surrounding area.
Why then, come to a march in a usually peaceful little town and scream profanities with little
children, mothers, and peaceful people trying to show support for their fellow citizens that are
being murdered every day by the very people who are supposed to be protecting us, because of
the color of their skin?
More importantly, why did it appear that the police were protecting them, the people inciting
violence and screaming profanities, shoving, slapping peaceful marchers, instead of the
citizens of Nevada City who had organized a PEACEFUL march in their own community?
The incidents that occured have caused some (if not all) of our more diverse population to fear
going out in their town. I'm speaking of our Black Americans in particular. But as you
(hopefully) well know, prejudice and racism doesn't just stop there.
This morning, as I checked my newsfeed on facebook, a friend, who is a woman of color with
children that lives in Nevada City, said that she no longer feels safe (at all) in her hometown.
Already, she is subject to feeling threatened by those who are not openly racist, but since it
appears that racism can be openly expressed and THEN supported by the very people who are
there to protect us, regardless of race, or gender, or sexual orientation, I feel it necessary to put
this as an issue to be examined on the forefront of your agenda to make this community a safe
place for ALL of our citizens.
I'm reaching out to you as a concerned citizen who considers Nevada City to be a part of her
community. All children and citizens should be able to live in their community without the
worry of being attacked, hurt, or killed. I feel it is my duty, as a citizen of Nevada County, to
speak up about important issues that impact our community and surrounding communities. I
believe in a world that doesn't discriminate or kill people for the color of their skin. I believe
in a world that doesn't discriminate against each other for their differences no matter what they
are, as long as they don't hurt or oppress others' way of being. I believe in a peaceful world.
I'm willing, if I'm allowed, to attend any open community meetings or discussions addressing
these issues I've mentioned.
I deeply appreciate all the hard work and dedication you all put in for the welfare of our
citizens. You are our hidden heroes, and I thank you for your time.
with respect and appreciation,

You're leaders in Nevada City, so please take an active role in making our town safe.
Regardless of the cause for which members of the public advocate, it's your job to
maintain safe streets and actively intervene when there are incidents of aggression
and violence. Please wake up and pay attention to the needs of our citizens.Thank
you.

Catrina,
Thank you for your service. I understand that the social climate these days is one difficult to
navigate and the path is not always clear.
As a concerned citizen I am writing to share my view that the behavior of NC officers during
the BLM protest yesterday was devastating. To see officers stand by as individuals were
physically assaulted for sharing their legal right of free speech, was honestly criminal. I
encourage you to take decisive action. This will take a collaboration with local police and
sheriffs departments so that citizens can actually feel safe in this town. And understanding the
fervor of the BLM movement, the protests will continue and get more pronounced if the
violent counter-protesters are not prosecuted. Thank you for your time.

Dear Community Members and Members of the Nevada City Council,
Present day times are in huge flux. For many of us, this is an experience like never before in our
lifetimes. We are being given an opportunity with new eyes and new knowledge to view the world
around us. What is before us is to make the best possible decisions we can for the future generations to
come.
Racism is cruel and outdated. It is rooted in ignorance and pain. We are now responsible for changing
this. No longer can there be a continuation of this glaring and inherent lack of Equality for people of
color.
Now is the time to change this story for the better. There is no debate here. We all must look deep into
our hearts and find the truth.
I hold in high regard the decision to hold the local police department accountable for acts of racism, as
well as allowing and condoning violence in our streets. The video I saw today was a testament to the
need for change, and it must happen on a local level.
I don't know who the officer(s) were in that video, but it is clear they were not out to "Protect" and
"Serve". They had an agenda, and it was not to protect and serve the larger community.
I implore you to call out the behaviour of the officers who did nothing, and actually joined in and incited
the mob, that accosted and harmed local BLM protestors.
How can it be any other way?
Justice must be served. A statement must be issued. Action must be taken.

Gmail - Re: Tonight’s mtg.
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On Wed, Aug 12, 2020 at 1:46 PM
> wrote:
You must be as upset as I am about our police force’s corrupt behavior regarding their lack of
responsibility in protecting peaceful protests in our town. What power do you have in cleaning up our
dirty police dept?

https://mail.google.com/mail/u/0?ik=b38ea37486&view=pt&search=all&permthid=thread-... 8/19/2020

To Whom It May Concern:
I am sure you are all receiving many letters this week regarding the aggressive and violent
actions of counter protestors in Sunday’s peaceful march for Black Lives Matter, and the
police's inaction. Thank you for taking the time to read mine.
Though I was not present at the march, I am a resident of Nevada County and was appalled,
and frankly, frightened, to learn of this. The fact that these hooligans were able to get away
with their actions under the watch of the police is very disturbing to me and will very likely
further galvanize such dangerous behavior. It is my understanding, through footage I viewed
as well as testimonials from people present, that the Law Enforcement present were silent and
did not step in to stop the violence or protect the peaceful townspeople, many of whom were
women, children, and elderly. It this is not addressed and a strong policy affirmed, I fear that
residents will become less and less safe in this county.
In such a small and predominately white town, built on the genocide and displacement of
indigenous Nisenan, I believe we all have a responsibility to work harder to cultivate and
protect a community of inclusiveness. And I believe the County Government is committed to
this, according to a resolution submitted by a local racial justice group that was unanimously
approved by City Council two years ago:
"We proclaim that we remain committed to diversity and to fostering an atmosphere of
inclusiveness that respects the dignity and worth of every person without regard to race, color,
sex, religion, ancestry, national origin, immigration status, marital status, age, disability,
sexual orientation, gender identity, or familial status, and we declare that we denounce hate
speech, hate crimes, harassment, racial bias, anti-Semitism, Islamophobia, anti-immigrant
activity, and harmful bias and discrimination in all forms.” (Excerpt)
But this resolution cannot just be words on a webpage. It must be upheld and it is our civic
responsibility to see that this is so. I am calling on you to do your part, and in writing this
letter, I am doing one small part of my own. I will be following this issue and am in full
support of all potential community healing and strengthening from this incident.
Most sincerely,

Dear Interim Police Chief Ellis, Mayor Minett, Vice Mayor Strawser, City Manager Olson,
Council Member Fleming and Council Member Fernández,
I am writing to express my dismay and horror in watching the footage of Sunday’s events in
Nevada City. Until recently, I was a resident of Nevada City and still have many ties to the
community there. Like many, I find Nevada City to be a vibrant town, with ideals of
acceptance and inclusion for all creeds and colors. Like many, I find it an attractive place to
live with a high quality of life. Like many, I proudly recommend visitors in Northern
California take in the town's rich culture. Sunday’s events shattered many of those
perceptions, for myself and others. The stain of racism that permeates the town’s history
reared its ugly head and citizens expect the City Council to address Sunday’s events, not just
through statements, but through sustained actions.
A small group of individuals are documented attacking protestors while eyewitness reports
and footage show law enforcement officers allowing the attacks to continue. We expect that
the aggressors will be brought to justice. The issue haunting many of us is the tacit support of
racist ideology that law enforcement officers showed by first walking with the counterprotestors, and then failing to intervene as some of those individuals attacked peaceful
protestors.
I understand that this is challenging time for law enforcement. There have been protests
sweeping the country against police brutality, calling for divestment from police budgets and it
seems many LEO have taken these protests as personal attacks on them or their work. That is
not the case. Discussions about police tactics and budgets are an opportunity to re-think how
LEO interact with their communities and how resources can best be allocated to support
community safety. This moment in history is a moment for LEO to stand up and show that
they are committed to enforcing laws and protecting the community according to the oaths
they swore, not according to any personal prejudices or appeals to them from aggressors
masquerading as allies.
Chief Ellis, I appeal to you in particular as the responsibility for your officers’ actions
ultimately rests with you. Let this be a moment to rethink how NCPD interacts with the
community and how to provide training to public service officers so that they can navigate
these situations and apply the law fairly. We ask for full accountability for the officers that
stood by as people were attacked. If those officers are not interested in doing their jobs, they
should be removed from them. Let this moment of reckoning become a pivotal change as we
confront our failings and work to rebuild our faith in each other.

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Nancy Clark
Catrina Olson
Sunday"s Protest
Thursday, August 13, 2020 10:19:38 AM
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I am one more citizen outraged at the beastly performance by the few people that expressed
themselves violently to fellow community members at Sunday protest. I am asking you to
follow up with bringing legal justice to these few angry people. And might I also suggest
some sort of non violent education, Nonviolent Communication Mediation between both
sides, and continuing this dialog for a month to come weigh in on "what next".
We have a chance to work with the division in our community and hear each other out with
the right approach. And this action needs to begin today.  
I am sending you a video that I found helpful in understanding "when differences are splitting
us apart". It is a town hall meeting with President Obama and folks from out military
discussing what to think when the NFL players began taking a knee.
Thank you for all your time and effort in keeping the discussion of what our town witnessed
this weekend and what the plan for the future will be.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=VPqOotT_ta8
--

Council members and Chief Ellis
This did happen in our beautiful community. The unprovoked violence against the peaceful Black Lives
Matter Protesters in Nevada City this weekend has left me heartbroken, numb, mad, and confused. The
counter-protesters came to Nevada City to commit vicious assaults on peaceful community members.
We as a community and the leaders within our community should be outraged!  
It is one thing to stand there and oppose a message you don't agree with; it is another to punch a man in
the face, pull a woman off her bike seriously injuring her, and countless other violent acts. What is most
upsetting is seeing police officers under Chief Ellis' command do nothing to stop these physical assaults
and further, make inflammatory comments on the record, such as "The protesters are the ones who took
to the streets." Protesters are free to walk the streets peacefully without fear of being assaulted.
As citizens, we expect more. Council: We expect a public statement from you as the governing body of
Nevada City, and from the police chief about how you and law enforcement will have a safety plan in
place for future protests.  

Dear City Council Members,                                                                   August 11, 2020

I’ve lived in Nevada County for 20 years and Nevada City for 14 and during those years, I
came to believe that Nevada City police are community minded and reasonable. I felt like I
could count on them if I needed to and I’ve even defended them as an example of what a
police force could be, but that changed last Sunday when I attended the Black Lives Matter
protest march in Nevada City.
I support BLM’s cause – it’s hard not to if you bother to listen to them instead of Fox News
spin - and felt compelled to add my voice and presence to a protest in our safe little bubble
here in the foothills. I anticipated some counter protesters, but I was not prepared for the
menacing, spiteful, misdirected rage with which we were met. The terrorizing and the
violence. I watched people pushed to the ground, punched, shoved poles, coughed at, spit on,
signs and phone smacked out of people’s hands and smashed into the ground; it was pretty bad
but still nothing compared to the daily lives of many Black Americans.
I also watched the Nevada City Police let it happen.
I expect by now you’ve watched the video, now widely distributed on social media, and if you
haven’t, here you go:
https://www.instagram.com/tv/CDsTL55HLuq
You really need to watch this. I’ll wait.
The thing I keep coming back to is that I watched the Nevada City Police let it happen. I
cannot decide if they were simply afraid of the thugs or supportive of this group of aggressive,
middle aged, adults looking for a fight, who threatened, assaulted and terrorized a group of
protesters, mostly minors, younger activists and older locals. Yelling at us to “get out of our
town” while pushing them with gloved fists and metal poles for their Blue Lives Matter flags
which conveniently double as weapons. I knew a couple dozen fellow protesters by name and
50 by face but they kept insisting that we, some people I’ve known for most of 20 years, were
bused in, out of town, George Soros funded, Communist professionals.
I didn’t recognize any of our wanna be saviors but I suppose they were from somewhere in the
county.
I know Nevada County has significant class and economic diversity and I’ve been to enough
local government events to understand just how alien our views can seem to one another, but
this is a level of rage and hatred I haven’t witnessed yet. Maybe I’ve just been lucky, but in
my experience, folks with differing opinions get along well enough to function as a
community.

Watching most of Nevada County law enforcement, the NCPD in particular, stand by while it
happened is the most disturbing part. When I talked to an officer about the counter protesters
threatening and assaulting demonstrators, he responded that his priority was to keep the road
clear. The message was clear: they are free to threaten and attack protesters, the Nevada City
Police won’t do anything about it, nor the Sheriffs, nor the GVPD, nor the other law
enforcement present. They might just march with those “very fine people” as several officers
appeared to be doing. I no longer feel safe in Nevada City but perhaps that was the point If
that’s the price for believing in the basic human rights of Black Americans and choosing to
express that belief in public, I’ll pay it.
Perhaps I saw just a little bit of what life is like on the other side of whiteness and privilege. I
certainly understand a bit better how much of an lie “law and order” really is. I’m beyond
disappointed and sad that this is where we are as a community, but it’s good to know that I
cannot expect or rely on local law enforcement to protect me, my kids and my neighbors from
an overtly violent mob that thinks opposing systematic racism is un-American and is eager to
fight about it. We saw who the blue backs.
I’d like to know what the City Council and Police Chief plan to do about this, not that I expect
anything to actually happen. It’s called “systemic” for a reason and, to my great, niave
sadness, Nevada City and Nevada County law enforcement has revealed itself to be very much
a part of that system. The message was clear and the white nationalists now have a green light
from the Police. The next time this happens, and there will be a next time, expect serious
violence.
I hope you’re wise enough to understand that this behavior by the NCPD is exactly why so
many are calling to defund the police and use that money more productively for social services
in their communities. I’ve been on the fence about that until Sunday’s events helped me
decide. What point is there in paying for law enforcement that won’t enforce the law? I expect
some sort of apology and a plan to educate or training or whatever but it will not be enough.
My trust in local law enforcement is gone along with any support.

With disgust and disappointment,

Dear Catrina,
As a member of this community, I am shocked, appalled and disgusted by the behavior that
was displayed on Sunday by WHITE NATIONALIST RACISTS who came to violently
disrupt a peaceful protest by the Black Lives Matter movement.
I am not only shocked and appalled by the racist and violent behavior from the white
nationalists but also, even more disappointing, was the lack of support and protection for the
BLM protestors by OUR POLICE. OUR POLICE ARE HERE TO PROTECT AND SERVE.
From the footage I saw, white nationalist racists, also known as the Blue Lives Matter group,
destroyed personal property and assaulted the peaceful protest while police walked alongside
them.
ARE YOU GOING TO SIT THERE AND LET RACISM INFILTRATE OUR TOWN?
DO SOMETHING. OUR SAFETY MATTERS. BLACK LIVES MATTER. TAKE A
STAND FOR ALL OF US IN NEVADA COUNTY. WE NEED YOUR LEADERSHIP.

I am writing out of concern for the events of Sunday, August 9th that took place in Nevada
City. As a 20-year resident of this area, and knowing the work that you are doing along with
many others, I believe we can create an opportunity out of this difficulty - an opportunity for
concerns to be heard on both sides, for dialogue to take place, and for a greater understanding
to grow out of this conflict. I believe deeply that this is the promise of democracy - that out of
the many points of view, we come together - E Pluribus Unum. This is the promise of our
democracy.  
I urge you to initiate a town hall meeting in which we can join together to exercise our First
Amendment rights, but even more importantly, to hear each other.
Thank you,

We urge all of you to support the criminal investigation of the counter protesters at
the BLM peaceful protest in Nevada City. Peaceful protest is a hallmark of our country
and the right to be heard is a cherished part of what caused us to relocate to Nevada
County. The behaviors and anger expressed by the counter protesters was abusive and
an assault on the people who came to peacefully protest. It has been suggested that
the 3 Nevada City police officer's were to reduce the chances of more violence. Even if
we accept that premise, the abusive and assaultive behaviors of the counter protesters
cannot be minimized and should be investigated and those responsible should be held
responsible as Chief Ellis suggested.
Thank you for carrying out your responsibility.

Dear members of the Nevada City Council, City Manager, and Police Chief,
I am very distressed at the violence that was allowed to go on unchecked at the peaceful
protest Sunday evening in Nevada City. I saw several videos last night and this morning and
heard testimony from several friends who were there. I do not live in Nevada City but we are
one community in two towns. I am part of the racial justice community and am active in the
arts, environmental, and music circles in the county. I shop and eat in Nevada City multiple
times every week. I care what happens there as much as I care what happens in GV.
I am distressed about the misinformation that abounds about the Black Lives Matter
movement and that perhaps the police believe that it pits Black lives against and above Blue
lives. It does not. It asks that Black lives matter as much as any other lives. If we make it an
either or situation, there is no winning, there is no solution. Of course Blue lives matter; of
course every life matters. I can see why the police would want to defend their defenders but
they are supposed to be peacekeepers not promoters and defenders of violence.
These kids that were protesting for Black lives, are not Antifa, and they are not from out of
town. These kids are local. I know many of them. they are peaceful as I am sure you
witnessed in the videos. Somehow, these rumors get started to rally the troops.
I am more afraid for our community than I have ever been after last night's violence.
Thank you,

I am reaching out as someone who was born and raised in Nevada City, CA. I am a Latina that
no longer lives in the area however my wonderful parents still live there. I have a lot of pride
in my hometown, it is beautiful, small, and home to many people that I love. I care so much
for my cute hometown Nevada City but what happened on August 9th was intolerable.
I was not surprised but extremely disappointed in the many videos and reports of what
happened on August 9th with a peaceful Black lives matter protest. White supremacists
targeted this group of community members and violently assaulted them. I have seen videos
with community members asking for assistance from officers who flat off refused and left as
the situation escalated. I have seen videos of the officers seeming to side with the white
supremacist group. Who are the officers there to protect and serve?
From what I understand, none of the violent white supremacists have been held accountable
for their violent and assaultive actions. The police officers should be held accountable as they
were complicit and incompetent to do their job. I and many others would be fired if I epically
failed to do the job I was supposed to which resulted in many people suffering.
I challenge all of you to consider a plan of action so that this never happens again. What
happened on Sunday was embarrassing and as leaders in the community, your actions will
determine your values and goals for the community.

Nevada City Council members, City Manager and Police Chief,
I am appalled by footage I am seeing of white suremicist thugs harassing a BLM gathering
Sunday evening through the streets of Nevada City. I personally know two people who were
beat up.
BLM is an important global movement. It is time to reassess race relations in this country and
work toward opportunity and equality for all. I believe all of us must examine our levels of
privilege and oppression, and I applaud the demonstrators for taking to the streets to promote
public awareness.
I don't understand how it is OK for citizens to be beat up in front of police, and the police did
nothing to protect citizens. It seems if it was a bar fight, the police would have stepped in.
The foundation principle of our country is freedom for all. Although people of color have not
enjoyed freedom, safety, equal opportunity and representation through much of our history,
we can hope to move toward correction of this in 2020. Please help to make Nevada City a
safe place for peaceful protest and assembly and do whatever you can to shutdown senseless
violence and intimidation. If the white demonstrators were threatened and beat up last night, I
am sure people of color don't feel safe in our community today.

Dear Madam City Manager,
My husband and I moved here 2 years ago, and after this weekend, i am seriously considering that we
made the wrong move.
The city failed to protect the protesters in exercising their most important right of peacefully assembling
and protesting.
It is a shame and i will be contacting the ACLU and see if they care to get involved.
We have white supremacists running and doing what they want and the city continues to defy in enforcing
masks use, and now with the blunt disregard for people.
I will not attend the meeting on the 20th, but will follow and hope that you can use the video footage and
prosecute the offensers.

Council Members and (Chief Ellis) ~
I have watched the videos of the attempted peaceful protest this weekend by those in the
Black Lives Matter movement in Nevada City.
I was SHOCKED and APPALLED to see the unprovoked violence towards these
protestors, including women and children, by angry counter-protestors. It is one thing to
stand there and oppose a message you don't agree with; it is another to punch a man in the
face or pull a woman off a bike, seriously injuring her. What is most upsetting is seeing
police officers under Chief Ellis' command do nothing to stop these physical assaults and,
further, make inflammatory comments on the record, such as "The protestors are the ones
who took to the streets."
Peaceful protest is our Constitutional right.
Protestors are free to walk the streets peacefully without fear of being assaulted. As
citizens, we expect more from law enforcement and our government officials who represent
US - the community of peaceful, concerned, law-abiding citizens.
Council: we expect a public statement from you as the governing body of Nevada City, and
from the police chief about how you and law enforcement will have a safety plan in place for
future protests.
I would also suggest that you collaborate with the County BOS, Grass Valley City Council,
and all law enforcement agencies, and put some teeth in your plan, and publicize it to all of
California. Take control of the negative P.R. that has become an embarrassment for
Nevada County and our community.  
Additionally, the Nevada City Police Department, the Grass Valley Police Department, and
the Nevada County Sheriff's Department need to hold these violent law-breakers
accountable and impose as strict consequences as provided under the law. The
perpetrators can be easily identified from the photographs and videos.

Thank you,

I'm writing because I'm a brand new resident of Nevada County and I am appalled and
outraged at the situation that happened on Sunday Aug 9 during a Black Lives Matter protest.
BLM protests continue to happen around the world and it's important that the protester's rights
are protected. The protest would've been a completely peaceful one if it weren't for the "back
the blue" people who were aggressive and violent, both verbally and physically. Even one of
your own council members was pushed to the ground and injured. NC police stood by and
condoned their violence, which is completely unacceptable. Please do whatever it takes to
make sure that protests are carried out in a peaceful way, and that protests can demonstrate
without fearing retribution for simply doing something that is protected under the constitution.
There needs to be accountability from the violent counter-protestors and safety for peaceful
demonstrators.

August 8, 2020
Dear Council Members:
  
I was not present at this Sunday’s march. I have seen two videos of the event
and have heard first hand accounts from people present. But clearly, I would
not claim to have the full story.  
I would request the City Council take two actions:
1.
Pass a resolution to support the District Attorney Clifford Newell’s statement:
“The Nevada County District Attorney’s Office will zealously prosecute all those
who break the law or seek to use fear, violence or intimidation to silence
others.”
2.
Request the city legal council to review (and report back) the police procedures
related to protests involving counter protests with three questions in mind:

a.
Does the police procedures manual cover counter-protests?
b.
Is the procedures in-line with state guidance?
c.
Is there alignment with Nevada County Sheriff and Grass Valley PD on
these procedures?  
Thank you for all of your service to our city both on the council and in other
capacities.  

To All Concerned,
I'm born and raised in GV/NC. I'm a graduate of Nevada Union. I spent my childhood
exploring Nevada City while my father worked at his office on Broad Street. I own a house in
Grass Valley. I was even mugged while selling Little League raffle tickets in front of the Post
Office and it was NCPD that helped catch the perpetrators. This doesn't make my voice any
more valuable than anyone else's...I just want to clarify that I am a constituent and care greatly
for my hometown.
One of my first memories is seeing my mother perform on the stage of the Nevada Theatre. I
was sickened to see a peaceful protester punched, while police looked on, in front of that very
theater. All citizens have the right to protest; even those in favor of racism. It is not an
outrageous expectation that our police keep the peace and de-escalate. It is imperative, and
their duty, that our police intervene when there is violence. I know there was no previous
notice given to NCPD about this protest but that is not an excuse for inaction - and based on
photos - possible participation in the counter protest.  
I respectfully ask for the following:
1. Arrest and charge those that perpetrated violence.
2. Review NCPD's actions on the day of the protest.
3. Publically announce what steps NCPD will take to make sure peaceful protest is protected
and that it is protected for ALL citizens; not just those I agree with and not just those the
individual officers agree with.
4. Publically announce the findings of the review of the officer photographed walking with the
violent protestors. A picture isn't a full story and there could well be an explanation but it
doesn't look good.
5. Review Nevada County Sheriff's actions the day of the protest.
6. Publically announce what steps the Sheriff's Department will take to make sure peaceful
protest is protected and that it is protected for ALL citizens; not just those I agree with and not
just those the individual officers agree with.
7. Publically announce the findings of the review of the Sheriff's Deputy filmed waving off a

citizen asking for help. Shooing away a person asking for help as violence occurs is
unconscionable if done by anyone but is a breach of the oath taken by that officer.
I can be reached by phone or email. I understand that this is a very difficult time for everyone
on this email. I appreciate your time and service to our community.
Kindly,

8/10/20
Dear City Council Members,
I was very distressed to learn of both the violence of the counter-protesters and the apparently poor
response by our local police department at Sunday’s BLM protest in our city. I have heard from
several of the peaceful protestors who developed the impression that police officers actually were in
sympathy with those committing the aggression.
It is clear that we have white supremacists in our county but this is the first time I have seen this
type of behavior on their part. It is important that you (and the police) make it known that it is not
acceptable.
As for our local police officers, I encourage you to investigate their behavior at the demonstration.

Ladies and Gentlemen,
Although my mailing address is in Grass Valley, I actually live within Nevada
City’s sphere of influence.
I am appalled and sickened by what happened Sunday. Why didn’t the
police intervene?! That confrontation should never have happened. Clearly,
the peace officers didn’t do their job.
Why weren’t those thugs arrested for assault? They should be prosecuted
additionally for federal hate crimes. Those people have no right to call
themselves patriots, much less supporters of law enforcement.
This kind of violent behavior must be stopped right now – or it will get worse.
Don’t equivocate, don’t hesitate, take decisive action now.
Thank you for your time and consideration,

Council Members and (Chief Ellis) ~

I have watched the videos of the attempted peaceful protest this weekend by those in the
Black Lives Matter movement in Nevada City.  

I was SHOCKED and APPALLED to see the unprovoked violence towards these
protestors by angry counter protestors. It is one thing to stand there and oppose a
message you don't agree with; it is another to punch a man in the face or pull a woman
off a bike, seriously injuring her.

What is most upsetting is seeing police officers under Chief Ellis' command do nothing to
stop these physical assaults and, further, make inflammatory comments on record, such
as "The protestors are the ones who took to the streets."  

Protestors are free to walk the streets peacefully without fear of being assaulted.

As citizens, we expect more. Council: we expect a public statement from you as the
governing body of Nevada City, and from the police chief about how you and law
enforcement will have a safety plan in place for future protests.

Thank you,

Dear City Council of Nevada City, Ca.,
   I’m writing in regards to the attacks that took place in Nevada City on Sunday August 9th on Broad
Street and Commercial Street against the Black Lives Matter Protesters:
   I find many things disturbing about this incident but will stick to the main one.
   The most disturbing in my opinion is that Nevada City Policemen were marching with the perpetrators
during these attacks. By their actions any onlooker would assume an appearance that the Nevada City Police
Department is choosing the side of the aggressors who assaulted and beat protesters and others who
happened to be in proximity. Are our officers not sworn to protect our citizens? Are our officers not
trained to de-escalate? Are our officers allowed to witness assaults and then tell the victim to go to city hall
and file a complaint allowing the perpetrator to walk away? These were big angry guys pushing women
and people around who were close by. I am deeply, upset by the policemen’s actions on Sunday. The
uniform the officers wear represents Nevada City. Appearance of public employees in uniform matter
because we don’t always know them personally - we only know them by what we see. By not making
arrests that afternoon it appears that Nevada City and Nevada City Police Department condones the
behavior of thugs assaulting peaceful protestors. It appears as though Nevada City and her Police
Department will witness assaults take place in the literal shadow of city hall as long as the perpetrators say
they are supporting policemen everywhere and wave a big flag with a blue line. The Nevada City
Policemen created a sense of fear on Sunday and have broken trust. Fear perpetuates an ever tangible
divide and keeps us apart and unengaged. This kind of fear erodes individual freedom and sense of
community. The actions and inaction of the police Sunday dealt a strong blow to any peaceful public
discourse as alternate opinions expressed could potentially bring unrestrained retaliation at the literal feet of
a peace officer. Freedom of speech is a constitutional right. I hope someone listens, I hope someone cares
enough to think beyond themselves and beyond opinions. When a policewoman or policeman puts on a
uniform and walks into the street, political opinions get set aside…the officer protects everyone, promotes
peace for everyone, prevent acts of violence for everyone… What kind of community do we want to create
for ourselves? Please correct this…please make Nevada City residents feel safe again.

Dear City Council Members of the Nevada City Council:
My husband and I own our home on N. Pine Street in Nevada City, choosing this community
above all other choices because of the inclusionary, supportive, caring nature of its residents.
We had visited this community often in our travels back and forth from our home in the bay
area and family responsibilities in Lassen County. We were drawn back here over again by the
open-minded peaceful way of life and eventually decided to make it our home.
As you know peaceful protests are a cornerstone for our American way of life. All over the
country we are seeing signs of a weakening of this right. Sunday's night's attack by the Blue
Backers was an aggressive attack on these unalienable rights.
I urge you to not let this happen. Not here. Let us stand firm in our rights to voice our beliefs,
in a peaceful way.
I understand we see things in a different way and that is ok- that too is our right. But there
needs to be a peaceful platform for these disagreements to be voiced. In a way that does not
promote or encourage violence against each other. We are all in this together. A tide lifts or
sinks all boats.
Education is key, both for the young and the old. Perhaps some educational forums would be
helpful. Town hall assemblies where voices can be heard and really listened to. Violence is not
the solution. Listening and talking to each other might be.
It is up to you. You are the leaders of our community. Create and promote a safe way for us all
to be heard, where fears and frustrations can be voiced without retribution. Freedom of speech
must be protected at all costs. Reaching down and educating the younger citizens of this
community would be transformative.
Please stand firm in a zero tolerance policy against violent aggressive attacks provoking fear
as we experienced Sunday night.

Good afternoon,
My name is
. I'm a young professional forester and I've lived in Nevada City for
upwards of three years. I truly love living in this town and have a deep appreciation for the
area and all it has to offer.
I'm writing today to express my deep concern and outrage over the events of last night. On the
evening of 8/9/2020, community members organized a peaceful march in the name of justice
for Black lives and to denounce racism and intolerance in our community. Marchers were
assembled peacefully, masked, and exercising their right to freedom of speech and freedom of
assembly.
This morning, I awoke to multiple videos of other community members, unmasked, violent,
and angry, physically assaulting peaceful protestors. These community members waved flags
representing the "Blue Lives Matter" ideology. I heard firsthand accounts of these violent
community members pushing, shoving, punching, and spitting on peaceful protestors. Signs
and phones were snatched and destroyed. One young woman was shoved off her bike. Another
man dislocated his neck. In the videos I saw, police cars and officers are in the background. I
did not see a video, nor did I hear a firsthand account, of an officer attempting to protect
peaceful protestors from violence.
I am writing to demand accountability for the police's inaction last night. Are police of Nevada
County only here to protect those who promote the "Blue Lives Matter" agenda? Are police of
Nevada County refusing to protect peaceful protestors who may support an idea contrary to
their own? Can we allow police officers to stand by while members of our community are
violently assaulted?
This is not a matter of differing opinions. If those who support the "Blue Lives Matter"
ideology wished to peacefully protest, they could have done so. But they chose to behave
violently towards peaceful community members. Your police officers did nothing to intervene.
So, as leaders of this community, what will you do now?
I hope you are as ashamed of the behavior exhibited by police and violent
community members as I am as I write this.
Black Lives Matter,

Hello,
I am writing to share my deep concern around what passed on Sunday's peaceful BLM
protest. I am very concerned about the violence that occurred, in the presence of police who
did not intervene.
I understand that every single body carries the trauma of racism.
White bodies carry the trauma of racism.  
Police bodies carry the trauma of racism.
Black/POC bodies carry the trauma of racism.
Racism isn't conscious or intentional for most of us. Racism isn't conscious or intentional for
most of police. It is unconscious, and it is in all of our cells, for very good reasons, due to
long history of cultural dynamics that has changed our epigenetics, our nervous systems, and
our subconscious patterning in ways that perpetuate racism.
I love Nevada City. We are a vibrant community. I want to keep uplifting all of us to better
and better version of ourselves. I hope that measures can be taken to support our community
in healing racism, from the inside out. By re-allocating resources to mental health care
workers, mobile crisis services, peer crisis services, crisis hotlines and warmlines, affordable
housing, substance abuse treatment, education, job training ---what other resources can make
our community healthy and safe?
Thank you so much for reading.
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Hello City Council Members,
I am deeply concerned about the acts of violence in our town around race/racism. August 9th was absurd. .
. The inactions have become compacted & August 9th was a clear example.
Im born & raised here in Nevada County and for the first time, I completely feel unsafe & vulnerable to the
point where my trust has been completely broken with our police & council.
Pleas put matters of race/racism & the tension rising in our town on your agenda for discussion today
because it is still not there on today’s agenda.
We deserve an explanation as to why the council still has not addressed this.
By not addressing this, you are acting out violence on your own community via inaction.
I have faith you will make the right decision & address your community on these important matters.
Be well,

Sent from my iPhone

https://mail.google.com/mail/u/0?ik=b38ea37486&view=pt&search=all&permthid=thread-... 8/19/2020
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Nevad City City Council:
I was not present at the "events" downtown Sunday Aug 9, but several of my neighbors were, and
they have told me of their experiences. Not good, in fact, appalling.
Black Lives Matters is shining a light on a dark shadow. Are you, City Council, willing to take up
the challenge of looking into the murk and injustice of systemic racism? Are you willing to
actively work to create police services that seek to promote the peace, not just talk about the
ideal? What is your plan for confronting those who bully or harass others on the street when
reports are filed? Or when police officers are observing it?
There are many actions you can take to address what happened Sunday evening. I look forward to
hearing your plans and seeing your effective leadership and action.

https://mail.google.com/mail/u/0?ik=b38ea37486&view=pt&search=all&permthid=thread-... 8/19/2020

Council Members and (Chief Ellis) ~
I have watched the videos of the attempted peaceful protest this weekend by those in the Black
Lives Matter movement in Nevada City.  
I was SHOCKED and APPALLED to see the unprovoked violence towards these protestors
by angry counter protestors. It is one thing to stand there and oppose a message you don't
agree with; it is another to punch a man in the face or pull a woman off a bike, seriously
injuring her. What is most upsetting is seeing police officers under Chief Ellis' command do
nothing to stop these physical assaults and, further, make inflammatory comments on record,
such as "The protestors are the ones who took to the streets."  
Protestors are free to walk the streets peacefully without fear of being assaulted.  
As citizens, we expect more. As a local female business owner who is typically alone at my
shop, (which this happened right outside of) I am greatly concerned about the safety for
myself & my customers with aggressors that showed up last night walking freely to harm
those who they have a differing opinion of, without any reprimanding- because if this, these
men will continue to harm anyone who does not go along with them.. I once felt safe in my
town, I no longer do after the display last night. This can not be allowed. We must stand up to
this type of violence.
Council: we expect a public statement from you as the governing body of Nevada City, and
from the police chief about how you and law enforcement will have a safety plan in place for
future protests.
Thank you,

Chief Ellis,
I am seeing videos and hearing reports of violence in NC last night between BLM supports
and counter-protesters, including very clear accounts of violent language and behavior. Many
of these people were waving Trump banners and using offensive, racist, and
aggressive behavior.
I am also hearing that the police were present but did not intervene? If this is the case, then is
this a failure to protect public safety?
I hope you will track down these folks, arresting where appropriate to quickly put an end to
this. I support peaceful protest as a necessary part of our democracy. The intimidation and
violence I see on these videos and am hearing stories about must be treated as criminal
behavior.
Good luck leading us through this mess.

Gmail - 8/12/20 Item 1 Public Comment - Faith Lost
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Dear Mayor Minett, Vice Mayor Strawser, and Council Members,
What happened in our city Sunday evening was an affront to the Constitution. I have never been more
disappointed in Nevada City law enforcement in my life. I come from a law enforcement family and support
law enforcement, but I also support the Black Lives Matter movement. Two things can be true. As the citizens
of our city were exercising their First Amendment rights a group of agitators, to call them counter-protesters is
an insult to our Constitution, violated their First Amendment rights. This is clear on video which captured the
agitators physically assaulting the peaceful protesters and using authoritarian language telling the protesters
to "shut the f*#k up" and "get the f*#k out of their town." The movement in our nation to seek racial justice and
to tear down the militarization of law enforcement, which are both well documented problems in American
society and completely counter to our Constitution, were proven correct once again through the inaction of our
city's law enforcement officers. I have seen too many videos from around the country of law enforcement
officers using force in situations where it is completely uncalled for, yet when women and children were being
assaulted by vicious, angry, white men whose intent was clearly violence, not one taser was drawn, not one
gun drawn, not even a nightstick was pulled out. As a white man let me just say for those who still try to deny
white privilege, that is what it looks like. I can guarantee if those were angry black men assaulting a group of
peaceful protesters enacting their First Amendment rights, the situation would have been dealt with much
differently. Instead a clear message was sent to those vile, evil, unpatriotic men that they can be bullies
without consequence. I think that is the most ironic part of this whole situation we are facing as a nation. The
ones waving flags and claiming to be patriots are the furthest from that ideal. As the proud son of a law
enforcement officer I can say clearly that those officers do not deserve the honor of wearing the badge. I was
glad to see that the individual who shot at the Blue Lives Matter peaceful protesters with an air-soft rifle was
arrested and fully expect them to be prosecuted. Equally, I expect that the criminals we all saw on video taken
Sunday evening will be found and prosecuted with extreme prejudice. If not, my faith in Chief Ellis and the
Nevada City police force will be completely lost. Their inaction Sunday night was unacceptable, to not follow
through to actually do their jobs in dealing with these criminal agitators is a violation of their sacred oath as
peace officers.
Sincerely,
A Nevada City Resident
I would provide my name and address, but I do not have faith that our law enforcement officers have the
strength and character to protect us all from these criminal agitators who clearly have no regard for the
Constitution or human life.
I was not sure if my name would be made public by sending this in and need to put my family's safety first.

https://mail.google.com/mail/u/0?ik=b38ea37486&view=pt&search=all&permthid=thread-... 8/19/2020
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Hello Catrina,
I would imagine you’re aware of what happened Sunday evening here, in Nevada City. The disturbing part of the
lengthy video I saw, is how brazen and aggressive, (as if they knew nothing would happen to them) they proceed to
pull signs from protester’s hands, pushing them, shoving them..,even punching at least one of them, while N.C.P.D.,
standing by their vehicles, don’t seem to be doing much. WHY did our “peace officers” not keep the peace? It was
peaceful until the trump sign, flag wavers got there...everyone witnessed it. The talk in town is obviously not
reflecting faith in our N.C.P.D. or the governing body. Everyone would really like to know...what the HELL
happened there? These are not rumors Catrina, there is video...many, many phone recorded videos. Nevada City
keeps getting further and further away from being the town it was intended to be.

To All City Council Reps, City Manager, Police Chief, County Sheriff, and DA.
I, a resident of Nevada County, born and raised here, am appalled by what occurred at
Sunday’s March. This is “my town” too. I am not here to attack, just to express my opinion. I
am hoping you are on board with my message.
Peaceful protesters were harassed violently by a bunch of bullies that decided to use their brut
strength to attack, threaten, destroy property of, and injure peaceful marchers, including
children and women. The police basically did the bare minimum to try and stop the violence.
There is video coverage of the incident.
I am disgusted that people are allowed to treat others so blatantly violent, and without being
checked and arrested by our local law enforcement, who is supposed to protect. If those
attackers were people of color, or Liberal looking, what would have the Law Enforcement’s
reaction be. I would like to see justice, and have this incident addressed.
Please do something about this and do everything in your power that it doesn’t ever happen
again in the way it did. I want to know that if I want to peacefully express my opinion by
marching through town (my sweet hometown that deserves to be represented by respectful
people) that I can do it without being assaulted by childish bullies. And will actually be
protected by our local law enforcement.
THE REAL VIOLENCE STARTS IF PEOPLE IN POWER WONT PROTECT THE
INNOCENT.
I understand the fragility of this topic in the current climate, but I hope that you don't take this
lightly in the city council meeting.

I have seen some live footage of the events, and have a few photos you may have seen, that I
do t have proof of action bc there was no footage, but worth looking into.
Sent from my iPhone

From the videos of the BLM march on Sunday, it appears that at least three batteries were committed by
people who clearly had the intent to disrupt the peaceful protest. It also appears that Nevada City police
were present. I am shocked that any city would permit its law enforcement officers to stand by and watch
innocent citizens get beaten up by anti-protestors.
Was anyone at the protest arrested or cited for assault and battery? If not, why? Am I safe exercising my
constitutional rights in your city or should I fear being beaten up by goons and thugs while police watch? I
like spending my money in your town, but I won't be spending any more if it's not safe to visit.

To all concerned parties:
My name is
, and I am a resident of Grass Valley, CA. I ask that my
voice be included in public comment for today’s council meeting. I have lived in Nevada
County for five years now, and until very recently, it has seemed like such a peaceful area, and
I have have had nothing but wonderful experiences with the police. Until recently, the racial
justice protests here have all been peaceful, and I expected they always would be.
So I was very shocked, angry, and saddened to watch all these videos of the protest on Sunday
evening, August 9th (so much so that I didn’t sleep at all that night), showing a bunch of
VERY angry and likely drunk counter-protestors show up and follow the peaceful protestors,
and push and hit them, grab their signs and destroy them, and scream hateful, derogatory
words at them including “faggot” and “retard”, and scream at them to get out of THEIR town.
However, I was at least equally shocked, angry, and saddened to watch a police officer
walking right alongside the aggressors, not putting a stop to it.
On Monday, I read Nevada City Chief of Police Chad Ellis’s beautifully written letter. So
beautifully written, in fact, that I almost didn’t notice part of it had completely contradicted
what I had watched and heard happen on the videos. So while I am glad that according to the
letter, the violent aggressors are finally being dealt with, it honestly felt a bit like gaslighting
when the letter tried to convince me that I didn’t just watch a police officer walk alongside the
aggressors like he was one of them, or watch him stand by and do nothing while assault was
occurring right in front of him.
The next day, I watched the body cam footage. He did tell the aggressors to stop, so MAYBE
he wasn’t WITH them, but they didn’t stop, and he didn’t do anything else to stop them. He
simply failed to do his job, and I think something needs to be done about that and any other
officer that was there and refused to do what was necessary to put a stop to it. When people
put their hands on other people while a police officer is present, I expect that officer to do
more than just tell them not to. Not enforcing the law tells these bullies they can get away with
it. Even if the officer was meaning to be neutral, both sides were under the impression he was
with the “patriots”, and that matters. It is not just harmful for him to be taking the counterprotestors’ side, it is even harmful just to behave like he was.
Another issue is that on part three of the body cam footage, at 8:39, a witness is trying to
explain to the officer that only one side is being violent. The officer answers, and I quote,
“There is one side that’s getting violent, and it’s the side that keeps coming back into the other
crowd. I’ve split it up three times, and as long as they’re separate, there’s no violence. It’s
when one side stops, turns around, and comes back into the other crowd that violence erupts.”
That is complete victim blaming, and reminds me of when people tell a rape victim it is her

fault for wearing revealing clothing or going home with a guy and what did she think was
going to happen, or when a man hits his wife and people say he wouldn’t do that if she didn’t
upset him. Looking behind you at aggressive followers, or walking in a different direction are
NOT violence, and the protestors should have been able to turn around and look at these huge
men full of rage behind them, or even choose to walk a different direction, without getting
pushed or hit or any of it. So hearing the violence from the counter protestors being blamed on
the protestors, just because they looked or walked in a certain direction was not acceptable,
nor did it make sense.
It does not feel safe here now. But not because of racial justice protestors, but because of
these “patriots” and the police not being able/willing to put a stop to their behavior. We are not
safe when there are huge, angry men out there that could get away with hurting us if we were
to look at them or walk in their direction, while an officer is present.
I support Black Lives Matter. I do not support “All Cops Are Bad” or “Abolish the Police, or
some of the things going on in the bigger city protests. I believe that we need police, but that
some major changes need to occur within the system in general, and now, also at the local
level.

Dear Mr. Ellis,
As I'm sure you know, and hopefully have been reviewing in the days since, a group of
Nevada City residents who were peacefully marching on Sunday night were violently
assaulted - there is significant footage of the events from cell phones and plenty of eye-witness
accounts.
I have lived in Nevada County since 2007, I own a local business, and am raising my daughter
here. I am so deeply disturbed by the inaction of local law enforcement to protect its citizens
in what was so explicitly a violent and unlawful use of force by the group of counter-protesters
who arrived to block the march. I too have marched in the past months, along with my young
child, in what have been peaceful demonstrations of solidarity with those in our country who
do not receive justice or peace because of the color of their skin. I also value the public
servants in our community, including our police department, for their tireless service to keep
us safe. I was deepy disturbed to see our police officers standing idle and not protecting the
folks being accosted - many of whom were women and children.
It is my hope that our city council, our local law enforcement, and our DA will work together
to investigate the organizers of the violence on Sunday, and the potential mishandling of the
situation by the officers present. In addition, I hope for more dialogue moving forward of how
to work together in our county for more understanding and peace among the many diverse
viewpoints contained within. Thank you for your time.

-there is laughter inside simple, and where there is laughter it is good for everybody.

Thanks for your good work on managing our town. There is something I need to
bring to your attention that I feel you are key players in. I'm sure you have all seen
the videos on social media. If you haven't please do. There was a group of men and
boys who were yelling and physically violent during a local march for black lives. The
police did nothing and said they were overwhelmed but did not bring in back up. How
can we allow this? What is the solution? We need protocols that make sense. I was
not at that march but I could have been and I'd like to know that protocols are in
place to protect marchers who are only supporting lives of Black, Indigenous, and
People Of Color. I want to know that when a marcher says to an officer of the peace
-we need you to protect our teenage boys against the aggressors - that the officer is
going to step up or call in help. Not tell the woman she is on her own against these
angry and violent men and boys.
If protection is not in place, someone could get shot or hurt. That would be a sad day
for Nevada City.
People do not understand what defunding the police means and perhaps that is why
the police are doing nothing. (?) Defunding does not mean getting rid of police.
Police are our allies (I hope). We all need to educate ourselves to understand the
need for systemic change and what defunding means and how allocating funds
equally is so important.
If people are saying "ALL LIVES MATTER" I say, yes we know that all lives matter (so
obvious) and that has nothing to do with Black Lives Matter movement. Blacks are
not saying that their lives matter more or that other lives don't matter. The
movement is there because systemically it has been experienced over and over
again that all lives indeed have not mattered (systemically) because BIOPC lives are
not treated equally. An educated black man or woman walking down the street, or
sitting in a car even -is wrongfully treated/reacted to differently than an educated or
not educated white man or woman walking down a street or sitting in a car. So this
idea that it has something to do with opportunity and education is totally bizarre as
well. This is SYSTEMIC- it needs to change. The leaders are the ones who need to
step in and help.
PLEASE HELP! Confront the police on this. Get a system in place or this is going to
become a big mess because if people think those guys are going to scare protestors
into staying home, it is just the opposite. More protests are going to happen.
About the marchers: Coalition for Racial Justice - Nevada County
The Coalition for Racial Justice is here to organize peaceful actions that spread
awareness and seek justice for BIPOC (Black, Indigenous, and People Of Color) in
Nevada County and beyond.

Dear Nevada City Council members and city and county office holders,
I was horrified when I saw the video of events on Sunday in Nevada City - by the brutality and violence of the
counter protesters, and by the lack of action by the Nevada City police to stop that violence. I fear that the inaction
of the Nevada City police has emboldened the assaulters.
The video clearly showed the counter protesters, who wore T-shirts with Trump slogans, shouting vulgarities at
peaceful protesters, blocking protesters from continuing their march, and hitting nonviolent protesters in the face.
I could hardly believe that the Nevada City police did not stop the assaults, despite calls for help. I tell my
grandchildren that the police are very important because they take on the tough job of protecting innocent people by
arresting people who attack others. I tell them that the police are the good guys, and that I had the chance to teach
several local policemen, including Chad Ellis, Mike Sullivan, and Brandon Corchero. But, in the video, one of the
protesters asked the policeman for help when people were being attacked. Instead of taking action, the policeman
said, “If you’d like to file a complaint…” That was no time for filing a complaint. It was time for the policeman to
stop the violence or call for more police to stop the violence. What am I to tell my frightened granddaughter, who
asks, “ Why didn’t the policeman protect the people who were being hurt?”
As a retired History teacher, I think about the context of the violence by the counter protesters. We have a president
who has said that there were good people among those who carried swastikas, and he has refused to say that he
would respect the results of the coming election. When I saw the thugs in Nevada City, I was reminded of
Mussolini, who marched on Rome with 30,000 fascists, and through intimidation and violence, made Italy a
dictatorship. I am reminded of Hitler’s SS, who beat up and murdered innocent people to create terror in Nazi
Germany. Now, unless severe legal action is taken against those who committed the assaults, they will continue their
assaults, just like Mussolini and Hitler’s followers. We fought a terrible war to defeat Hitler and Mussolini, and we
need to stop this intimation and violence now.
I am glad that Chad Ellis said that the behavior of the counter protesters was unacceptable, but by failing to take
action to protect those who were assaulted, the Nevada City police emboldened the assaulters to continue their
attacks. If the Nevada City police felt that they did not have the forces to stand up to the assaults and potential
weapons, they should have called in officers from the surrounding area.
I hope that Nevada City will not be known as the place where thugs blocked a peaceful protest, punched protesters
in the face, and got away with it. I want Nevada City to be known as the place that stood up to violent thugs and
assured people that their police would protect them.
Thank you for your consideration.

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of County of Nevada email system. Do not click links or open
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To the Nevada City City Council, City Manager, and Chief of Police The Black Lives Matter demonstrators and the counter-demonstrators agree on one issue: the police sided
with the counter-demonstrators.
For the police to say that they didn’t take sides by being passive is a slap in the face.
That’s evident in a Facebook post from counter demonstrator Jim Buehler: “…It has been handled. It’s nice
when law enforcement is behind you letting you push these entitled liberal white mellinials [sic] out of
town.” (see attachment)
And of course we’ve heard from many BLM demonstrators how the police walked with or behind the
counter-demonstrators doing nothing. Even when asked to intervene.
And as someone who was not at the demonstration, but having watched many videos: I agree.
By doing nothing, the police enabled and supported the aggression by a small group of people and even
encouraged them. It doesn’t matter what the police now claim. What they signaled to everyone present, and
even to us watching afterwards, is: We will ignore the violence from Blue Line counter-protestors and look
away. We will not intervene even if asked. We will let one group push around another and not interfere.
Is this how our police respond to a brawl in a downtown bar: stand there, watch, and do nothing? Is this how
our police respond to a call of domestic violence? Do they just invite the assaulted party to come and make
a report the next morning?
We should realize that police supporting or not responding/reacting to such aggressive behavior and assaults
as we have seen on the videos will lead to similar and escalating behavior from the Blue Line supporters. Is
that the goal? To intimidate demonstrators who don’t align with police beliefs? And to support those that
do? Has the damage been done?
To shove someone with a flag pole, to shout into someone’s face without a mask, to touch and shove with
hands and fists, to block someone’s way, to grab signs or phones, to herd a group of people down the street,
escorted by police doing nothing, is not what this town is about. This wasn’t just verbally assaulting BLM
protestors, but actual physical assault at times. Especially blocking people’s way intentionally or forcibly
pushing them along like cattle.
If police want to act that way, passively walking along, they need to find another job in another town that
allows such behavior. We must be better than this.
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Nevada City Council members, City Manager-Catrina Olson, and Police Chief Chad Ellis,

I have property in the town of Nevada City, wasn't in town this past weekend, so my friend
just shared this with me.
I am appalled that I saw a police officer in this video telling one of the peaceful BLM
protesters to go to the police station to file a complaint, when clearly there was violence
perpetrated by the other side.
AND...I couldn't believe my eyes when I saw one of the officers walking WITH the group that
was being hateful and violent. As if he condoned the violence!!!
I would really love to know when there will be a time that I feel more protected from police
than threatened.
https://yubanet.com/regional/sunday-evening-altercation-between-black-lives-mattermarchers-and-counter-protesters-in-nevada-city-under-investigation/?fbclid=IwAR0tazz6EIjbHJU1nK-8cnsOSyUCa2f2BOBltfO9v1Tpr1cmVphdABlxF4

8/17/2020
Nevada City Council
Mayor, Erin Minett
Councilwoman, Daniela Fernandez
Councilman, Doug Fleming
Councilman, Duane Strawser
Dear Council;
I like, many other community members, am appalled and disappointed regarding the
performance of our Nevada City Police officers during the Black Lives Matter protest on
Sunday, August 9th. After reading our Police Policy Manual, several things stand out.
MESSAGE FROM THE CHIEF
“Police officers are frequently required to make decisions affecting human life and liberty
in difficult situations where there is no opportunity to seek advice and little time for
reflection. This requires an officer to have the stamina, intelligence, moral courage and
emotional stability necessary to fairly and impartially deal with human beings in many
complicated and potentially explosive situations. This Department strives to ensure each
officer possesses these necessary qualities and then provides ongoing training to reinforce
and refine them.”
LAW ENFORCEMENT CODE OF ETHICS.
“As a law enforcement officer, my fundamental duty is to serve the community; to
safeguard lives and property; to protect the innocent against deception, the weak against
oppression or intimidation and the peaceful against violence or disorder; and to respect
the constitutional rights of all to liberty, equality and justice.”
“I will never act officiously or permit personal feelings, prejudices, political beliefs,
aspirations, animosities or friendships to influence my decisions. With no compromise
for crime and with relentless prosecution of criminals, I will enforce the law courteously
and appropriately without fear or favor, malice or ill will, never employing unnecessary
force or violence and never accepting gratuities.”
Now is an opportunity for the City Council to unanimously address what you expect in
terms of performance of our police department. You don’t need an investigation to
determine if the officers on duty last Sunday lived up to the Chief’s written directive, or
the code of ethics. Chief Ellis is “The Chief of Police”. His job is to clearly enforce
policy and his expectations of officer performance and to reprimand or fire those who
cannot perform adequately. You need to ask him if he felt the officer’s performance last
Sunday lived up to his expectations. If not, what is he going to do about it? He doesn’t
need to wait for an outside investigation.
It would be great if the officers had an opportunity to explain their decisions during the
protest. Which officer was in charge that night? What was the plan, if any, during the
event? Had they received training in crowd control? How much?
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FROM THE CALIFORNIA CROWD CONTROL MANUAL
A Sampling of Crowd Management Strategies:
* Coordinate incident planning and preparation
* Arrange pre-meeting with group organizers
* Develop unified and streamlined chain-of-command
* Coordinate pre-incident training
* Insure pre-incident community education
* Establish stakeholders interest and involvement
* Deploy sufficient numbers of law enforcement and public safety personnel to control
and/or respond to anticipated events
* Establish overt police presence
* Insure law enforcement response is timely
* Designate public assembly areas when reasonable
* Separate opposing factions
* Establish and attempt to maintain contact with the crowd
* Insure personnel has proper and sufficient equipment including specialized tactical
resources
* Establish inner and outer cordoning
* Insure on-scene incident command
* Provide effective means of communication
* Establish rules of conduct, including force options
* Establish mobile field booking and arrest teams
* Establish dismounted and mobile tactical formations
* Define unlawful
* Develop unlawful assembly declaration
* Prepare to use specialty vehicles as necessary
* Development media management plan
* Establish photo/video journal of chronology of events
* Establish photo/video journal of arrest and booking
* Continually gather and assess tactically significant intelligence
* Identify and employ means to detect metal, explosives, terrorists, and suicide bombers
“Managers and supervisors have unique roles at critical incidents. A supervisor may be
the manager of an incident until relieved by a ranking officer and should be familiar with
both roles. Managers and supervisors should be trained in the Standardized Emergency
Management System (SEMS), and, in particular, the Incident Command System (ICS). A
pre-established checklist may be helpful for reference during an incident. Existing models
are available from many law enforcement agencies and in the Law Enforcement Guide
for Emergency Operations.”
A Sampling of Supervisory Responsibilities:
*Ensure agency policies are followed
*Respond quickly and safely to the scene or staging area
*Determine safe avenue of approach to scene or staging area
*Establish a command post if appropriate and not already done
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*Delegate responsibility of incident command post and subordinate elements
*Establish a secure tactical communication
*Assess the situation via briefing and/or observations
*Assume command when appropriate
*Indicate assumption of command to subordinate
*Make appropriate notifications
*Utilize SEMS
*Refer to the Civil Unrest/Disorder Check List, Law Enforcement Guide for
Emergency Operations
* Establish priorities of action (containment, isolation, control, arrest, etc.)
*Establish a staging area and designate a coordinator
*Establish a journal and report writer
*Allow time for readjustment, reassessment, and decision making
*Avoid unrealistic pressure; slowing down is a wise option
*Deploy disciplined control forces rapidly yet efficiently (economy of force)
*Emphasize teamwork and avoidance of individual action
*Establish contact with participants/leadership (be candid in discussions)
*Consider a rapid response force pre-staged for assistance
*Maintain support for emergency services (e.g., fire, rescue, etc.)
*Ensure all personnel have appropriate equipment
*Attain a signed crime/offense report from victim when possible
*Ensure personnel understand agency use-of-force policies
*When possible, don’t cite and release demonstrators at the scene
*Consider the use of barriers and screens around demonstrators
*Conduct a post-event critique
*Be available for decision making
There is no verbiage in our police policy that addresses crowd control. It was obvious
from all the video footage that things got out of control very rapidly and there was no
police leadership. The protesters did not feel safe and repeatedly expressed their feelings
of not being protected and observed police favoritism of the counter protesters (to officer
Ewing in particular). It is fortunate that most of the protesters kept their cool and did not
retaliate. The situation could have easily turned into a riot.
Hopefully by next Friday’s special council meeting you all will have more answers. But
the bottom line is our police department needs to raise the bar on performance. More
training is necessary, and for those that cannot perform to a high standard, perhaps they
should not be in the policing profession.
Sincerely

cc: Catrina Olsen, City Manager
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Hello,
I have lived in Nevada City for as long as I can remember, and I really only have good
memories of this place. Therefore, I was shocked to hear about the actions of the
counterprotesters of the BLM march/walk a few days ago. I know that there are people living
here who do unfortunately not agree with the BLM movement, however, I was most outraged
by the fact that one of our very own police officers was doing nothing to stop the violence.
The police are here to protect and serve our citizens, and they should never condone or stand
by violent attacks on anyone, regardless of whom is being hurt. I sincerely ask that the
officer(s) involved faces severe consequences for his actions. I cannot bear to live in a place
where police do not support and protect all citizens equally. Please take action to ensure that
this NEVER happens again.
Thank you.

To the City of Nevada City,
Let me preface this by saying that I in no way condone the behavior of most of the antiprotesters but must add that I also see poor behavior with some of the BLM/Defund Police
protesters. I have seen a full length video and other short videos from different angles.
I commend the Nevada City Police Dept., with their limited resources, for keeping the
situation from escalating into something that potentially could have become much worse.  
To my point, I find it very inappropriate for a City Council Member to participate in a protest
in her town that was in part promoted as "Defund The Police". I viewed a video in which an
unmasked Daniela Fernandez was in the face of one of our police officers. If I understand the
term correctly, Defund The Police means reducing police budgets and reallocating those funds
in part to social services. In Daniela's bid for the seat she now holds she let the townspeople
know that she had been working in social services for 15 years. How ironic. And how
shocking to hear her scream "ASSHOLE" and "BIGOT" from the middle of Broad St. to a
person on the sidewalk (anti-protester) she did not agree with.  
In closing, it is my hope that any future marches in the street that disrupt traffic flow by any
and all organizations be required to obtain a permit and that residents in the downtown area be
alerted somehow to the best of your capabilities.  
Sincerely,

Virus-free. www.avg.com

Hello All,
I was born and raised in Nevada County, and although I don't live there
currently, I'm writing to say I'm horrified at the outright violence enacted
by several citizens at Sunday night's BLM demonstration without
meaningful interference by the city's police.
We all have differences of opinion and how best to express them, but
to see violent agitators continually harass, assault, and provoke a
peaceful march while police were either unable or unwilling to mitigate
the violence and separate the agitators is dangerous and
unacceptable. Racism and bigotry are an open secret in some social
groups in Nevada County, but our elected officials and law enforcement
failing to protect against the most blatant and extreme examples of this
vitriol is a societal failure. Allowing protesters to be spit on, hit with
flagpoles, punched, and verbally harassed is never acceptable.
I understand that the last several months have been difficult for
everyone, elected officials and law enforcement included, but allowing
this violence cannot be the answer. Nevada County does not belong to
angry white men willing to get violent on the street. It is a community
created by all of it's residents, and all deserve equal respect and safety,
especially while working to build a stronger, more inclusive community.
Please let me and the rest of the wider community know how these
urgent issues will be addressed and how we can work with you all.
Thank you for your hard work and thoughtful consideration.

Dear Sir and Madam,
I hope you are well.
I was visiting Nevada City last week and witnessed the clash with Black Lives Matter protests
on August 9, 2020.
Enclosed in this Dropbox file is a video I filmed at the event.
It was clear that people were waiting for the BLM protestors in downtown Nevada City. They
then aggressively confronted the protestors.
The police seemed largely to be observing. It was unclear if the police were trying to
deescalate the situation. It was good the police were there in case further violence would have
erupted -- assuming they would have intervened.
If you are looking for assistance in facilitating community-police dialogues, I would be happy
to assist you in networking to identify possible resources.
I hope the video is helpful.
Warm regards,
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To all concerned city officials,
Well, somebody messed up. It's going to be a busy Council
meeting Wednesday. This is going to take some fancy
maneuvering for folks to even keep their jobs. The Police
Department really dropped the ball on Sunday evening. This
looks to be a real legal headache for someone.
Worse than
thugs (who
women, and
expressing

incompetent, they appear to have conspired with
I doubt even live here) to allow the assault of men,
children doing nothing more than peacefully
their opinions in a peaceful demonstration.  

What a civics lesson for those children. And in our lovely
town, too. They didn't have to go to a big city to see it
happen. Sad.
Personal property was destroyed right in front of "peace"
officers who stood by and allowed these assaults to happen.
Not to mention assaults on innocent bystanders, and people
simply recording the "event."  
Action will be needed. The Police Department will now have to
backpedal, and try to salvage what's left of justice in Nevada
City. See you at the meeting Wednesday.

Good afternoon,
My name is
and this is the first time I have written to you or any city council. I
have been a part time resident of Nevada city for 5 years now and I finally moved here
permanently this may. I love this town, the natural beauty, the culture, and a lot of the people.
Now, What I saw yesterday at the Black Lives Matter protest severely disturbed me. Many
non-violent protesters were assaulted and intimidated and the police did nothing, absolutely
nothing. The counter protesters are obviously trying to incite violence and start a fight and the
police walked with them, not the protesters. I understand the counter protesters were ‘Back the
Blue’ and ‘Blue Lives Matter’ supporters, but are you going to also support racism and white
supremacy having a voice in our town? Do you want our town to continuously be called
racist? Do you really want to give a voice to white supremacy and fascism?
Do you want to allow peaceful protesters to be violently intimidated and provoked into violent
altercations? What is it going to take for you to actually do something about this problem?
Someone being severely injured? Someone dying? Extreme acts of vandalism? Do you want
this to escalate into national news and our town being labeled a haven and sanctuary for white
supremacists and racists? A place that’s unsafe place to bring your business, take a vacation,
or raise your kids?
I know you in your hearts you know what the right, moral, and ethical thing to do here is.
None of these topics or questions should even have to be discussed or reconciled, but here we
are, victims of our own denial.
In all the time I have lived here, I have always felt safe like this place is peaceful and a
sanctuary city from all the other crazy chaotic violence going on in the rest of the world. Now
I’m not so sure. For the first time in a long time I walked back to my car in fear, I drove home
in fear, and I genuinely feared for my safety and security.
Imagine how people of Color in this city and nation feel every day? I’ve seen more around
recently and they will stop coming here and supporting local businesses if they think for two
seconds that this a is racist town.
The type of behavior exemplified by the counter protesters cannot and should not be tolerated
at all. I know they have their 1st amendment rights, but they are abusing them. I am one of
many citizens this week who will be writing to you, begging you, please, search your heart,
search your soul, do the right thing, do your jobs, serve the people, protect the people. Do not
let these energies and these hateful people continue to take root and thrive in this community.
Thank you for your service!

Mrs. Olson,
I am a school board member and a longtime resident of Nevada County. I am writing because I
am beyond appalled at the absence of police protection for nonviolent protestors as they were
assaulted last night in downtown Nevada City. I have heard firsthand accounts and have seen half
a dozen videos of these altercations and am absolutely appalled that the PD would say the things
they are quoted to have said in defense of not coming to the defense of any of the citizens who
were clearly, undeniably attacked and abused while peacefully exercising their constitutional
rights.

This officer in particular made the outrageous and indefensible decision to walk in line with these
men who taunted, attacked, and pursued peaceful citizens through our town while they shouted
obscenities, racist and homophobic slurs, and behaved overall in a manner that in no way
warranted what appeared to be the protection and support of our police. Explanations are
required. Apologies are required; A clear statement of the position of the Police and the Town
Council regarding this behavior is required, and I believe the removal of this individual from the
police force in our town is absolutely required.
If you want to see civil unrest escalate in this county, let this slide. You will absolutely see it.
This is a decisive moment.
Regrettably,

Nevada City representativesI just watched body camera footage from the 8/9 incident. In this footage, the LE officer
repeats over and over that if BLM marchers didn’t turn around to face the counter-protesters
behind them, that there wouldn’t be so much of an issue. He also repeats that if they weren’t
walking in the street, there wouldn’t be an issue. I know much of the aggression from counterprotesters happened before LE showed up, which set the tone and created fear, putting
marchers on edge, and the body cam footage is from after that.
I want to say with emphasis that bullying behavior does not get better if you turn your back or
try to “ignore” it. In fact, if a bully or aggressive/ abusive person feels they aren’t getting
attention, they escalate until they do get attention. As much as I appreciate LE officers trying
to keep people from fighting harder( and I do), I want to make absolutely clear that expecting
people (who have been peaceful before counter-protesters showed up) to “ignore” and turn
their backs on a group of mostly large, aggressive people behind them, who are taunting them
using the words “faggot” and “retard”, pushing, blocking, have run up to destroy signs and hit
phones out of their hands, this is simply an
absurd expectation.
I worked with a domestic violence agency for years, and I know local law enforcement is
familiar with patterns of aggression and bullying. They know as well as I do that trying to
“walk away” when in the middle of being purposely attacked is not going to keep anyone
safe. In this situation, certainly not.
I respect local law enforcement and have seen members of all 3 local agencies do amazing
things. I know they put themselves at risk regularly. However, to hear one member imply
repeatedly that the original marchers could have solved the problem by just keeping their
backs turned and walking forward, was hugely disappointing, and frankly ridiculous. If this is
the belief, in general, being expressed by law enforcement that were there that day, or if there
is a belief that marchers would not have been confronted or attacked if they hadn’t been
marching in the street (not blocking until the attacks began), then these attitudes are clearly
deflecting from the actual issue, and not at all realistic.
I urge you to look into these matters fairly. Thank you for pursuing this and continuing to do
the good work this community needs right now. I look forward to clarity around this situation,
and safety for all of us as Nevada County residents.

Dear Ms. Olson,
  
I am very concerned about the safety of our community. I don't feel safe here anymore. I have seen numerous
videos of the counter protesters attacks at the "BLM" marchers (aka civil rights activists, LGBTQ, & disabled,
oppressed, marginalized, & under represented ppl) last Sunday 8/9/20.
My 14 yr old has some special needs and falls into some of the above categories. He has been asking to join in
support of the recent protests. We almost attended this past Sunday. We know a few of the attendees including
Kim Moussilini who was injured by a counter protester.
It appears there was a lack of LE presence and protection. Peoples rights and bodies were not protected and they
were repeatedly violated. The counter protesters conduct was against the law and they should be charged
appropriately. They were emboldened by LE. Their posts on fb boasting about it afterwards proves that. This
could have been an opportunity for LE to show our community, (especially our youth) who they are, and what they
stand for. My 14yr old is hearing that LE is all bad, and I always tell him it's not true and there are more good ones
than bad. I hope NC learns from this and does better next time.
Also, the FB group page named Nevada County Crime watch is full of like minded counter -protesters including
the mother of Jimmy Smith who posted an conspiracy theory-extremist response with future warnings in response
to the video if her son terrorizing ppl last Sunday. They verbally attacked me for sharing the video as well and
most members in group were in full support of the assaults. They stated there was more to come.
Sincerely,

Gmail - Public Comment
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Members of Nevada City Council,
For this evening’s city council meeting I would like to go on record as saying that I am deeply disturbed by the
recent violence directed against peaceful protestors in Nevada City. Whether we agree with them or not is
irrelevant as the constitution guarantees them the right to peaceably assemble. Evidence that counter
protesters initiated the violence is incredibly clear and steps to prosecute the offenders should be taken. I am
also concerned that the Nevada City Police Department apparently failed to protect those in harms way and
such inaction should be investigated.

Finally, I am concerned that violence of this nature has escalated all around the country. For this reason,
it is my hope that Nevada City will join together with other cities across the nation to develop and adopt
policies that fully address such matters of violence in a manner that supports the constitutional rights of
all concerned. The current state of affairs is completely unacceptable.

https://mail.google.com/mail/u/0?ik=b38ea37486&view=pt&search=all&permthid=thread-... 8/19/2020

Having read all the accounts and having seen the video of what took place on Sunday, August 9th, I, too, join in
condemning the police department’s lack of action to protect those who were protesting peacefully. Furthermore, I
condemn the violent behavior of the counter-protesters and what appeared to me to be your siding with them. These
thugs should have been locked away in jail with the key thrown away instead of being allowed to roam freely so
they can victimize innocent people again and again. Had this happened, maybe these thugs would have had time to
contemplate how badly they screwed up. Shame on your department for doing nothing!! You could have at least
called another law enforcement agency for backup.
As a registered voter in Nevada City, I can assure you that I will vote against any further funding of your department
if a citizen’s initiative concerning this issue ever comes up on the ballot. Meanwhile, all I can say is that you guys
did an extremely poor job of protecting peaceful protesters, some of whom are my neighbors! I can only hope and
pray that something like this never happens again. I, for one, am thoroughly outraged!!!!!

Dear Ms. Olson,
        I am writing to express my deep concerns over the situation in Nevada City involving the attacks on peaceful
protestors on Sunday. As a nearly 50 year resident of Nevada City and a former owner of a downtown retail
business, I was horrified by what I saw in my hometown.
        I was not present so am basing my reaction on news reports. If half of what I see is real, I am shocked by the
attitude of lack of action by the police officers who stood by as the protestors were assaulted. In news reports, an
officer was cited as saying that the protestors "took to the streets" and implied that they then deserved what they got
for breaking the law. If they were in violation of the law, it is up to those police officers to take action, not allow a
group of violent vigilantes to do so in their stead. When those same counter-protestors assaulted the marchers, they
committed battery, a much more serious crime.
        I urge your immediate action to investigate this situation thoroughly, including a review of the chief of police,
the department’s practices, and, especially, the officers involved. I strongly urge suspensions of these officers until
the investigation is complete and the situation resolved.
        I appreciate your immediate attention to this matter.

To all of you on the Nevada County Board and Nevada City Police Dept.,
I am embarrassed to witness my home town coming undone like an insane
asylum. There is no reason I can understand for allowing any individuals to bully
others in our little town. The guy I see with the Trump shirt on is either not a
local or lots of people know who he is and he needs to at the minimum pay for
the cell phone he destroyed he should in my opinion be made to atone for his
behavior, however, I understand that you have a DA that will not allow that. I
am and always have been a supporter of LEOs but to walk away from peaceful
protesters while some goons bully assault and create trouble is something I do
not understand. I implore you to do the right thing and at least arrest that
individual and any others. I understand nothing else may happen but at least
you did the right thing.
I release this statement for public recording.
Thank you,

Dear Civic Leaders,
I writing in response to the violent acts that occurred in Nevada City, Broad Street, and
surrounding areas on Sunday, August 9th. And to address what I witnessed of the Nevada City
Police Department.
I have been a Nevada County business owner in downtown Nevada City for 10 years and a
resident for 18 years. The footage shown on August 9th clearly outlined that the NCPD was
turning a blind eye on assault towards our community members. This is not something we
stand for as a business or as a resident of a place that has an overwhelmingly positive
relationship between police and the community.
What I witnessed was police seeming to side with the violent perpetrators. This to me needs to
be addressed within your station and in a public manner. What I saw on the streets were
officers standing idle as peaceful protesters--many of them women and children—were
threatened and assaulted, their bodies injured, their legal rights violated, their property
destroyed (including numerous cell phones being used to film the events).
I saw a small group of militant counter-protesters descend on a peaceful march. I saw people
who weren't associated with either side exhibit the courage to protect women and children
against active violence, while NCPD watched and did nothing. I saw those brave bystanders
get assaulted as well. I saw officers witness every moment of blatant criminal behavior, and
then tell the injured victims of those crimes to file a report in the morning while the
perpetrators
stood nearby. I heard unmasked counter-protesters claim to be infected with Covid as they
coughed and spit in the faces of women and children. This was not a brawl. This wasn't two
sides fighting. This was assault.
This not only created a fear-based dynamic between the community members but it also broke
the trusted reliance based relationship we felt with the NCPD.
What I request to see is that Chief Chad Ellis and investigator Angela Ford follow through
with the investigations and that they are thorough and unbiased, so that justice may be served.
Thank you for your time, I trust that the Nevada City county leadership will follow through
with excellent leadership and become an inspiring model for how to handle challenging
situations such as these.

All,
We need answers and justice for violence experienced in Nevada City. There are clear vidoes
showing a police offcier walking shoulder and shoulder (without a mask) in apparent support
of violent white supremists violating peaceful protestors 1st ammendment rights. Another
officer is shown decling to assist as the situation escalates to physical violence. The police
chief has the name and location of the main attacker and has not arrested this person. This is
unacceptalbe. The investigation needs to hold both the police and purpotrators accountable.
Your next action is the action that will shape the future and safety of this community.
As a leader in this community, we ask that you uphold civil rights and safety every day. Today
is the day to hold the specific people that violate and threaten these rights accountable. I know
you have the strength to uphold the integrity of our constitution intact. I know you have the
power to hold the individuals that threaten and bring violence to our community accountable.
Demonstrate to us that you are capable of holding aggressive, hateful violators accountable by
being the moral and ethical leaders that run our community. Show us that you stand for peace,
justice and that hate has no place in your community and will never be tolerated. Right now
you are being held responsible to demonstrate your authority and leadership by taking action,
now.
As the community you serve, we need answers and action now. What are you doing to take
action against the aggressors at last Sunday's peaceful protest in downtown Nevada City? We
know there is an investigation underway with Angela Ford - we need updates and to know this
is a top urgent priority. This issue must be fast-tracked and pushed to top priority, and we need
to know all hands are on deck to ensure this type of event never will happen again in our
community because it simply is not tolerated by you, our leaders.
Hate has no place in Nevada City. We all know you have the hateful agitator's names,
addresses, and identities now, and we know Angela Ford has this information, complaints by
the victims have been filed so there is no excuse, the officers that clearly stood by and the
aggressive hateful civilians need to be held equally accountable now.
Until you take a stand and take action, you are showing your community that you tolerate the
obstruction of civil rights and hateful violence to spread in the streets of Nevada City. Until
you take action, you are demonstrating to your community that you openly and willingly allow
hate violence.
Please show us you care and will uphold peace.

To the members of City Council, Police Chief Ellis, and any other parties concerned with the
well being and functioning of Nevada City:
I am writing with a heavy heart tonight, riddled with fear for my safety and the safety of
others. I feel compelled to express to you all a deep and disturbing sense of concern for the
place I call home.
I have been living in Nevada City for the past three years, working at a local farm to provide
organic food for my community. I have come to love this place, and love the people I work for
and with. I have a strong sense of pride in being a part of this town.
That sense of pride was peeled down and discarded, and replaced with a sense of frustration
and betrayal as a result of Sunday evenings events.
I was an active participant in the Black Lives Matter peaceful protest, and cannot begin to
express to you the levels of anger and fear I felt, and still feel, at watching it all unfold. I
witnessed my friends, coworkers, neighbors, and fellow citizens be brutally assaulted by the
counterprotesters, while the Nevada City Police Department stood by and watched. Men twice
my size were shoving women and children, spitting on us, punching us, and assailing us with
the poles of American flags. I watched a friend actively approach an officer, directing him to
the scene of where a minor had been physically attacked by a grown man, and watched that
officer turn his face away and roll up the window to his car.
The anger and brutality of these men was enough to make me incredibly fearful, but is nothing
compared to the fear and shock I feel from knowing that by their blatant inaction, NCPD
officers were offering their implicit permission for these violent assaults to continue.
I do not feel safe in my own community, and I fear for the friends who organized the protest
and are now being targeted and threatened by those affiliated with the Back the Blue group.
We were brutalized simply for exercising our First Ammendment rights. The local law
enforcement should have stepped in immediately upon witnessing the very first assault. How
they did not intervene when the first punch was thrown is absolutely beyond me. It was not
even nearly out of control until that moment, and there were endless succeeding moments
where those sworn to protect their citizens could have done so, and could have prevented this
atrocious series of events from unfolding.
There needs to be accountability for the men and women that showed up and attacked us.
There needs to be future commitment from law enforcement to ensure that our right to free

speech is not violently impeded any further.
This is what we ask. Without that, this community will be a space where violence, racism, and
blatant constitutional violations are sanctioned and upheld, and I personally refuse to stand for
that.

Sincerely,

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Karri Knowles
duanestrawser@gmail.com; erin4nevadacity@gmail.com; danielafornevadacity@gmail.com;
fleming.douglass@gmail.com; Catrina Olson; Chad Ellis; Sheriff; Clifford Newell
Aug 9th actions
Thursday, August 13, 2020 1:01:57 PM

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of County of Nevada email system. Do not click links or open
attachments unless you recognize the sender and know the content is safe.

To all concerned,
The inaction of our police department to protect innocent citizens is deplorable, I am
a white women and I do not feel safe anymore in this county.
I ask, who do I call now for justice if I or a fellow person is being violated?
This cannot go on, I support radical change within our county offices and officers that
ignore upholding our laws should be held accountable.
Sincerely  

Sent from my Verizon, Samsung Galaxy smartphone

Form Name:
Report a Concern
Form Text:
Please provide the information requested below to report a problem or concern to City Hall. If
you would like to speak directly with a staff member, you may call City Hall at (530) 2652496, Monday – Friday 8:00 a.m.-noon & 1:00-5:00 p.m.
Please understand that this service is not to be used to report an emergency situation. In the
event of an emergency please dial 9-1-1.
Name
Email Address
Street Address
Phone Number
Area of Concern

Other

Location of Concern

Downtown

Brief Description of
the Issue

The police officers that were present during the BLM
March should be fired for allowing violence from
antiprotestors right in front of them and DOING
NOTHING! This is unacceptable.

Response Requested

None

Sent from IP Address:

To all concerned parties-My name is
, and I am a resident of Nevada City, CA. I'm writing to express
my profound concern and anger regarding the explosive violent attacks on a group of peaceful
protesters in downtown Nevada City on the evening of Sunday, August 9, 2020. As I'm sure
we've all seen by now, there were dozens of independent video accounts of agitators
ambushing the racial justice activists as they marched down Broad St., pushing, punching,
verbally accosting and otherwise assaulting this assembly of mostly young folks who, as a
lifelong Nevada County resident, I can attest are by and large local citizens who I've known for
years. The marchers was later corralled by this group of violent men claiming to represent the
law and the "real" residents of Nevada County, using more pushing and intimidation in an
attempt to kettle them into corners and separate them from their peers.
And while this entire incident was wholly disturbing, shameful and terrifying (I myself wasn't at
the protest but had nightmares last night after all the documentation I saw yesterday) the
most critical matter to address is the total unpreparedness of our law enforcement officers to
intercept these violent altercations and protect the citizens who were obviously under attack.
I've read Chief Ellis' statement regarding the event and, while I understand the police force on
duty was for that of a regular Sunday night and not a bloody melee in the street, every view I
saw of an officer in action was unfortunately, one of INACTION. Bleeding and scared citizens
were pleading with the police to intervene and they were directed to file some paperwork
with the precinct. Cops were marching in time with the aggressors as they pushed the
protesters farther down the street. At best, it was a weak demonstration of control. At worst,
it revealed a bias towards the right-wing agitators and a corruption within the police force.
The real crux of the issue is that these people, despite their claims of "ownership" of this town
and community, didn't actually know anything about the people they were accosting and
berating throughout the event. Reacting to baseless theories and misinformation, they
jumped to irrational conclusions and rash actions assuming that native Nevada City residents
wouldn't be motivated to raise awareness of racial injustice and the value of black lives, and
instead believed all these peaceful folks were organized terrorists from out of town, here to
burn and loot and endanger lives. The irony, of course, is that in their blind, ignorant hatred
these men and women were the only threat in the street that night.

I took some heart from Chief Ellis' statement and the assurance that an independent
investigation into the incident is already underway. There are at least a dozen violent
offenders who are clearly caught committing crimes of violence on camera, who should be
charged and prosecuted for assault. What we as neighbors and tax-payers need to know is
that investigation into the conduct of those law enforcement officers on duty is also
conducted with full diligence, to determine if injury to citizens was suffered needlessly
because of the impotent response of the officers...and if so, why did they fail in their duties?
Do they require more training, education and support? Or was their inaction a choice?
Secondly, a broader education initiative needs to happen on a county level to push back
against this spread of racist, conspiratorial misinformation that is infecting certain factions of
our community. If this simple protest drew this degree of ire and vitriol from a small group of
conservative activists that jumped into their trucks in a moments notice to come shove some
strangers around, we need to be very concerned about what kind of deeper, darker roots are
taking hold in the minds of our neighbors and colleagues that share this kind of thinking. We
cannot censor conspiracy and ignorance, but we see now with the violence that has taken
place that we have a responsibility to combat it with facts and truth for the safety of our
community. I would love to see a county-wide communication campaign developed to debunk
myths regarding social justice activist groups and their missions, platforms and methods of
promoting equal rights. Clearly, there are some among us who are getting their information
from untrustworthy sources.
I thank you all for taking the time to consider the outpouring of response I know you're
receiving regarding these events. There seems little time to hesitate in terms of responding to
quell the violence growing in our home towns: de-escalation is required now.

Hi,
My name is
, and I am a resident of Grass Valley. I am writing to share my concerns
and feelings in response to watching video footage of the BLM protest.
Peaceful protestors being bullied and harassed and physically harmed is NOT ok.
Passive acceptance of this by our local law enforcement is NOT ok.
White Supremacists trying to claim ownership of Nevada City in NOT ok.
I watched videos of peaceful BLM protesters being physically harmed and verbally abused by a group of
(mostly) white men, that were, to my eyes, clearly white supremacists. I heard several accounts of
serious injury that occurred, with police watching and not taking action to protect the peaceful protestors
from the violent white supremacist group coming in and punching, slapping, kicking, and shoving. In
addition, one of them was yelling out that he had Coronavirus and was spitting and coughing on the
peaceful BLM protestors.
I feel this is completely horrendous and unacceptable behavior on the part of the violent, white
supremacist offenders, and also negligence on the part of the police for just looking on without protecting
any of the peaceful protestors.

Dear City Leaders,
While I was not present at the protest in Nevada City last Sunday evening, my son was, and it
was his direct experience that is prompting this letter. I know that he is passionate about the
Black Lives Matter movement as am I. I know that his group meets to plan their marches and
activism with training in peaceful protest and nonviolent communication. It did not appear that
the counter protestors had a similar ethic. I am very concerned about the potential for violence
that some groups bring to our town.
While it was an act of police violence and the killing of George Floyd that re-energized the
BLM movement, I do not see it as an anti-law enforcement movement. At it’s core, I hope the
movement can address institutional racism and restore the title “Peace Officer” as meaningful
and legitimate. I expect our local police to maintain peace. They need and deserve training in
de-escalation strategies that protect our right to peacefully gather, march and protest.
In my capacity as a psychotherapist, I have worked with many fine first responders who strive
to be professional in serving the public welfare. As a mental health professional, I also see that
our officers are placed in an impossible situation by having to respond to a myriad of calls that
are not by their nature criminal. Just reading the police blotter points to the majority of calls
involving drug and alcohol problems or mental health issues.
I personally find the phrase “de-fund the police” to be provocative. On the few occasions that I
needed support, I was sure glad they were there. Rather, I would support a city and county
budget that could create a more multidisciplinary approach to peace keeping and provide
officers the training and assistance they need to do their job effectively and compassionately.

Dear County Leaders,
Please stand up and use your voices and influence to ensure that the police force of this county stands on the side of
integrity and sworn duty.
The fact the police of this county stood by and watched assaults being committed against peaceful protestors is
atrocious and reflects very poorly on the county in general. Honestly, is the police force of this county so racist, that
they would go against their sworn duty, while on camera no less, to essentially silently support the violent acts of
these hateful aggressors?
We need to know that the police of this county will put aside their political views and complete their job
descriptions effectively. If not they should be fired and replaced by those that will.

Thank you for putting out the body cam clarifying that officers were not "marching"
with the counter-protestors on Sunday.  
However, I am curious why we still aren't seeing any arrests or charges filed against
those who assaulted peaceful protesters. That this appears to being treated as a
one-time event is frightening to our community. As I stated below, I support and
appreciate our law enforcement, as well as our military. But the surge of hate and
violence displayed by members of our community must not be acceptable. People
who assault people (even if they believe they are in the "right") MUST be held
accountable or they will be emboldened to worse action.
I know several of the protesters in that crowd. I know that they have worked hard on
teaching this particular group of protesters the principles of non-violence, deescalation, peaceful protest.  
Our community has gotten some ugly press coverage and that is not good for any of
us. Please hold those responsible accountable for their actions.
Thank you.

I am writing to proclaim my dismay and disgust at what happened yesterday in our
community.  White supremacists attacked peaceful BLM protesters.  I think it is safe
to call them white supremacists in light of the fact that they used hate-speech in
yelling in protesters faces, pushed, shoved, spit upon and even pushed someone
from a bicycle…all against BLM peaceful protesters.  According to friends that were
there, while this confrontation was happening, NC police stood by and watched.  They
did nothing.
There is even video footage showing an officer marching with the white
supremacists!!
This is not acceptable. This is not the community that I thought it was.
I support our law enforcement and our military. Military service runs deep in my
family. (My husband is a Marine, my father served in the Air Force, my step father

was in the National Guard, my father-in-law was in the Navy, my uncles were in the
Marine Corp and the Army with one serving at Normandy Beach.)
Their service was to ensure the right of peaceful protest in this county, BUT law
enforcement MUST take a stand against violence and hate! Shame.

TO: Catrina Olson
City Manager, Nevada City
RE: Black Lives Matter Rally
Sunday, August 9, 2020
Dear Ms. Olson,

I have viewed several video clips taken of the Black Lives Matter Rally held on Sunday,
August 9, 2020 in Nevada City documenting the peaceful participants in the rally and the
counter-protestors on Broad Street. The images also document the inaction of the police
officers present.
While counter-protestors tore signs from the hands of the peaceful Black Lives Matter
participants and shoved one of them and blocked numerous participants from passing
either in the street or on the sidewalk, the police visible in the images took no action to
either de-escalate the situation or calm or separate the confrontational counterprotestors.
While I understand that some or many of your officers may be sympathetic to the
ideology of the counter-protestors, these officers have taken an oath to uphold the law
for all citizens, not just for those citizens whose ideology matches theirs. Their inaction
constitutes a breach of duty and of their oath of office.
The Nevada City Police Department mission statement declares, in part, that the Nevada
City Police Chief and Police Officers will operate “with a focus to provide a safe
environment for all…with an emphasis on fairness and integrity.” Your officers failed to
provide exactly that safety and fairness on Sunday by permitting confrontational
counter-protestors to attack and block the Black Lives Matter Rally.
Any officers who do not choose to serve all the citizens of Nevada City are not fit to be
members of the Police Department here. Any officers who do choose to serve all of the
residents need to receive additional training in de-escalation tactics and the need to
protect the rights of all citizens whether or not they are in agreement with the messages
being broadcast.
I look forward to hearing that you are taking the necessary steps to remove unqualified
officers and educate officers as to all the responsibilities of their oath of office.

Nevada City
.

To Whom it May Concern,
I recently read about the aggression of the counter-protestors in Nevada City on August 9. I'm
shocked and appalled to hear about such blatant violence during a peaceful protest. While it's
hardly surprising that there is disagreement - the greater Nevada City area is a diverse pool of
deeply divided political views - there is also a long history of protest and activism and the
right to peacefully assemble is one that that has been thoroughly explored by the local
community.
The statements made by police chief Chat Ellis calling the actions of the counter-protestors
"outrageous" and decrying any violence under the guise of "Back the Blue" is a great start.
Mayor Erin Minett also made some supportive statements and seems to be committed to
protecting the right of Nevada City residents to safely exercise their first amendment rights to
peaceful protest. Grass Valley mayor and chief of police also spoke up in support of the
protestors. Now I turn to you, the city council and city manager, to ask for your decisive and
speedy action to send a clear message to the residents of the greater Nevada City/Grass Valley
area.
We live in a tumultuous time, and it's obvious to everyone that it could get a lot worse before
it gets better. The protests are not going to stop any time soon, especially not in an area with
such a rich history of political activism and deep commitment to liberal progress. We need you
to send a strong message to those who would use their muscles and hatred to hurt innocent,
peaceful, law abiding protestors. We need you to use the powers vested in you by the state of
California and the people of Nevada City to ensure that the right to peaceful protest is
protected by local law enforcement, and that those who would disrupt that right understand
that they will be investigated and prosecuted to the fullest extent of the law.
Based on the airsoft shooting last Friday, according to the Union, "police conferred with the
District Attorney’s Office on the charge Manoguerra would face: felony assault on a person by
any means of force likely to produce great bodily injury."
(https://www.theunion.com/news/grass-valley-police-make-arrest-in-downtown-airsoftshooting-no-serious-injuries/). The police used cellphone footage and cross referenced the
footage and time with surveillance cameras, used license plates, etc. This is good investigative
work.
I read this on facebook: "At 6:54pm last night, my partner called me screaming “They’re
punching and beating the shit out of us!” I jumped on my bike without even grabbing a face
mask and headed downtown. As I rode down pine street I pulled my bike up to jump the curb
and then I was slammed to the pavement hitting my face. I thought maybe I just missed the
curb, got up, pulled myself together and headed toward Broad Street. As I did, a woman yelled
“he pushed you! He pushed you off your bike...” My lip is busted, face bruised, and have a

nasty hole in my knee."
If an airsoft "shooting" is worthy of good investigative work and a felony assault, pushing
someone off of their bike is a significantly more dangerous act that is worth at least the same
level of scrutiny and legal action. I implore you to take a strong stance and to follow these
obvious crimes to the best of your ability. In this uncertain time it is absolutely essential that
we stand strong against those who would silence us.
Thank you!

Gmail - August 9th BLM protest and counter protest violence
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I am troubled, alarmed and traumatized at what I witnessed Sunday while being on the streets of
Nevada City. What I saw was the worse display of vile hate and antagonism I have ever seen in our
communities of Nevada County. On top of that was a lack of response and what I perceived to be a
tolerance for violent Ultra-Nationalist provocateurs by the Nevada City Police Department officers on duty
at the time. I witnessed the continued and sustained violent aggression and physical attacks from counter
protesters to the Black Lives Matter protest for the entire march from the Nevada Theater to the Parking lot
behind New Moon Cafe.
I was in Nevada City and decided to film with my camera because I was worried about the destruction of
private property and violent assaults when arriving on the scene in front of the Nevada Theater. I witnessed
them pushing, shoving and body slamming people in the streets that were part of the protest and just
lookers on. They called onlookers obscenities too reprehensible to repeat and continued to intercept the
movement of the BLM protesters by confronting them head on and continuing to nip at the end of the
protest by physically and verbally assaulting people who were walking away and retreating. The NCPD
seemed to use their protest line as an unofficial crowd control. They smelled of alcohol and acted
intoxicated in public. They heckled and intimidated bystanders and told them to choose sides while the
NCPD stood by, all the time declaring their frienship to the officers present. I said I would not choose sides
and they said they would come looking for me at my business in Grass Valley.
I saw the Nevada County Sheriffs department stop violent actions from the Ultra-Nationalists in the form
of reprimands and with the threat of being arrested. The Ultra-Nationalist responded to this. I did not see
the same reprimands from the Nevada City Police Department.
I saw the violent use of our National Flag defamed by the counter protesters and used as a weapon
and pushing device to shove people on the streets. This was incredible hard to see as I consider myself a
patriot and lover of the flag and do not agree to defaming it by using it to assault fellow Americans. The
biggest concern in this email is to relate the loss of trust I have for the NCPD after seeing what appeared to
be a tolerant and condoning response to the Ultra-Nationalists violent actions towards people in the streets
of Nevada City. The response of Nevada City officers was slow and seemed lacking urgency or
assertiveness.
I will say this plainly and directly. It looked like the Nevada City police officers let the Ultra-Nationalist act
as “Goons” to rough up and assault BLM protesters and innocent onlookers followed by a slow and
calculatedly apathetic response. Protection and separation was needed in the event of this protest/counterprotest, it was not achieved.
And finally what was most alarming was the disappearance of the NCPD and subsequent violent actions
taken by the Ultra-Nationalist protesters while pedestrians moved up Commercial street. When the safety
provided by policing was most needed it was absent. I saw Ultra-Nationalists assault and beat a fellow
merchant in front of his shop. This is disgusting. He was there filming as I was for protection of local
businesses and needed documentation if illegal activity occurred. He was slapped and punched and taken
to the ground because he was holding up his phone to gather any information near his business. The
NCPD was absent allowing the Ultra-Nationalist “Goons” to act as regulators with violent authority and
physical harm.
I have worked and lived in Nevada City and do not feel like I can trust the culture of policing in Nevada
City without accountability after witnessing the events of August 9th. I ask for you to make immediate
plans, preparations and possible training as soon as possible realized that the national election is imminent
and these events will most likely escalate.
I love our community and our beloved foothill towns.
Please do not read my address to the public if possible.
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I am writing to ask the City Council, the Nevada City Police department, and the
Sherrif's Office to denounce the violence that took place at the Black Lives Matter protest in
Nevada City on Sunday evening, August 9th, and to take immediate, corrective action.
Months of peaceful BLM protests have taken place in the Brunswick basin and in Nevada
City. It is shocking and demoralizing to see the violence that was perpetrated on these activists
by men with the intent of causing harm and destroying property. The videos taken by
participants clearly show men punching, slapping, and threatening protesters and bystanders,
calling out offensive slurs, and holding up the poles of their flags horizontally at neck height
to shove and obstruct the path of the march.
Why did the police fail to keep the peace? Why is physical bullying and intimidation
permissible on the streets of Nevada City? Why were these men not held to account for
ripping signs out of children's hands, destroying cell phones and throwing them down the
sewer?
This is an appalling mar on our community. Your leadership is required.

August 11, 2020
Dear City Council, Catrina, and Police Chief Chad:
Sunday's demonstration for a peaceful march in Nevada City was received by local police
force accompanying in a very UGLY and VIOLENT manner; meanwhile the Police just
walked beside those men who were assaulting people.
Where are the demonstration of the values you write on your mission statement for the City of
Nevada City?

Mission Statement
The Mission of the Nevada City Police Department is to efficiently and effectively, with the resources provided,
deliver quality police service to our community by promoting a safe environment and improved quality of life
through a police-citizen partnership, with an emphasis on hard work, mutual trust, integrity, fairness, and
professionalism.

Values
Integrity, Honesty, Transparency, Inclusiveness, Dedication, Empathy, Loyalty, Commitment, Trustworthiness,
Partnership, Courteousness, Professionalism, Fairness, Respect, Responsive, Family, Community, Helpfulness

Vision
To maintain the highest standards of excellence and attain the staffing, competence, and equipment needed to
provide the consistent quality service expected by the community

When I used to work there as the ONLY PERSON OF COLOR,  
I knew that it was bad as I experienced RACISM in my role within the all white organization.
I remember colleagues making disparaging remarks about our then President Barack Obama
being called
"a Monkey", as well as jokes from a flyer circulating around the office with reference to Black
Lives Matter with photos of dogs saying "Black Labs Matter" and other racist and
homophobic comments that were made, ignored, and were swept under the rug as it was
accepted as a part of the sick fabric within the agency.

Sadly, it seems nothing has changed with the racist ideologies since former City Manager,
Mark Prestwich, Mayor Jennifer Ray, Corey Shaver, and Police Chief Tim have left, what a
shame, and a disgrace.
When are you going to be held accountable for your responsibility in leadership?
VIOLENCE should not be supported by our Police, who are supposed to be protecting us from
harm.
Are those men who assaulted peaceful March walkers going to be charged for assault? What
about the on-duty Police department?
I would like to bring to your attention that there is a resolution that was adopted by the city
council for
anti-racism and ways to serve the community by Margo Stebbing.  
Please review the document, and post it on your website and in the hallway bulletin board if
there is still one outside the building.
The resolution needs to be put into action, not just be a piece of paper that serves no one.
We want to hear from you about the reports of violence and what your response is to protect
and serve person of color in Nevada City, and throughout the greater Nevada County!
I have always supported Law Enforcement, as I used to serve in my role within the city. How
are you going to support us back?
Please review the statements below from a
Facebook post combined with some of my own thoughts along with
Xylem Larla Dey.
For those who haven't heard or haven't taken action yet- White supremacists attacked a
peaceful BIPOC-led
Black Lives Matter protest march in our little California mountain town on Sunday evening.
My teenage cousins were there and had their tiny hearts broken by what they saw and
experienced trauma from those agitators!
The local BIPOC (Black, Indigenous and People of Color) council for equity members are
local residents wanting to see CHANGE in our community for better treatment of persons of
color living in Nevada County.
There are videos, and local police watched and did nothing to intervene to stop the violence as
peaceful protestors were punched, pushed to the ground, hit with American flagpoles, and
belongings were destroyed including glasses and phones.
As far as I know all the racial justice activists are "okay" with bruises and scrapes but very
shaken.
More support is needed for future marches and to have messages that counter the antagonizers

words of hate - they were shouting "get out of our town," "faggots" "retard" and the n-word
from different accounts I've heard, among other things... while waving the blue line flag, with
some believing they were there to "protect the police" from violence - of which they were the
only perpetrators.
There is a belief in local conservative "back the blue" circles that no Black Lives Matter
protestors are locala) they think all BLM protestors are violent rioters who want to hurt police and
b) they think that all local BLM protests are done by people who are being "bussed in" from
the cities.
There's a genuine lack of understanding or interest about the love behind BLM, and the fact
that local marches are run by locals.
It stirs up the conditions for inexcusable violence that occurred, and helps give context to the
yells from the antagonizers about "get out of our town!"
The Nevada City Police Chief Chad Ellis made a statement that they're investigating, and that
their police assigned to the incident were overwhelmed and did nothing because there were
only three of them.
The police need to be asked why they were walking with these violent folks, why they ignored
mothers asking for help for their teens, and why they didn't call for backup if they were
"overwhelmed."
Please take a moment TODAY to write to Nevada City Council members, City ManagerCatrina Olson, and Police Chief Chad Ellis to submit for public comment for Wednesday’s
Council meeting (August 12). It’s important that they hear our experiences and concerns!
Changing racist policies is the only way to change racist behavior.
Sincerely,

Dear Catrina Olson,
I am writing to express my concerns around all that has been circulating (videos, accounts, etc.) in regards to the
march that took place on Sunday 08.09.2020 in Nevada City, CA.
I am a former Grass Valley resident currently residing in Reno, NV. I make frequent trips to Grass Valley to visit
friends and family and have also participated in some of the peaceful protests that have been organized in solidarity
with Black Lives Matter.
What unfolded on Sunday in Nevada City, with peaceful BLM protestors marching and being met by a group of
counter protesters, has left me livid, sad, angry, unsafe, and concerned for the community. Although I was not
present at this march, I know many of the local residents that were.
Action must be taken my the community and especially community leaders to address these individuals that took it
upon themselves to block a peaceful march and rather than counter protesting peacefully, were so threatened and
ultimately acted in violence; punching, shoving, shouting profanity and slurs, spitting on people, harming women
and minors, claiming to have COVID and purposefully coughing on those marching, telling marchers to get out of
their town, throwing and smashing peoples phones, using choke holds, the list goes on and on.
This kind of behavior, hate speech, and violence can not be tolerated and we as a community cannot be complicit in
silence.
I am appalled at the inaction by NCPD that were present and did nothing to prevent the harm that was done to
peaceful locals marching right before their eyes. Locals had to keep each other safe and could not count on officers
to do their job.
It is my hope that you, as a figure in the community, will do your part to keep Nevada County safe, hold people
accountable for their actions, and speak out against this display of violence and hate on a group simply marching in
solidarity asking for civil rights and equality for BIPOC folks.
I understand you may be receiving a lot of emails regarding this matter, but I would greatly appreciate any response
you can give regarding this issue moving forward.
Best,

Aug. 11, 2020
Dear Ms Olson,
As a longtime resident of Nevada City and Grass Valley, I write to express my horror at what
occurred this past Sunday, Aug. 9th during the Black Lives Matter Support Rally, and also to
express my deep shock at the behavior of the Nevada City police force.
The divisions that are currently tearing our country apart threaten us all. It is more imperative
and more urgent than ever before during my lifetime that we all as committed Americans
stand up and speak out for the values upon which this country was founded.
Those values include freedom of speech, equity for all and true democracy. It seems to me
that these are the very values that were behind the BLM Support Rally and the very values
that were trodden into the ground by the Blue Lives Matter supporters who turned up to
disrupt and obstruct the legitimate, legal and peaceful protest. Whereas the Blue Lives Matter
folks have the right to demonstrate and protest in accordance with their beliefs, they do not
have the right to obstruct the right of others to do the same. Most certainly they do not have
the right to physically abuse, intimidate and in some cases, assault others.
It saddens me that the divisions of the nation have arrived in our community and have
manifested themselves so horribly. But it horrifies me that the police did not stand for keeping
the peace, for acting to protect those who were being intimidated and appear to have stood
by while crimes were being committed. This is simply unacceptable, and it is imperative that
you, as our city's manager, move immediately to take corrective action.
I urge you to do all in your power to act on behalf of “law and order” and to protect the peace
of this community so that the divisions that we harbor can be addressed civilly, non-violently
and with deep respect for all sides.
Sincerely,

Greetings,
While I was not present at the recent event, I am writing again as a concerned citizen and
mental health counselor. I would like to ensure that all body cam footage from Sunday's
aggressive and assaultive actions be released. I appreciate that NCPD released footage to
YubaNet very quickly. However, I am concerned that none of the footage includes the
incidents in which physically assaultive behavior took place, which law enforcement was
present for, as seen in various footage of the attacks circulating online. I would like to request
that the public also have access to that footage.
While I understand the size limitations of the NCPD force, it seems back-up was not called in
fast enough. Why? I also am still confused as to why the assailants were allowed to continue
following the peaceful protesters throughout town and attempting to instigate violence. By
several accounts, they assaulted more people even after police made an appearance of
intervention.
I can say with fair certainty that had the demographic of assailants and agitators been other
than white men who appear, on the surface, to sympathize with law enforcement, that this
situation would have been handled differently.  
I cannot imagine a group of ten, large, angry, black men, pushing people around and
continually yelling verbal threats at others, to have gone without arrests, or worse by law
enforcement. I cannot imagine NCPD calmly walking with a group of aggressive and angry
latino, native, or black men and allowing them to continue to walk the streets and continue
such behavior. THIS MUST BE SERIOUSLY LOOKED AT, AND IS WHAT IS AT THE
HEART OF THE BLACK LIVES MATTER CALL TO ACTION FOR SOCIAL JUSTICE.
I am also trying to understand, how, as shown in the body cam footage, when an elderly
woman reported an assault by a man in the "counterprotester" group, she was told "there's
pushing happening on both sides" and "our priority is to keep the street clear." There was no
acknowledgement of what happened to her, or expressed concern for her well being or safety.
Correct me if I'm wrong, but isn't law enforcement's primary job to serve and protect? Is
directing traffic truly more important than preventing and addressing physical violence and
threatening behavior?  
Two months ago, I gave birth to my son. Given the way this was handled I do not believe our
police force is capable of keeping our sons and daughters safe, and that perhaps they are not
willing to. This group was made up primarily of our local young sons and daughters.  
It is crucial to the health of our community that we understand why such behavior was initially
allowed by NCPD, and then continued to occur with police present. It is crucial that this never

happen again, and that the message is immediately sent to white supremacists and others
looking to wage war against the peaceful that this will never again be tolerated, before they
begin to believe that they can continue on or escalate the violence even further.
Thank you for your time.
I pray that you will do the right thing for all of our children and our community. I would like
to believe that this will be a safe place for my son to grow up, and that we can trust our law
enforcement to do the right thing.
With care,

On Sunday, August 9th, I joined my daughter and her friends in a protest to bring awareness to
racial justice issues in Nevada City. Due to previous threats of violence, this protest had been
quietly planned and was expected to be small. The group planned on walking through town,
making noise with tambourines and other noise makers and I joined because I was concerned
that everyone stay safe and get home safely. Before we left we knew that there would be
counter-protesters and I was concerned that my daughter, who is disabled, would have trouble
with the long march and I didn’t want her to be left behind and surrounded by the counterprotesters which had happened at a different protest in Loomis.
When we arrived at the meeting place in the parking lot behind our house there were several
familiar faces of friends and a gentleman singing protest songs from the 60’s and playing a
guitar. The majority of the protesters were between the ages of 14 and 24 but there were quite
a few young children, seniors, moms and dads, and even young children. As a group, we left the
parking lot and walked through the parking lot at the NC Vet’s Hall and up Cottage Street to
Broad Street. Our group banged on make-shift drums, shook noise makers and tambourines,
and chanted “Black Lives Matter”. Neighbors came out on their porches and applauded our
little parade and were generally appreciative and supportive. We turned right and headed
down Broad Street. As we came around the corner we could see that the Nevada City Police
had blocked the road with their cars and there was a line from sidewalk to sidewalk across the
street of counter-protesters waving American flags and thin blue line flags and shouting at us in
front of the Nevada Theater. While I was prepared for counter-protesters, I was not prepared
for them to be blocking the road and working with the police.
Our group chose to continue to walk down the street. The sidewalks were not an option as the
counter-protesters were blocking those sidewalks as well. We decided to try to walk past the
counter-protesters and continue on our way, we had been assured that their bark was worse
than their bite, but boy were we wrong. We didn’t expect the mayhem that began in the street
in front of the Nevada Theater. As some of our group made it past the hostile group in front of
us, it became evident that they were not going to just let us by with jeers and empty threats.
They began to bodily stop us from progressing on our way. I cannot count how many people I
saw get hit with the full weight and force of a large man with a closed fist. I lost track of who
was hurt. This was my first experience with this type of mass violence and it happened quickly.
Some of us moms tried to put our bodies between the violent aggressors and the peaceful
protesters so that the rest of our group could move through. We were pushed, screamed at,
spit on, and some were even hit. I was repeatedly screamed at to “Fuck off”, “Go home”, “We
don’t want you here”, “Get the fuck out of here”. I was called a communist, a faggot, and a
retard. One belligerent, middle aged man in a black t-shirt asked me for my ID when I told him
that I live here in response to him telling me to get the fuck out of his town.
Finally, we made it past the group only to realize that they were following us with their flags
lowered and using their flag poles to physically push us forward. Seeing that there were elderly,
disabled, and children in the group, I turned to stop the counter-protesters from pushing us
with their flag poles. One man, dressed in an American flag shirt, tried to push me down with
his flagpole. Losing my balance, I grabbed the pole in front of me and as he grabbed it away

from me, he hit me in the ribs with it. I still have a deep bruise today. I witnessed other people
getting punched and dogpiled on by the counter-protesters. A young friend was punched in the
face and his glasses were broken and lost in the melee. Another mom friend had her protest
sign wrestled away from her and torn up. The hate and venom that was spit at us all along the
way was visceral and felt out of control.
We stopped shortly on the Broad St. Bridge. Our group was on the north side of the bridge and
the counter-protesters lined the south side of the bridge. As I walked up and down the
sidewalk, checking in with friends and neighbors to make sure everyone was ok, I realized that
my daughter probably needed to take a break. She was shaky and red faced and I knew that she
was likely close to having a medical emergency. Unfortunately staying put on the bridge and
resting was not an option as the police and the counter-protesters started herding us across the
bridge and up Nevada Street. We turned left off of Nevada Street onto High Street so that we
could cross at the Washington Street Bridge and get back to the parking lot, our cars, and
safety. As we came to the intersection of Washington Street, we could see more of the violent
counter-protesters and Officer Ewing coming across the bridge to herd us up Washington Street
towards Nevada Street. At this point, young children were lagging behind. My daughter
somehow made it to the top of Washington Street and onto Nevada Street but then the
counter-protesters blocked our way back down Nevada Street. The police were working in
tandem with these violent thugs to block off our way back into town. We stopped at an
impasse. We couldn’t move forward down Nevada Street without being attacked once again by
the violent white supremacists and we couldn’t go backwards because they were also behind
us. I approached a sheriff’s officer and told them that we needed to be able to get back to our
cars in the parking lot. He said that no one was stopping me from doing so. I pointed out the
large group of violent men and he said that they would let me by. I knew how unsafe it would
be if my daughter and I left the group to walk back to our home by ourselves so we were forced
to stay with the group. At no time did law enforcement offer help or ask the counter-protesters
to back off. They worked together as though both law enforcement and the counter-protesters
were on the same team working together to wear us down. I was worried that our forced
march up and down the hills of Nevada City would result in someone, likely my daughter,
having a medical emergency. I had no reason to think that the law enforcement officers who
were pushing us up and down these hills would help us in any way.
Finally, we were able to push our way past the counter-protesters on Nevada Street. As we
walked down Nevada Street towards Broad Street, the police and counter-protesters continued
to push us along from behind. One man ran through our group shouting that he had
coronavirus and spitting and coughing on people. He spit at and coughed on a young friend of
mine who had taken extra precautions to be able to come to the protest since he is at risk from
the virus by wearing extra protective gear, this week we are hoping that the man who spit on
him did not actually have this highly communicable and deadly disease. As we walked back
across the Broad Street Bridge the counter-protesters did not let up. They were herding us like
cattle. We turned onto Union Street and then onto Commerical Street to get back to the
parking lot. I thought that the police and counter-protesters had stopped pushing us along but
as my daughter started to lose her ability to continue on and we looked for a place to sit down

to rest on Commercial Street, I looked back to see that the most violent of the counterprotesters, a man I now know as Jimmy Smith, was pushing the stragglers at the back of our
group up the hill on Commercial Street. He was absolutely terrifying in his unchecked violence
throughout the entire experience and I did not want us to be caught sitting on the side of the
street recouperating only to be faced with him so we pushed on to the parking lot. I found
someone to sit with my daughter and help her if she were to faint and I ran to our home around
the corner to get my car to drive her home. As I drove into the parking lot I could see our group
of protesters taking a knee in front of the violent white supremacists who had just abused us
and pushed us through town. My intention was to just get my daughter to my car and get her
home and get her some care but I was concerned that the counter-protesters were lining the
streets and blocking the exits of the parking lot. As I slowly drove my car through the group of
angry abusive men it occurred to me that it would not be safe for me to go to my home as they
could see my house from the parking lot. We drove around the block and then circled back to
our house. Because there was NC police driving behind me the entire way, I was scared to pull
into my own driveway. I didn’t want the violent white supremacists or the police who had
colluded with them to terrorize us, to see where we live. Then I realized that the police already
knew where I live and that we may not ever feel safe in our own home again.
I have had a friendly relationship with the people at the Nevada City Police Department. I
regularly take the young children I take care of into the station to get stickers and to see an
officer. They wave and I wave back when they drive past my house. They have come when I
have called about violence I can see and hear in the parking lot behind my house. They took a
report when my car was broken into and when my house was broken into and vandalized
(twice). Though I appreciated that they came, on all of these occasions I was told that there was
nothing they could do. I raised my daughter to respect and appreciate law enforcement. Sadly,
her own experiences with our local law enforcement agencies has undermined the trust I had
tried to instill in her as her parent. Our police department is here to protect and serve our
community. As a group they let us down on Sunday. I have had trouble trusting that writing
down my experience would actually make a difference. I am hesitant to ask that the officers
who were there be held accountable because I don’t believe that it will happen. I am struggling
with how to file charges because when I entered the police station yesterday, the officer at the
front desk was so rude to me and uncaring as she shoved a photo copy of Chief Ellis’s statement
at me and told me that in order to file a report I needed to email the investigator. It’s hard to
believe that the same department that watched me and my friends and neighbors get assaulted
in the street will do something about it now, after the fact, when they wouldn’t stop it when it
was happening right in front of them. I am trying to encourage young people who were
assaulted to file reports, but they are afraid of making their names known to violent local men
who have a reputation for criminal assault. I am afraid I will never feel safe in my home again
and that there will be no justice for the violence we experienced on a Sunday evening in our
small town. Please prove me wrong.

Dear Honorable Nevada City Public Servants,
I am writing you today out of concern for the violence that erupted downtown last night (Sunday,
August 9). I am shocked to see in multiple videos and online accounts that Nevada City police
walked with the violent group of counter protestors, backed them up in the middle of Broad Street,
and did nothing when the counter-protestors became violent. I am also surprised to learn on social
media that the organizers of the counter protestors felt they had NCPD’s support in their efforts –
See attached.
In the video below, scrub to the :40 mark to see NCPD with their car backing up the violent counterprotestors, and standing and doing nothing to deescalate the situation. (See video here) .
I believe those that incited and organized this violent attack on peaceful protestors in the middle of
our beautiful Broad St. should be prosecuted to the fullest extent of the law.
And as a police force, I would like to see a full investigation on what happened and a plan on how
you will handle these situations in the future:
1. Is your department trained in de-escalation techniques and peace keeping?
2. Were those procedures followed correctly?
3. Is retraining needed, or is it time for Nevada County Sheriff’s Department to be brought in for
support?
Thank you for your dedication to keeping Nevada City and County peaceful and safe. I look forward
to your response to my questions.
Best regards,

Chief Ellis I live in downtown Nevada City, although I was not in town yesterday evening. However, I
did happen to see multiple videos documenting the event that took place during the peaceful
Black Lives Matter protest. Since I was not there and did not witness it in person, I cannot
pass judgment upon the police officers that were there - although from the videos I watched,
the optics did not favor those officers. I am not clear how individuals can act aggressively, yell
obscenities, snatch posters out of the hands of protestors, and actually slug the protesters,
while law enforcement stands aside and does nothing. I would expect them to provide support
for the peaceful protesters and act as safe coverage for all individuals in our sweet little town.
As our Police Chief, I look forward to hearing what your plans are moving forward, and what
steps you will take to protect individuals who are expressing their right to peacefully protest.

Hello,
I just wanted to follow up here. Thanks to the NCPD for posting the body cam videos of this
incident on Facebook. I’m embarrassed for our town. Sheesh.
On Aug 11, 2020, at 10:14 AM, Jeff Pelline <j

> wrote:

Hello Council,
This is a “tale of two cities,” at least for this week. This week the L.A. Times ran
a wonderful front page article on Mount St. Mary’s Academy in Grass Valley
where our son went before graduating from Ghidotti Early College High School
in June. (He’s going to Johns Hopkins University in the fall, majoring in
biomedical engineering, a credit to him — but also to our schools in a rural town).
https://www.latimes.com/california/story/2020-08-10/california-school-opencoronavirus
That’s the good news.
Meanwhile, our “cute little town” (a Dave Parker phrase) is in the regional news
this week for the violence from the weekend protests on Broad Street — and more
regional coverage will come to be sure.
https://www.abc10.com/article/news/crime/nevada-city-police-investigatingprotest-violence/103-3a732028-6d26-49b2-be31-fc242ec364b4?
fbclid=IwAR1UTXbCmFKYz8aUnNvNQhRJTeHVsoSG2hCSvtb4ZHTGnpFM0
9EfZSlnvaw
That’s the bad news.
But we wanted to make an observation: Shannon and I noticed the Police
Department being thrown under the bus in some circles for appearing flat-footed
in its response. For what it’s worth, we were OK with the response. The police
kept things under control while breaking up the violence, but did so without the
drama of bringing out the proverbial “brass knuckles." The whole thing is on
video, so the offenders will be prosecuted. We are convinced of that. A violent
altercation between the counter-protesters and law enforcement would have
drawn even more unwanted attention. Chad wrote a good public statement about
the incident too.
I left a similar message with the police chief. While we know the NCPD isn’t
perfect based on some past incidents (bank robberies, some other minor
enforcement issues, etc.), their judgement in this case (“discretion is the better
part of valor”) was appropriate. It’s a tough and often thankless job.
We have a lot of work to do in town, given all the recent drama. It is not good for
business or civic pride. But we should give credit where credit is due. So thanks
to Chad and the NCPD for handling this one under the circumstances.

Greetings,
As a local citizen I was absolutely appalled to see video of peaceful protesters being violently attacked by counterprotesters at last night’s Black Lives Matter march in Nevada City, as Nevada City police stood by. I was disgusted
as I watched a man spit on people and yell that he had coronavirus, along with numerous other offenses recorded on
video.
I demand that these assailants be arrested and charged for the assaults they committed against peaceful protesters
and innocent bystanders, and I demand that law enforcement uphold their oath to protect their citizens.
Because these incidents were captured on video by multiple victims and witnesses, I expect the Nevada City Police
Dept., District Attorney, City Management, and City Council to act swiftly to protect peaceful, law-abiding citizens
from criminal assault.
Do your job. Facilitate justice and protect citizens. Make a very clear statement that violent racism is not tolerated in
our community.
Thank you.
Sincerely,

Dear Nevada City Councilmembers and Chief Ellis,
I am writing to express my deep dismay at the lack of Nevada City Police response to the
violence perpetrated by white supremacists against peaceful Black Lives Matter protestors on
Sunday, Aug 9th. I have been a resident of Nevada County for 14 years, and I have long
recognized the deep racial divides in this community. As a Transgender and Queer person, I
felt the effects of homophobia when I first moved here in 2006 and received threats, and have
since encountered a disturbing trend in racist and homophobic statements and attitudes by
other Nevada County residents. As a Social Worker, I am well versed in the systems of
oppression in this country and the role of police who are sworn to protect the law in current
events that have led to the Black Lives Matter movement. I am not surprised by the violence,
but I am shocked by the fact that police officers did not respond to the violence that occurred
in their presence by arresting the perpetrators.
I have stood in person and in solidarity with these protestors on 3 occasions. I have witnessed
the peaceful responses of the protestors to verbal threats, being spat at, and being yelled at.
The protestors have been exercising their constitutional right to peaceably assemble in
response to the waves of overt racism and police violence against Black people this year.
The videos of the altercations include a person being punched in front of a police officer with
no response or effort to stop the violence; a police officer telling a protestor to file a police
report about the violence; and a police officer walking with the white supremacists in a
manner that suggested his alliance with them. The actions of the police officers suggest
complicity with the violence, and the lack of response thus far from the city council and Chief
Ellis extend this complicity. The statements to The Union by Chief Ellis promising an
investigation must be upheld and enforced by the City Council. Criminal prosecution of the
perpetrators is not enough. Action needs to be taken against the police officers who witnessed
the violence and did nothing about it. This is not the time for statements of platitudes to the
community. You have sworn an oath to serve the community, and your community is
demanding that you do so now.
Respectfully,

To Whom It May Concern,
First of all, thank you for your service.
Secondly, I have never before felt as compelled to write a public comment to a City Council,
but I have to say something here. I am writing about the posts and videos I saw on social
media and from friends who were in NC during the BLM peaceful protests on Aug. 9th. Our
rights, our First Amendment Rights to peaceable assemble were threatened on that day. Please
help us protect the rights of people to speak their truth without the fear of being bullied or
become victims of physical harassment or worse.
Please address this issue so that each and every one of us will feel safe enough to walk the
streets and peacefully stand up for our beliefs. Please help civilians know the protocols for
holding people accountable for violence.

Dear, Catrina
I am writing as a concerned and outraged citizen about the events that took place Sunday
night 8/9/2020 in downtown Nevada City. I was not there, but I have seen and read
multiple accounts of assault committed against Black lives matter protesters. The first
amendment right guarantees freedoms of speech, assembly, and the rightto petition the
government for a redress of grievances. BLM protesters were peaceful and had the right
to be there.
So called counter protesters assaulted and harassed people, all while NCPD officers
stood by? (Unmasked?) why?
The Nevada City Police Department states that the mission of the NCPD is to
“efficiently and effectively, with the resources provided, deliver quality police service to
our community by promoting a safe environment and improved quality of life through a
police-citizen partnership, with an emphasis on hard work, mutual trust, integrity,
fairness, and professionalism."
If the NCPD were to uphold the mission of their department, then the “counter
protesters” would have been held responsible for their violent actions.
There are videos of women getting their masks ripped off and then spat on in the face by
“counter protesters” claiming to have covid-19. There are videos of men getting put in
choked holds by “counter protesters”. There are videos of minors phones getting ripped
out of hands, thrown on the grown or dropped down a gutter. All the while these men
used homophobic and racial slurs. Why didn’t an officer step in if it’s their duty to
uphold community safety? These angry and violent men now know that it is okay with
with the NCPD for them to violently assault and harass people in the streets of our town.
This does not make me or my community feel safe.  
I have already written The NCPD an email about the fact that officers do not wear
masks? Why?
I have noticed (and documented) over the passed months (before and after the
beginning of June, when gov. Newsom issued his mask mandate) that the officers who
represent the department do not wear masks while on duty.
I drove by an intense accident on north bound highway 20/49 above brunswick basin a
week ago on 8/4/2020 and not a single first responder had a mask on.

why? what is the reasoning?
Again, according to NCPD website the mission of the Nevada City police department is
to  "efficiently and effectively, with the resources provided, deliver quality police service
to our community by promoting a safe environment and improved quality of life through
a police-citizen partnership, with an emphasis on hard work, mutual trust, integrity,
fairness, and professionalism."
the act of not wearing a mask is in direct violation of the NCPD mission statement.
Interacting with a police officer who is not wearing a mask does not feel safe. Police
officers moving through the community without a mask on do not promote mutual trust
or any form of police-citizen partnership. When a citizen is asked to stop by a police
offer they do not have a choice but to interact. That is forced sate sanctioned possible
exposure. It feels to me that your actions could and potentially are contributing to the
spread of covid-19 in our community.  
The Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC) and the World Health
Organization (WHO) recommend cloth masks for the general public and for all people
who interact with the general public. According to a study conducted by The University
of San Francisco, http://files.fast.ai/papers/masks_lit_review.pdf, cloth masks can reduce
the spread of covid-19. The study "found that a cotton mask blocked 96% (reported as
1.5 log units or about a 36-fold decrease) of viral load on average, at eight inches away
from a cough from a patient infected with COVID-19."

so if the job of Nevada City police department is to keep the community safe, why then
do the officers representing the NCPD choose not to wear a mask? And why are the men
who committed violent acts against peaceful protesters not being held accountable?
I would really appreciate a response.
sincerely,
a concerned citizen of Nevada City

Dear Catrina,
I am in no way okay with the way the Nevada City police acted on Sunday. When they
passively watch and allow white men to do what they want to other humans, how is anyone
supposed to feel safe in our hometown? After seeing what is happening across this country,
how could you possibly allow Nevada City police to perpetuate this kind of blatant disrespect
towards your own community? Everyone has the right to their opinions, but no one has the
right to inflict violence. What else will happen now that it has been clearly demonstrated that
violence is allowed and acceptable to the Nevada City police? Please hold the Nevada City
police accountable to actually doing their job of protecting their citizens.
Thank you,
A very concerned and disappointed Nevada County resident

This email is written for local Nevada County Officials.
I am deeply concerned by the video footage I have seen of the BLM counter-protestors who
were depicted to be walking WITH local Law Enforcement. The counter-protesters
clearly engaged in violence against peaceful protestors while police officers stood by and did
NOTHING. I am saddened and terrified to see that these trained public servants appeared to be
supporting the aggressive actions of these local white supremacists. I assure you that the Black
LIves Matter movement as well as the LGBTQ organizers are, in fact, local, despite the
rumors being spread about "busloads" of people being dropped off to create a disturbance. The
men shouting "Go Home" to the protesters was off-base and as a member of the LGBTQ
community I can report that this is a common phrase used toward anyone who is not White
and Heterosexual living in our small town.
Please consider that to view Black Lives Matter as an Anti-Police movement is the equivalent
to viewing protectors against child abuse as being Anti-Parent. We are focused on ensuring
that the appropriately qualified individuals are handling appropriate civil situations.
"Defunding the police" is about reallocating funds to social programs to appropriately handle
situations such as domestic violence with tools other than armed officers with minimal
training in such situations. This will look differently in each community. Black Lives Matter is
here because when we say "All lives" we keep forgetting about the Black, Indiginous and
People of Color (BIPOC). For too long has blatant white supremacy been free to roam in our
county, and now to see the Police apparently backing this violent and horrific behavior is a last
straw.
There is absolutely no reason this behavior from our local law enforcement should be tolerated
or excused. There is no excuse for anything other than IMMEDIATE action against these
officers who stood by while teens were beaten in our streets, personal property was destroyed,
and numerous injuries were reported. This is a disgrace to our community. I write to urge you
as a local Nevada County official to take immediate action to correct what was seen on our
downtown Nevada City Streets the evening of Sunday, August 9 2020. We need to restore
public trust in our justice system, and to do that, public servants must take action to repair and
restore justice on our streets.
I write this as a local parent, youth educator and lover of Nevada County. We can do better.

I have watched the videos of the Nevada City Protest. Clearly the counter protestors had every
intention of being violent and were. We must support the right of our citizens to protest peacefully.
Please identify the counter protestors and press charges. This is just terrible.

Gmail - August 9 Protest Event - Please Read at Public comment 8/12
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Dear Nevada City Council:
I am utterly appalled to learn that I am a resident of a town
that condones lawlessness and violence upon its citizenry. This past Sunday, August 9, marks a very dark
day for our little town. This is the day that will be remembered when a group of non-violent Black Lives
Matter protestors were attacked as they marched through the streets of Nevada City. I was not personally
present but I witnessed the violence by these out of towner, racist, possibly white supremists as they
attacked the protestors on multiple videos on social media. These men obviously came to Nevada City to
abuse and attack the protestors. They screamed obscenities, they punched and hit people. They grabbed
signs and cell phones out of the hands of protestors. They were big men, who were angry, menacing,
verbally threatening violence, and physically assaulting people throughout the march.
Even more disturbing are the reports from witnesses, and the videos clearly showing our Nevada City
police officers walking with these thugs sending the message they were on the side of the racists. There
are images of police standing idly by while mayhem happened in the streets. Even more disturbing is that
the police were completely ineffective. The police failed to intervene in this violent behavior, and I am told
there were no arrests made that day. Hence, August 9 marks Nevada City as another Ferguson, USA!
As a citizen of Nevada City I demand that our local police take up First Amendment rights training ASAP!
They must be taught that US citizens have Constitutional rights to march on the public streets, and to
exercise free speech. Conversely, there is no Constitutional protection for these counter-protestors who’s
only aim was to disrupt the protestors with violence and threats of violence. It is quite apparent that our
Nevada City cops do not know their jobs or duties to serve and protect the people, and to detain and arrest
anyone inciting violence.
As the highest governing body of Nevada city, it is the City Council’s role, to correct this situation. We
demand that you put this matter on your next agenda, and that you demand our Police Chief appear at that
meeting to report as to what steps has taken, and what steps and training he will institute to rectify the
issues that have been raised by his department’s total ineptitude at the August 9 protest.
Thank you,

https://mail.google.com/mail/u/0?ik=b38ea37486&view=pt&search=all&permthid=thread-... 8/19/2020

Hello fellow community members,
I am 32 years old and was born and raised in Grass Valley. I have
owned my home in Nevada City for 11 years. In 2005, my father
murdered
my mother,
. I live with PTSD from this traumatic event, which happened
locally in our home on Alta Street in Grass Valley when I was 17. I'm sure you recall this
horrific event. I'm sure it's very likely you even had a personal opinion about what happened
when my family and life were destroyed. The fact is, THIS HAPPENED. This was not ok, in
any way. My father should have sought help for his mental health. I'm sure he was in absolute
denial that there was anything wrong with him. He was completely convinced that my mother
and the people around him were the issue. I'm sure that the way he was raised, in society at the
time, it was shameful to need help with mental health. There is still so much stigma
surrounding mental health. As a country, we are in need of this help. People in every state,
city, and town deserve to have access to help with mental health. The lack of availability is
absolutely shameful. We are miles behind countries we try to compare ourselves with. We are
nowhere near where we should be concerning this issue. People are murdering others and
being murdered in direct correlation to this issue. For these reasons, I believe we need to turn
our attention to making these resources available to those in need. The police should be
nowhere near so many of these calls that are being made. We need social workers. We need
people with the schooling, the knowledge, the heart, the tools, the ability to properly prescribe
medication. We need to pool our resources to make this happen. Taxpayers should be funding
systems that work in favor of "the people". "The people" includes EVERYONE. If ANYONE
is getting the short end of the stick, it should be EVERYONE who comes together to remedy
the situation. There is NO argument acceptable here. This is NOT a political issue. This is a
human issue. WE ARE ALL ONE community, WE ARE ALL IN THIS TOGETHER. I know
what it is like to have someone INNOCENT who I loved more than anyone in the world
MURDERED for no good reason except SELFISHNESS. My father will be in jail until the
day he dies for what he did to my mother, and all of us who were affected by it. There is not a
person in the world who deserves any less of a punishment. If you take a life, yours should be
carried out in jail. We need reform. The year is 2020, and we are very late on making change
in America. We want justice, peace, harmony, and equality for ALL.

Too many people are sick, too many people are in denial...
We need everyone's eyes OPEN. We need protection for EVERYONE.
WE NEED PEACE OFFICERS TO DO THEIR JOBS - TO KEEP THE PEACE!
BLACK LIVES MATTER!

Hello,
I’ve lived in Nevada County for thirty years, Nevada City for eleven. I am originally from Oakland, CA. I've lived
through and well remember the riots after the assasination of MLK, Jr. My biggest peeve about our county has been
its “whiteness." It is exhausting to observe the things I have coming from people who don’t yet know how small and
inexperienced their views on “others” are. I have lived among diverse communities and enjoyed the cultural
vibrancy of it. Scared, imagination fueled isolated people have it so very wrong.
I am thoroughly heartbroken that local law enforcement walked along side of and enabled mean aggressive hateswollen bullies to menace and bestow verbal and physical violence on our residents (women, children, elderly,
peaceful men) because they have a point of view different from theirs.
I implore you to please do something which will protect the freedoms of peaceful protesters in future, and also to
bring to account past actions which have no place in a sweet little town in a sweet little county.
Did you know that many of the assailants from Sunday night don’t live here? They may have had an upbringing or
relationship to here, but several are no longer residents. It appears they were stirred up and imported to have a
violent reckoning in order to let off their frustrations. They were chanting to the protestors to leave and go back to
where you came from. Ironic? or just mirror projecting?
I really thought very highly of our local law enforcement having talked with many of them during my time here.
Now I feel the opposite.
Way to go if you want more divisions, not fewer.
Be the change.

Hello Catrina, I am a resident of Nevada City, and what I witnessed yesterday with a group of
aggressive, hostile, and outright violent men punching, pushing, and threatening peaceful
marchers in downtown Nevada City was appalling. Peaceful marches were spitting on (in the
middle of a COVID outbreak), thrown to the ground, punched and assaulted, and more.
The police were there, and they did nothing. The men that were being violent were not
stopped, they were not taken into custody, they were not ticketed, they were not charged. This
was nothing more but full police complacency of violence in our town as the police stand and
watch.
I am outraged, as is the entire community.  
1. We need to see immediate police responses to the men that were captured on video
being violent so that it does not happen again. There are dozens of witnesses and
videos and immediate action against these individuals needs to be taken to keep our
community safe. These men are scary and dangerous.
2. Police need increased training on how to handle this type of violence, and it must be
more heavy-handed. Their lack of training and response to White Supremacy is
making our town feel unsafe to many long-term business owners and residents.
3. The Police Chief needs to issue a public statement saying that any violence or threat
of violence from the BlueLives or Proud Boys movements will be dealt with to the
full extent of the law, and stay accountable to that statement.
4. The City Council needs to release a public statement denouncing this behavior as well
as a well-articulated roadmap of subsequent actions to eliminating it from our
community.
Thank you for reading and taking this matter as seriously as your constituency is,
I have attached some images so you understand a bit more.

Dear City Councillors and Staff,
I'm writing to express my concern over the violent behaviour directed at peaceful BLM
protesters yesterday on Sunday August 9th. I strongly urge the Nevada City Police Department
to investigate and take appropriate action against the individuals who are on video physically
assaulting members of the public who are peaceably marching. Failure to address this
egregious behaviour will not only reflect badly on our entire community, but endanger our
community by emboldening individuals who wish to harm those exercising their right to
protest.
Thank you for your consideration.
Sincerely,

In reaching the age of retirements a number of us have looked to the Nevada City
area as a possible location based on cost of living and quality of life.
After viewing the violence perpetrated on peaceful demonstrators, allowed by a police
force that failed to protect and serve, we have removed Nevada City as a candidate.
I feel our safety and our voice would both be threatened in such a community that
fails to protect a basic human right.

Sent from my Verizon, Samsung Galaxy smartphone

As this finds you,
In regards to our safety as a community it is appalling to witness the event that took place this
week in Nevada City during a peaceful protest. Officers charged with upholding the peace,
PEACE OFFICERS stood by and watched while humans were brutally shoved, hurt, spit on
(during a pandemic) , and many personal effects damaged. I see that this movement is
polarizing, but that does not qualify these inane acts of violence against children, women or
men standing up for their civil rights. I have worked as a bartender on these streets and have
watched the quickness at which local officers have responded and quickly thrown motion
behind disengaging violence and drunk disorderly behavior; They are trained to do something,
it is appalling that nothing happened to save our local peaceful citizens. As a local business
owner, as a taxpayer and citizen I urge us to do right by what has happened and look towards
proper tactics of handling this in the future. This can not be allowed. You have received many
emails by this point, I urge you to read them all, these videos are going viral and we will all be
held accountable for the steps taken to see this through. a small group of dangerous humans
with immunity from the police forming to hurt with disregards for age or peace? Dangerous.
Please consider,

Council Members, Chad Ellis, Shannon Moon, Heidi Hall:
>>
>> I have watched the videos and read accounts of the attempted peaceful protest this weekend by those in the Black
Lives Matter movement in Nevada City.
>>
>> I was SADDENED, SHOCKED and APPALLED to see the unprovoked violence towards these protestors,
including women and children, by angry counter-protestors. It is one thing to stand there and oppose a message you
don't agree with; it is another to punch a man in the face or pull a woman off a bike, seriously injuring her. What is
most upsetting is seeing police officers under Chief Ellis' command do nothing to stop these physical assaults and,
further, make inflammatory comments on the record, such as "The protestors are the ones who took to the streets."
This is entirely unacceptable.
>>
>> Peaceful protest is our Constitutional right. Protestors are free to walk the streets peacefully without fear of
being assaulted. As citizens, we expect more from law enforcement and our government officials who represent US
- the community of peaceful, concerned, law-abiding citizens.
>>
>> Council: we expect a public statement from you as the governing body of Nevada City, and from the police chief
about how you and law enforcement will have a safety plan in place for future protests.
>>
>> I would also suggest that you collaborate with the County BOS, Grass Valley City Council, and all law
enforcement agencies, to create a plan that has substance and publicize it to all of California. Take control of the
negative P.R. that has become an embarrassment for Nevada County and our community.
>>
>> Additionally, the Nevada City Police Department, the Grass Valley Police Department, and the Nevada County
Sheriff's Department need to hold these violent law-breakers accountable and impose strict consequences as
provided under the law. The perpetrators can be easily identified from the photographs and videos.
>>
>> Thank you,
    

>>
>> Sent from my iPad

My name is
and I'm 17 years old. I was born and have lived all my life in Nevada
County. I have attended many racial justice events in Grass Valley and Nevada City and I
have never seen any violence or property destruction. On Sunday, I walked the march from the
beginning to the end. I never saw any marchers initiate physical harm. I was scared and I am
still scared for my friends who are not white.

On Tue, Aug 11, 2020 at 8:25 AM L

wrote:

For Public comment:
Dear Nevada City Officials,
My name is
. I participated in the racial justice protest in downtown Nevada
City from it’s beginning in the public parking lot. My 17 year old son was with me, and a
teen friend who lived a few streets over joined us. He and I previously attended the
George Floyd vigil in Nevada City. We have also been to several protests for racial justice
in Grass Valley.
This one was different. Because of fear.
There was no flyer posted by participants on any public facebook page. No group claimed
leadership. Word was out that we could be targets. I hoped that was not the case, but I
was wrong.
Why didn’t we stay home? Because my brown friends in this county cannot stay home to
avoid racism. Black people are dying in the USA due to systemic racism. Decades of
economic structures, civil institutions and social bias stacked against them.
A young woman with a bull horn reminded the group before we started to not engage with
counter protestors. But they weren’t there to counter protest, they were there to harass,
intimidate and assault us.
Here’s what I saw and heard. I watched a group of flag waving men march directly up to
stop us walking. They made physical contact puting their bodies directly against the

people holding the banner. When people tried to move around them, they stepped in front
of people. I saw them grabbing people’s possessions and shoving them.
I never once saw a participant of the march begin any confrontation or physical
altercation. I saw a 50 year old 200 lb man berating a 16 year old 100 lb girl who was
walking away from him on the sidewalk. When she turned and verbally stood up for
herself, he came at her until he was inches from her and she gave him a single push to
the chest to get him out of her space. On the side 3 white women were filming and telling
the girls to “go home.” That girl was born here, so were her parents. They are a real
estate agent and a contractor.
What the videos won’t show the people who were not there, is that the group march
stayed cohesive and focused on safety. We moved to the sidewalk, changed our route,
moved vulnerable people out of the way. It won’t show the number of people we walked
by who came out of their homes, stood up in their businesses and during their meals to
wave and encourage us.
Halfway through the march, I was near the side and back. The group of harassing men
were behind and passed an officer next to his vehicle. One man left the group, said
something to him and the officer smiled back in a warm and friendly manner. I was
shocked. I walked up to him and said, “don’t you see these people starting violence?” and
he paused and in a flat tone replied, “There was pushing on both sides.” I was
flabbergasted. How could his powers of observation be so poor? I’m wondering if he
actually wasn’t there during the main altercations - and yet… why did he say something
that implied equal guilt?
It appeared to be bias and lack of professionalism. It appeared to validate the reason I
march.
Anti-racism work is essential. I don’t intend to stop my efforts or be silent. I’ve lived and
worked in Nevada County for 20 years. I currently live and work in Grass Valley 95945.
This is my home.

Sincerely,

For Public comment:
Dear Nevada City Officials,
My name is
. I participated in the racial justice protest in downtown Nevada City
from it’s beginning in the public parking lot. My 17 year old son was with me, and a teen
friend who lived a few streets over joined us. He and I previously attended the George
Floyd vigil in Nevada City. We have also been to several protests for racial justice in Grass
Valley.
This one was different. Because of fear.
There was no flyer posted by participants on any public facebook page. No group claimed
leadership. Word was out that we could be targets. I hoped that was not the case, but I was
wrong.
Why didn’t we stay home? Because my brown friends in this county cannot stay home to
avoid racism. Black people are dying in the USA due to systemic racism. Decades of
economic structures, civil institutions and social bias stacked against them.
A young woman with a bull horn reminded the group before we started to not engage with
counter protestors. But they weren’t there to counter protest, they were there to harass,
intimidate and assault us.
Here’s what I saw and heard. I watched a group of flag waving men march directly up to
stop us walking. They made physical contact puting their bodies directly against the people
holding the banner. When people tried to move around them, they stepped in front of
people. I saw them grabbing people’s possessions and shoving them.
I never once saw a participant of the march begin any confrontation or physical altercation.
I saw a 50 year old 200 lb man berating a 16 year old 100 lb girl who was walking away
from him on the sidewalk. When she turned and verbally stood up for herself, he came at
her until he was inches from her and she gave him a single push to the chest to get him out
of her space. On the side 3 white women were filming and telling the girls to “go home.”

That girl was born here, so were her parents. They are a real estate agent and a contractor.
What the videos won’t show the people who were not there, is that the group march stayed
cohesive and focused on safety. We moved to the sidewalk, changed our route, moved
vulnerable people out of the way. It won’t show the number of people we walked by who
came out of their homes, stood up in their businesses and during their meals to wave and
encourage us.
Halfway through the march, I was near the side and back. The group of harassing men
were behind and passed an officer next to his vehicle. One man left the group, said
something to him and the officer smiled back in a warm and friendly manner. I was
shocked. I walked up to him and said, “don’t you see these people starting violence?” and
he paused and in a flat tone replied, “There was pushing on both sides.” I was
flabbergasted. How could his powers of observation be so poor? I’m wondering if he
actually wasn’t there during the main altercations - and yet… why did he say something that
implied equal guilt?
It appeared to be bias and lack of professionalism. It appeared to validate the reason I
march.
Anti-racism work is essential. I don’t intend to stop my efforts or be silent. I’ve lived and
worked in Nevada County for 20 years. I currently live and work in Grass Valley 95945.
This is my home.

Sincerely,
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City Council Members,
I would like to address the city council regarding the protest this past Sunday. What do we, as a community, view as an appropriate
action for our police force to take when a peaceful protest march arrives at a roadblock of angry counter-protesters? It seems only
reasonable that these two groups should not just be allowed to clash to see what happens and to, ‘let them figure it out themselves’
as one officer was heard saying. Is this the current protocol? Prior to this melee, the counter-protesters could have been given
explicit direction on how to voice their opinions peacefully while allowing the same right to the people marching. The police
CHOSE to not intervene at the moment the first sign was ripped from the hands of another citizen, setting a precedent for the rest
of the protest. Is this the Wild West town it once was where a posse can violently assault and chase out anyone who they deem
disagreeable while the police stand idly by, effectively condoning their actions with their lack of intervention? We’ve got some
serious work to do regardless. This is THE moment to set a new precedent. Please make Police condoned violence absolutely
unacceptable going forward.

https://mail.google.com/mail/u/0?ik=b38ea37486&view=pt&search=all&permthid=thread-... 8/19/2020

Dear Nevada City Council members and Sheriff Moon,
My name is
, I am a Nevada County resident who has worked, lived, attended school, performed music and theatre, and supported
businesses in Nevada City throughout my life. In light of the disgraceful events last Sunday, I am writing to share with you a Union article from
a time when we had a different council, sheriff, economy, and world. Hopefully it can be read at tonight's meeting, or whenever these issues are
discussed.
Thank you and good luck.

The cost of security in Nevada City
Local News

L O C AL- NE W S

| August 14, 2009

Liz Kellar  

With 2 square
0
miles to cover and 0
LKellar@theunion.com about six calls for
police service daily, what are Nevada City residents getting for a police department budget of more than $1.4 million?
Nevada City officials have been battling to close a $200,000 budget shortfall by closing City Hall one day a month, furloughing all employees
that day and laying off about a half-dozen workers. The police department makes up nearly 36 percent of the city’s $4.2 million budget, at a cost
of about $494 per resident.
About 30 percent of California cities save money on law enforcement costs by contracting with county sheriff’s offices, but local officials are
reluctant to consider consolidating services with the county.

Such a move would save the city a “ton of money,” City Manager Gene Albaugh said
Thursday, although he would not estimate how much.

But dissolving the police department would be a “difficult political decision,” he said. “The police department is pretty popular here.”
Nine sworn Nevada City Police officers cover a city of 3,000 people – but that number is deceptive, some residents say. The population of the
tiny Gold Rush town and popular tourist destination doubles during the day. Its downtown – with bars and restaurants that attract a late-night
crowd – requires a heavier law enforcement presence.
“What a lot of people don’t take into consideration is the events” such as the Nevada City Bicycle Classic, which drew as many as 17,000

visitors this year, said Nevada City Police Chief Lou Trovato. “On weekends, it’s crazy. We have a high tourist population that can swell the
town by 5,000 or 10,000.”
Regardless of the town’s population, Trovato must have sufficient officers to staff the police department 24-7, he said.
“When you call, you want the police,” he said. “It’s very, very difficult with the amount of people I have to keep someone on the street at all
times … We just keep our head above water.”
While it might cost more for a city to staff its own police department, the payoff is in increased responsiveness, community involvement and the
ability to control who gets hired, Trovato said.
And Trovato is not convinced that it does, in fact, cost more to maintain the police department than to contract out for the service.
The pay scale is so much higher at the Nevada County Sheriff’s Office, “the only way they could do it would be to cut staff,” he said. “Are you
going to cut patrol?”
Studies show towns smaller than 12,000 people are better off financially contracting with the local sheriff’s office, Nevada County Sheriff Keith
Royal said.
It’s all about the economics of scale, he said.
“A lot of duplication could be eliminated, so you could save money,” Royal said. “There’s so much liability associated with the failure to
supervise. You can mitigate that. You can eliminate the higher-paid positions.”
Nevada City is a great candidate for the cost savings of contract services because it is so top-heavy with a chief, a lieutenant, two sergeants and
five officers, Royal said.
“You don’t need all the sergeants they have,” Royal said. “I truly believe we would give greater flexibility in staffing …
“One person fulfills the role of liaison to the city – that’s usually the police chief – to establish priorities and address community issues. You
wouldn’t need the additional positions,” Royal said. “For example, you wouldn’t need anyone assigned to investigations. That would go to
existing sheriff’s office personnel. That would be easy to absorb.”
But, he stressed, such a move would have to be initiated by Nevada City.
“I believe you could save the city a lot of money – but it’s their decision,” Royal said. “They want something out there that represents them.
That’s part of the pride of a city or township. So, you’ve got a conflict. It’s a local control issue … It’s a decision they’re going to have to make
– and I respect that.”
To contact Staff Writer Liz Kellar, e-mail lkellar@theunion.com.
https://www.theunion.com/news/local-news/the-cost-of-security-in-nevada-city/

To whom it may concern,
I’ve lived in Nevada City for 3 years. I am appalled by the acts of the white supremacists that
instigated hate, violence, and acts of assault against the peaceful BLM protesters recently.
After reviewing the many videos documenting the interactions, I’m very concerned as to why
the police marched shoulder-to-shoulder with the aggressors? The police not only appeared to
side with the racists, but apparently did not stop the violence and assaults that the white
supremacists inflicted upon the peaceful people.
I’m really wanting to understand why law enforcement did not properly respond and arrest
those who physically assaulted protestors, and what can our community expect with law
enforcement for the future marches to come?
Thank you very much for your time and service to the health and wellbeing of our community.

Nevada County is my home. It is my heart. I love the people and the community that exists here.
Last night, people came together in Nevada City to peacefully demonstrate in support of the Black Lives Matter
(BLM) movement. The demonstrators carried signs, rode bikes, played drums, and peacefully walked through our
sister city of Nevada City, just three miles from Grass Valley.
Many of the people who were at last night’s peaceful demonstration are friends of mine. They are people I know
personally. They are local people.
The BLM demonstrations have peacefully rotated between Nevada City and Grass Valley without much incident.
Until yesterday.
I watched yesterday’s video footage in horror as violence ensued. White Supremacists, thinly-veiled as “Blue Lives
Matter” protesters descended upon the crowd with hate speech, epithets, threats of violence and then, eventually,
acts violence perpetrated against the peaceful protesters
.
I watched friends from my book club spat upon. I saw friends from my choir screamed at. I looked at the footage
aghast as people I’ve had dinner with were pushed and verbally assaulted. I learned that one of my colleagues on
the Nevada City Council was pushed from her bike and hurt. A friend of mine had his phone thrown into a sewer.
The peaceful demonstrators who were assaulted by violent counter protesters yesterday are local people who
work and live in Nevada County. The people who peacefully demonstrated for racial justice and equality were
small business owners, non-profit executives, woodworkers, artists, writers, nurses, front line workers--they were
all members of our Nevada County community.
To add to my heartbreak, I watched this violence ensue as a Nevada City Police Officer stood by. Video after
video has footage of escalation and violence while the officer on scene failed to act or even attempt to put a stop
to the violence.
I’m baffled and I’m filled with a heartfelt sadness deeper than anything I have a word for.
I will not condescend to tell you that what happened last night is an anomaly. What happened last night in Nevada
City is by no means an anomaly. We have seen these incidents across the country. What happened last night is
the result of systemic racism, emboldened white supremacy, and a lack of direction for law enforcement by local
elected officials either as complacency, oversight, or a legacy of policy which hasn’t yet been addressed.
In my position as a City Council Member in Grass Valley, we have had numerous conversations at the City about
how to be more inclusive and actively anti-racist. We have talked about how to be welcoming and affirming of all
people. We have looked for solutions and community partnerships. We have worked hard to talk with all people in
our community about how to move the community forward. This has been an on-going conversation and the
conversations we are having are just beginning.
What happened yesterday changes the conversation. I know that. You know that. I’m saying it out loud because
someone needs to say it.
I know that yesterday’s incident and inaction by the police officers present in Nevada City instills fear in our Black,
Indigenous, People of Color (BIPOC) community and for the people who support the work for justice for our
BIPOC community. I know that what happened yesterday reinforces our fear about protection.

I borrowed this from a friend but I am witness to the same thing and she speaks so eloquently. Action must be
taken.

Sincerely,

Greetings,
My husband and I were strongly considering investing in buying substantial real estate in the
Nevada City area, as well as investing in business there. My husband is also African
American. Now we have great concern about your area.
We were devastated to see the news, videos, and reports from personal friends about the recent
white supremacist violent assaults against peaceful protestors.
We understand that no arrests or citations were made, and the police were perceived to side
with the counter-protestors. We hope to see actual progress in the investigation.
This is just so disappointing. Conduct like this is anti-American and will sadly limit the influx
of diverse investments into your area.
Reference:
https://www.theunion.com/news/nevada-city-opens-investigation-into-outrageous-actionsduring-march/?fbclid=IwAR0ceHVChTKA7KtJBfW26mFUDCixLjt_ZQnleWJxuj0DKJfYFV79Q8OtqY

Good afternoon,
When I wrote my original public comment, I was still in a daze from the events Sunday night.
If possible, I would like to amend my original public comment and submit one I think is more
concise and a better message to enter into the public record.
Here's my comment on what transpired Sunday evening:
My name is
and I'm a resident of Nevada City. Sunday evening, I was looking
forward to what should have been a peaceful march through the streets of our town,
bringing awareness to and demanding racial justice from our police and prison system.
What I witnessed that night has solidified my belief that we need to fundamentally
address how police interact with communities and that we need a better way to keep the
peace, even in this small town. Police officers and sheriffs both failed to keep the groups
separate and allowed the counter-protestors to mete out their frustrations on peaceful
counterprotestors. At one point an officer with the NCPD is recorded walking alongside
counter-protestors as they disrupted the marching path of the peaceful protestors (and I
demand that an investigation be filed to see if there was coordination between the
NCPD and the counter-protestors beforehand, and any officers be held accountable if
they are found to have been colluding with violent actors). Sheriffs were recorded
walking away from protestors moments before one of the more egregious assaults took
place.
I say all of this to say that there's never as good of a time as now to begin discussing
how we move past the current paradigm in regards to peacekeeping. We're on the cusp
of one of the toughest economic periods that many of us have ever faced, do we really
want a police force that allows reactionary violence to occur against people of color and
their allies? Do we want a police force that pushes homeless people into the margins?
Keep in mind, many of us are liable to become homeless as a result of the ravages of
this pandemic depression. We need to take money from punitive structures and put them
into structures that build us all up together, or else everything is going to get so much
worse.
I want our community to open up the dialogue for what the best future looks like. For
me, that involves defunding the police (they get a whopping 40% of the city budget!)
and building a more compassionate and equitable peacekeeping structure in its stead,
allocating funds to address our homeless crisis with a Housing First program, exploring
the efficacy of vacancy control, and brainstorming other ways to prevent crimes of
desperation and frustration.

We're truly only as wealthy as the poorest in our society, and the people cry for racial
and economic justice. Will you listen to them? I hope you will. #BlackLivesMatter
Thank you,

Greetings members of City Council,
I am writing as a parent and concerned third generation, local citizen of Nevada City,
regarding the protest that took place on Aug 9, 2020.
A public statement by the Nevada County District Attorney's Office on Aug 10 states: "Public
protest is a fundamental right guaranteed by the United States Constitution. In our community
everyone should feel safe and secure to exercise their rights without being assaulted, bullied or
threatened." That is not what happened during the protest on Aug 9, 2020.
First, I ask that the Council help support actions that hold individuals who violated this law
and acted in violent, reprehensible ways accountable.
Second, that our local law enforcement be held accountable for condoning such violence, for
marching alongside deplorable, criminal behavior, and for making it appear for potential
future protests, or in general, that Nevada City law enforcement provides protection for said
behavior.
I would like to ask officers Lewis and Ewing directly: What was your plan that day? What did
you learn? And that they publicly address the community with answers. Faith in their ability
and intention to maintain peace and order has been dangerously eroded.
Third, that footage of body cams worn by officers during the protests be made public and
available for review.
Lastly, that Nevada City consider employing officers who actually reside in or at least nearby,
Nevada City. There is a fundamental problem when the individuals we are paying with our
taxpayer dollars, do not reside in the area they are hired to protect and serve.
With all the fervor of late to defund the police, there was a major missed opportunity on behalf
of local law enforcement to prove that they can be a force for good, that they are, in fact, here
to protect and serve.
Nevada City needs to take a hard stance as a hate-free zone.
Thank you for your time.

Catrina Olson (Special Public Comment Address),
To the Nevada City Council, Chief Ellis, and City Manager Olson:
I am writing as a Nevada City business owner. I was at the protest on August 9, 2020, and I
witnessed the constant, brutal engagement of peaceful protesters by angry counter-protesters.
I also witnessed the Nevada City Police Officers and Nevada County Sheriff Deputies
continually turn away the complaints of the peaceful protesters asking for assistance, while
their body language signaled tacit agreement with the counter-protesters, and dismissal of both
protesters and citizen bystanders asking for help *as the violence escalated*.
Many of my friends were injured during the protest. I am dismayed on their behalf.
Our right to Assemble is protected by the First Amendment. It was and is clear to me that the
officers and deputies on the scene were completely unwilling to shift the dynamic of the march:
they allowed the peaceful protesters to march into the gauntlet across Broad Street that the
counter-protesters were creating, and they let the clash of bodies happen without interruption.
They did however ask protesters to clear the streets, prioritizing traffic over lives.
The actions of the counter-protesters were nothing less than violent hate. And the actions of the
officers and deputies were extraordinarily unhelpful to the protesters.
The Nevada City Police Department should be disbanded, Chief Ellis should be fired, and
Nevada City should reconstitute its public services to ACTUALLY protect and serve the
citizenry. Until this happens, the NCPD is simply propagating the hate represented by the
counter-protest, and until you act, the Nevada City Council is complicit in that hate.
I will write District Attorney Cliff Newell separately to suggest that in addition to the numerous
felonies and misdemeanor charges filed against the counter-protesters, the parties organizing
violence on social media and enacting it on the street should also be charged with hate crimes.
Nothing less will accurately address what happened on Sunday, August 9.
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These are our tax dollars and our streets, and peaceful protest is supposed to be a right we
share as citizens. I want all of us to fight for that right, especially people who have pledged
themselves to public service.
Until we experience real change in our local governance, we as a populace will not rest.
Thank you,
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Dear Ms. Olson and Mr. Ellis - I am writing because what happened Sunday in town was
horrifying, both as a parent and peaceful member of society.
My 7-year-old son and I were walking our dog right around the corner from all this when it
happened and it scares me that it seemed nothing was done to de-escalate the counterprotestors' anger and violence, other than showing the police's physical presence in the crowd.
A couple of my friends were physically harmed during this event, and I understand some local
youth who were present have been understandably traumatized. I'm also hearing from other
people of color and LGBT folks who were not there that the videos they saw are so frightening
and upsetting they're actively afraid to go downtown. Who can blame them? That is beyond
sad and not the community I want to live in.
I understand and respect that the police department is dealing with a very difficult and
sensitive situation. I believe Black Lives Matter, but I also appreciate that many of our
individual police officers chose their profession and show up each day because they want to
do hard work to help our community. I appreciate knowing I can call on them to help if there
is a problem. I also trust this escalation was not anticipated by any of the officers on duty that
day, and that perhaps those officers just didn't really have another response tactic than to
simply show their presence. Further, I really appreciate the statement NCSD released
yesterday, because it shows you're paying attention to concerned community members' voices.
But clearly more is needed.
My position as a citizen of Nevada City is that more than ever, we need to see active training
in in deescalation and peace-keeping in NCSD. I think putting more civic resources toward
supporting mediation and mental health issues in our community would be a better answer
than just having peace officers stand by and watch rather than speak up or otherwise try to
actively de-escalate situations like the one we saw on Sunday. It scares me that the counterprotestors got so aggressive and yet are still just out there, waiting for another chance to cause
harm to peaceful demonstrators. Heck, at one point they seemed to be even yelling at totally
random passers-by for simply wearing masks.
The bottom line is, it seems to me that another situation like that, but worse, is inevitable and I
would like to see the city council members and police department work together to find
solutions that promote peace over what we saw on Sunday.

Dear NC Council Members,
My name is Janeen Singer and I reside at 551 N Pine. Thank you for your service to our
community, especially during these difficult times.
I am writing to express several concerns regarding our police. I know other letters will convey
the events that occurred at Sunday's March for Black Lives where violent, hateful counterprotestors harassed, punched, kicked, injured, and traumatized peaceful protestors. I echo the
concerns that cops stood by, protected, and even walked with the people causing harm. This
was deeply disappointing, although not surprising, to witness firsthand.
Many people have said, "Why are you expecting cops to protect you when you want to defund
the police?" Some of our peaceful protestors have indeed held signs that ask to hold police
accountable, defund police, and express opinions about the brutal excessive use of police force
that's been witnessed across this country. We know that freedom of speech is one of the rights
we have as residents of this country. It's because of that freedom that great strides toward
equality have been made throughout history. No matter what opinion is being expressed, the
police are supposed to serve and protect all community members as long as they are being
paid to do that job.
But what happens when cops don't reside here in this town, or even in this county? They
don't know us. We don't know them. Why are our police, or any city staff, exported?
Something I value about living in this little town is that we are invested in one another because
our lives are intertwined. We are held accountable to one another socially and in the
context of living relationships. When our police drive in from outside places, they have no
stake here.
Can we re-imagine this? It does not make sense when you consider the level of detail and
control we put into town ordinances, historical preservation, maintaining "charm"....To me, the
charm is about relationships, not fence paint. Sometimes it takes me 2 hours two walk one
block because I know and care about my neighbors and we take care of one another.
I also want to point out that defunding the police is about re-allocating resources to look at
alternatives like peace officers, mediators, social workers, advocates, and more. Back the Blue
seems to think it will be complete chaos without police, but we witnessed on Sunday that even
with police, it was chaos. I personally would have felt safer with mediators and peace officers,
especially if they were people personally invested in this town.
Finally- I have to mention the sharp contrast between the speed that police investigated and
charged the man who shot an air-soft gun at Back the Blue people Saturday and the total

complacency of the cops to serve any justice to the people who beat and destroyed property of
nonviolent protestors- including local children and elders, on Sunday right in front of their
faces. They told those who were bruised and bleeding to go file a report, when they witnessed
the violence themselves.
I am asking that as council you will hold our cops accountable and take steps toward hiring
local alternatives to police, especially when half our city budget is invested in police. We can
do better- We must do better.
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I would like the board to exclude Daniela Fernandez
from the special meeting regarding the BLM march. She
has a conflict of interest and has shown that she is more
than willing to lie about what happened. She stated
someone told her she was pushed off a bike, but she was
fully aware it was of her own doing. She hasn’t retracted
the statement as of today, even though she has been told
by many witnesses she was not pushed. She also
marched with BLM that day and had prior knowledge
without notifying the PD.
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Dear Nevada County Council Members,

I want to start off by saying thank you for all the work you do for our community, the
time and effort you give should be recognized. You hold a very important role in Nevada
County and an obligation to the good people that live here; this is why I am writing to you
today. I have lived all over this county for nearly 40 years, I love it here, I’ve grown up here, I
work here, and am currently raising my children here. The thing I like the most about living
here, aside from the beautiful surroundings, is the unique people that all reside here from all
walks of life. For the most part I feel like we have a tight community, mostly easy going some
might say a little hippy and we call co exists peacefully regardless of our beliefs or politics and
many wouldn’t blink an eye if asked for help.

The incidents that took place in downtown Nevada City on August 9th, 2020 needs to be
addressed. I, for the first time, was overwhelmed with shame, sadness and outrage towards the
home town I’ve loved for so many years. As tears filled my eyes while I watched video after
video of a small group of counter protesters, insult, attach, curse and even punch a group of
peaceful protesters while Nevada City police officers sat idly by doing nothing to deescalate the
situation. It breaks my heart that I have to even write this letter to urge you, let you know how
wrong this is, to make sure you hear my voice and I am being represented. The need to
confront these men, some 100 pounds heavier and what looks like up to 30 years older than
the majority for the protesters for hitting, spitting and threatening men, women and children is
vital. All the while police walked past with their head in the sand, telling the protesters to move
to the sidewalk as their only recommendation for safety, in my opinion this makes the police
just as guilty as the counter protesters violent hostility, because they too have an obligation to
the public.

I’m sure there have been plenty of reports made; the majority of the men have been
identified via social media, in addition numerous everywhere you look online. I hope you are
doing your part to bring justice to Nevada County. This isn’t something we can say never
happened, when there is evidence everywhere. I know tensions are high right now, but if these
men don’t have some sort of conscience nor do the police that do nothing to stop how they
treated the people of this community, I fear for the future of our little town in the foothills that
I hold so close to my heart. How can I feel confident in raising my family in a town that does not
condone the violence of a few men for the safety of many? You have your seat on city council as
an elected official to serve our community and represent the citizens; you set the bar for the
standards, respect, and virtues that we should all hold each other accountable for. It is your
time to step in and do what is right for the safety of amazing people that live here and not sit
idly by on the side lines.      

--

---------- Forwarded message --------From:
Date: Mon, Aug 10, 2020 at 11:58 PM
Subject: Violent assault of peaceful protest
To:
To members of the Nevada City City Council, City Manager, Nevada City Police Chief,
Nevada County Sheriff, & District Attorney,
As I'm sure you all know, last night (Sunday, August 9th) there was a rally in downtown
Nevada City in support of black lives, equality for all people, & against systemic injustice in
our country. I did not attend but today I did see video recordings of counter protesters who
clearly came out looking for a fight. They stood in the middle of the road blocking the way of
protesters marching down Broad Street & physically assaulted them. They have all the right in
the world to their own beliefs & their own protests but they have absolutely no right to lay a
hand on another human being & the fact that they are getting in people's faces, shouting,
pushing, punching & spitting on people in the midst of a pandemic is insane. If you haven't
seen any footage here's one video I found on youtube:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=HWqwdvvfr4c
This all happened smack dab in the middle of town in plain sight. If the point of law
enforcement isn't to stop this kind of aggression I don't know what it's for. We all pay the
taxes that pay your salaries & I want to know what our government officials & law
enforcement officers are doing to address this event? These aggressors were waving around
Blue Lives Matter flags and other totems of ignorance. Can law enforcement stand by in good
conscience and let these people be their public defenders during this era of social reckoning?
My grandfather (a former cop by the way) owned the land that the government center now
stands on before it was seized via eminent domain to house the seat of local government. A
couple generations later I (a white man) am raising my mixed race son here. He's too young to
know any of this is going on but it breaks my heart to imagine having to explain to him we
live in a town where bigoted fools can attack people in the middle of town who are working
for nothing less than for people like him to live in a society that values his humanity.
I live in a multigenerational household with my son, my partner & her mother. I am the only
white person in my house & I hear very frequently what it feels like to be black in this very
white county. It's a perspective that's hard to come by around here but needs to be heard. We

live here because it is beautiful & peaceful but there is a very visible current of intolerance
flowing through our community and flying flags from the back of trucks and now assaulting
people for exercising their rights in broad daylight.
Please hold these people accountable. Please use the power of your offices to amplify the
message that this is unacceptable.

I honestly feel too angry to even begin this email. I will begin with what I have written as a
public statement.
If you see videos of what happened last night in Nevada City and think it does nothing for the
movement to social justice, you need to deeply consider that you are part of the problem. And
that the sickness seeded in the violent bigots who were punching peaceful protestors is the
same sickness that makes you think it was just a waste of time, a dance of violence. Racism
comes in many forms, subtle and clear. Conscious and unaware. Sometimes it is to violently
assault a group of peaceful protestors while you scream “get out of my town!”. But sometimes
it is quieter, sometimes it is to exist in a negative peace, while everyone around you cries out
that they can’t get any.
Please consider that the violence we experienced tonight in our hometown is the violence that
is every day life for Black, Brown, Indigenous, people of color. And it is inescapable. Because
you are telling them they are not really living it. That they have somehow misunderstood their
own truth. That if you can’t see it, it isn’t real. You’ve heard MLK say that the white moderate
is the biggest block to racial justice, more so than the Klu Klux Klan. Nevada County has a
serious problem, but it is not just the racists being allowed to perpetrate crimes against
humanity, it is a crime in itself to look the other way and think you are not doing anything
wrong. I am scared to live in this town today. A feeling that is a first for me, but not for the
disenfranchised brothers and sisters. To be genuinely afraid to be spotted at the gas station in
the middle of the night, to walk through a world that seeks to remove you. I will never know
this.
I was physically shoved and verbally assaulted by a large group of men for hours last night
while law enforcement stood and watched. I saw children being punched in the face. They
threw people’s phones in gutters and smashed them with their boots. I saw men that I
recognize from growing up here, men my age. I will remember all the faces for as long as I
live. At least three police officers witnessed mine and other people's assaults and did nothing.
Nothing. I am from this town and I was hurt in front of your officers! They walked with the
people who were attacking women and children! Shame on you!
You can no longer say that you did not know, that you can not see, that this is not real. Now
we are not just knocking, but we are knocking at your front door.
I am so upset. But unfortunately I am not surprised. I was screaming "do something" and your
men looked away. I am so disgusted.
"It's nice when law enforcement is behind you letting you push these entitled liberal white
mellinials out of town." Jim Buehler.

8/12/2020

Nevada City Council
Council Members and Staff
City Hall
317 Broad Street
Nevada City, CA 95959

Dear City Staff and Council Members:
My name is
. I am writing today in support of the
Nevada city police Department and want to commend them on their ability to defuse most of the physical altercations that took
place on Sunday in our little peaceful town. What took place was a great example of why we need to increase funding to the
police, So that they are better equipped for these types of unexpected violent clashes that ultimately do not represent Nevada
City.
We want to protect our town and its citizens from violent instigators whose intentions were not to peacefully protest. By increasing
Funding to the Police we can better protect our beautiful town. The BLM protesters were at all times peaceful. It was clear from the
NCPD released body cam footage that the aggressors and agitators were the opposing wanna be vigilantes wearing TRUMP shirts
and pretending to support the blue all while physically assaulting members of our community.
I urge the Council and Staff to consider ways we can increase funding to the police and generate a social equity platform to
address diversity and inclusion to our local economy, so we may move forward in peace and prosperity.
Sincerely,

Dear Catrina,
I am writing in response to the violence that occurred in Nevada City on the evening of August 9th. I've been a
Nevada County resident for 20 years, raised my children here and now my grandchildren. During this time I've had
countless opportunities to watch the officers of the Nevada City Police Department do their jobs. I've counted on
them to protect myself, my family and the community. I've been grateful for their work. I've never before been
afraid or ashamed to be served by NCPD. That changed last night, and it disturbs me greatly.
What I saw on the streets were officers standing idle as peaceful protesters--many of them women and children—
were threatened and assaulted, their bodies injured, their legal rights violated, their property destroyed (including
numerous cell phones being used to film the events). I saw a small group of militant counter-protesters descend on a
peaceful march. I saw people who weren't associated with either side exhibit the courage to protect women and
children against active violence, while NCPD watched and did nothing. I saw those brave bystanders get assaulted
as well. I saw officers witness every moment of blatant criminal behavior, and then tell the injured victims of those
crimes to file a report in the morning while the perpetrators stood nearby. I heard unmasked counter-protesters claim
to be infected with Covid as they coughed and spit in the faces of women and children. This was not a brawl. This
wasn't two sides fighting. This was ASSAULT. Plain, simple assault.
There's a fine line between complicity and cowardice. Last night, NCPD was guilty of both. They walked alongside
the perpetrators of crimes!!! They claimed to be powerless to stop those crimes. They told victims that the fault was
their own because they didn't stay on the sidewalks. They watched children beaten and did nothing. They failed in
the most fundamental ways to do their jobs.
I understand that the Black Lives Matter movement is very polarizing, especially among law enforcement. I have
friends and family in law-enforcement, some locally. I understand that many officers have mixed feelings about
protecting citizens who are fighting to restructure the funding mechanisms upon which their departments rely. I
understand how easy it is to blame peaceful protesters for the violence they face. After last night, I'm forced to
understand how much these factors limit the ability of our NCPD officers to do their work ethically and responsibly.
The counter-protesters brought their flags and pay lip service to “Backing the Blue,” but their actions show NO
RESPECT for law enforcement. Their violence forced officers to choose between arresting men who claim to be
their allies, or allowing non-violent residents to be assaulted without interference or consequence. I wish our officers
had chosen differently.
What comes next? These violent counter-protesters will be emboldened by the complicity of law enforcement.
They're already claiming victory. Their numbers will grow, their violence will increase. They are already soliciting
out of town help. Some peaceful BLM demonstrators will be too afraid to come back out to the streets, especially
the younger ones who have just discovered that free speech and free assembly are not in fact protected like they
learned in school. But other protesters will return with a renewed sense of purpose, and still others will join for the
first time, realizing that the failures of law enforcement are not just a distant issue for urban black communities, but
present and urgent right here at home. Knowing that they cannot depend on NCPD to keep them safe as they
exercise their rights, they will think about how to protect each other more directly. Violence breeds violence. Is this
what you want? It sure makes one wonder.
The failure of NCPD to do their jobs last night will make those jobs more difficult tomorrow. I hope our officers can
rediscover the courage, decency and professionalism to do those hard jobs anyway. I ask that all of you impose the
proper accountability on your fellow public servants, and to provide them with whatever education, resources and

incentives they might require to atone for the failures that we witnessed last night. This is not the time to look away.

Mr. Ellis,
My littlest sister, barely out of high school, attended the Black Lives Matter protest in Nevada
City on Sunday, August 9, 2020. She witnessed multiple assaults by Back the Blue counter
protesters, including violent assaults on young women of her age. Nevada City police officers
made no arrests and made no attempt to protect the citizens from harassment and assault by
these hostile counter protesters. Nevada City police officers not only stood by and watched
harassment and assault take place, they stood side by side with the counter-protesters and
engaged in friendly conversation. You say they were overwhelmed, but it is clear from their
behavior that was not the case. It is absolutely appalling that the Nevada City police
department, whose values include Integrity, Honesty, Transparency, Inclusiveness,
Dedication, Empathy, Loyalty, Commitment, Trustworthiness, Partnership, Courteousness,
Professionalism, Fairness, Respect, Responsive, Family, Community, and Helpfulness DID
NOTHING to protect my little sister or other protesters attending this rally. How dare you
make statements that only reflect your disappointment in the behavior of the counter
protesters. You should be rebuking the ineffective, incompetent, and grossly negligent
response of the Nevada City police officers who failed to protect the public from violent
assaults and harassment. If it is TRUST the Nevada City police department values, it is
sickening that you are not acknowledging the betrayal of the public's trust by the Nevada City
police department and taking every possible step to ensure the systemic issues relating to the
culture and effectiveness of the police department are resolved in an effort to regain not only
the public's trust but the department's underlying mission.
Sincerely,

Elected Officials,
I am writing to you as a Grass Valley native and attendee of the Black Lives Matter march on
August 9th to relay some of the disturbing things I have witnessed. I would like to first make clear my
reasons for attending this protest as some community members have made their own conclusions
regarding the message, “defund the police.”
I have been using the public transit system since 2010 and seen firsthand the lack of financial
resources available to keep buses running and operating. In the summer of 2018, there were several
occasions in which the ride was completely without air conditioning because the bus would
overheat. I have seen this community’s response to homelessness and been sickened by the
dehumanization faced by these most vulnerable members of our community. In July of this year I
witnessed a homeless man lying in the sun on East Main suffering from apparent heat stroke, and
rather than an ambulance or social service worker coming to his aid, a brand new police SUV pulled
up and took him away. There have been many other instances of the criminalization of
homelessness and drug addiction that I have been witness to over my lifetime of living in this
community.
My reason for attending these demonstrations is to bring attention to the fact that there are
so many police cruisers patrolling this town that I can not go two blocks without seeing one, and at
the same time there is a lack of public funding for things that could lift up the members of our
community struggling with problems which can not be solved by treating them as criminal. These are
the issues which brought me to what was supposed to be a peaceful demonstration Sunday evening
in Nevada City. Before the march began there were trucks and motorcycles blocking the street,
making noise to drown out our voices. Soon after the march began, I observed a small group of men
forming a blockade in the street and yelling at us to “get out of our town.” As our group marched
forward several members were physically assaulted by the counter protesters as they shouted racist,
homophobic slurs. Several members of our group had their signs torn from their hands, ripped up,
and thrown to the street. These insults to our first amendment right continued as we marched, with
the counter protesters following and physically pushing us down Broad Street. I have come to learn
that these counter protesters are business owners in this community and were representing the
employing class of Nevada County with their presence.
Despite the police being present there were no arrests of the counter protesters, and they
were unable to prevent physical violence from breaking out. As protesters we are meant to be kept
physically apart from counter protesters by the police while remaining in sight. This was not done,
and people were injured because of it. These events were deeply troubling to me as they seemed to
represent the unwillingness of the police to protect us from actual violent threats and assault, even
while they will respond with multiple police cruisers to a panhandler causing no one any physical
harm. I ask that these events be thoroughly investigated and the perpetrators of violence against
protesters be brought to justice as these images were not those of a peaceful and tolerant
community, but rather those of institutionally backed terror and bigotry. Thank you for your time.

Hello. I am a concerned local, writing to express my frustration with the recent events in
Nevada City.
Peaceful demonstration is a right as an American citizen. It's been instrumental in
positive change within our country since its inception. From woman's suffrage to abolition,
from civil rights to union rights, our ability to gather together and speak up is powerful and
important.
Last weekend, angry and violent men showed up to incite violence and agitate what was
certainly a peaceful protest in Nevada City. Their racist and xenophobic ideology is hopefully
not representative of this city. And regardless of what you may think of their viewpoints, their
actions were clearly illegal. Threats, causing a public disturbance, and outright assault were all
well documented.
I understand that the local police were outnumbered and didn't see this coming. But their
inaction on the scene looks real bad. In fact, it sets a precedent to all the other folks in this
region who may want to come out and abuse peaceful protesters, making them think that their
threats and violence will go undeterred.
You may think that you don't want to choose sides, for some reason. But as police officers,
wouldn't you choose to enforce the law, regardless of who was breaking it?\
The media is already off and running with this story, and it's making the city look terrible. I
anticipate all aspects of this situation amplifying very soon. I foresee bigger protests, with
more violent and racist agitators testing the water. I also anticipate media on the scene,
watching to see what happens.
You will have to make a choice, and your choice will be observed, recorded, and known. I
hope you choose to protect the citizens of this town.
Sincerely, a peaceful protester, and a father and husband of peaceful protestors.

--

Hi City Councilors,

My name is
and I am a resident of Grass Valley. I am writing in regards to the
harassment & violence, verbally and physically, from counter protesters that I witnessed via
phone videos at the Black Lives Matter March a couple nights ago. I witnessed physical
assaults towards protestors such as pushing, punching, and shoving, signs being pulled out of
protestors hands, language being yelled such as “Go Back to Your County” & “This is our
Town” as protestors walked by chanting, I also witnessed a man yelling that he had
coronavirus as he then continued to spit on protestors. All of these assaults mentioned have
been caught on video for any proof you may need.
These are only a FEW of the many violent and racist acts that happened last night, all in the
presence of our police force. Where is the accountability for these violent acts? Where is the
accountability for the police officers who witnessed these assaults and let them continue? I am
not only disappointed with the violence and physical assaults on innocent people that I saw but
with the disregard from our police force to keep the protestors safe. What is the use of the
police if they see violent acts and look away? I do not want to see how this could escalate if
there is no responsibility being held on any level. This behavior is disgusting and there needs
to be accountability from our police force to address what happened at this march in their
presence because if this is not addressed, what message would that be sending to the
assaulters?
As the City council, we are looking to you all to lead in this manner & address the physical
and verbal assaults that took place in the name of racism the other night. You have the ability
to set the precedent that this behavior, no matter what side of the social issues a person is on,
is not okay and will have consequences. The safety of our community depends on it.

Nevada City Councilmembers, Ms. Olson, and Mr. Ellis,
I was disturbed to learn of the harassment and violence committed against Black Lives Matter
demonstrators on Sunday evening the ninth in Nevada City. I urge you to truly listen to the
accounts of those affected, to take action against the agressively racist counter-demonstrators
who perpetrated the assaults, and to work with community members and activists to make
2018's Resolution in Support of Racial Justice a daily reality here.
Thank you,
Claire Sullivan

City Manager Olson and Nevada City Police Chief Ellis,
WHO I AM
My name is
and I am a 21 year old Nevada City resident, born and raised.
I am taking the time to write to you all today as I find it of utmost importance that you hear
about recent events occurring in our town that I have deep concerns about. I especially want to
share my experiences and concerns to you as public comment for the upcoming City Council
meeting tomorrow.
WHAT THE BLM PROTESTS STAND FOR
I’d like to bring attention to a recent event occurring on Sunday August 9th in downtown
Nevada City. As you hopefully already know, a peaceful protest was held in town to bring
awareness to social and systemic racism plaguing our community and our country at large.
Along with bringing general awareness to the plight of black Americans, indigenous
Americans, and other people of color in our communities, these reoccurring demonstrations
are rooted in pushing the following message: hold our police accountable for their actions
and treat every citizen equally under the law.
WHY MY FRIENDS, FAMILY, AND I PARTICIPATE
Myself, my loved ones, and many of my friends/peers have participated in these protests
because we feel it is our duty as citizens to stand for equality and justice in our community. As
educated Americans, we know our country was founded on protesting and we want to use our
collective voices to make a change as our forefathers once did. All the great strides our
country has made in the name of freedom, liberty, and justice for all came from patriotic
citizens exercising their constitutional rights. The protestors last Sunday, some of whom being
my dearest friends and family, were exercising their first amendment rights.
SUNDAY’S VIOLENCE AND MY GROWING FEAR
These protesters were met by “counter protestors” with aggression, violence, and physical
harm. Now, I am not a lawyer but last time I checked physical assault is against the law. I
must tell you all I am absolutely appalled that this violence was condoned and allowed to take
place. I am deeply saddened by the lack of response by my city’s police. These hostile people
pose a dangerous threat to my community. These Blue Lives Matter protestors have spread
so much fear and hatred that I am now afraid for my safety in my own hometown. What
happened on Sunday is disgraceful and embarrassing.
IF YOU DIDN’T READ ANYTHING ELSE, PLEASE READ THIS
Going back to the message of the local racial justice movement, the police overall DID NOT
treat these violent “counter protestors” the way they should have. Rights were violated. NC
residents were spat on, beaten, and berated. Minors were violated by grown men. Arrests
should have been made the second those men laid hands on members of my community.

When an airsoft gun with plastic bb’s was shot into a recent “Back the Blue” rally (where
police reported and I quote “no one received serious injuries”), the suspect was immediately
caught, aressted, and now faces a felony charge. But when people were thrown down in the
streets, beaten with flag poles, and punched at the Black Lives Matter protest IN FRONT OF
POLICE OFFICERS there was barely even a verbal reprimand. It is in this way that Sunday
serves as a prime example of the problem at hand.
Its imperative that you, our city government and officials, step up and address these heinous
acts committed against members of our community. It is your job to now address it, arrest the
perpetrators, and NEVER LET IT HAPPEN AGAIN.
Thank you for your time.

Chief Ellis
The response by the Nevada City Police Department was inexcusable. I am a resident of
Nevada City. This is not OK and it is your responsibility to take immediate and clear
measures. Do not let this happen again.
--

To The "Leaders" of Nevada City,
As a resident and business owner in Nevada City I am appalled at the recent action (or
inaction) taken by our local police force to support and encourage violent resistance to
peaceful protests. BLM protestors were peacefully exercising their constitutional rights and
were violently assaulted by an organized group who disagreed with them. I watched the
videos, we all know what happened.
Disagreement is one thing, and unlawful protest (if that's what it was) can be dealt with, but
for you to support and encourage violence against peaceful protestors is disgusting and
shameful. Those who assaulted these protestors have literally been bragging on social media
that they have the support of local law enforcement.
I support and encourage Chad Ellis to immediately resign as police chief and I call upon our
town leaders to appoint a police chief who respects the lives of all citizens, not just those he or
she agrees with personally.

To All who are involved in the investigation the violent incident Sunday
August 9, 2020 in downtown Nevada City
during the peaceful protest supporting Black Lives Matter.
My name is
and I am a local woman with deep roots, in
both Grass Valley and Nevada City, dating from1960.
While I do feel compassion for the misguided counter-protesters, I am
deeply disturbed that they felt the need to use intimidation and violence
against the peaceful protesters. We have zero tolerance for bullying
children in our schools and we must not tolerate bullying adults in our
towns or society! I hope the investigation finds every one of the people
involved, that they be charged for their actions, and some sort of
rehabilitation and education is required of them. Our differences of
opinion must be treated with respect..... not violence.
I hope the police in both Nevada City and Grass Valley will be more
effective and protect the peaceful protesters' right to be safe. I read in
Chief Ellis's statement that the NC police were NOT in agreement or
alignment with these dangerous people who seemed to feel protected
by the Back the Blue flag. This is a big relief! However, I am still
puzzled as to why the police did nothing to stop the men from being a
menace, pushing, punching, and tearing up their signs of the peaceful
protesters! I understand people were hurt by the counter-protesters and
I give thanks that no one was seriously injured (according to the
newspaper article). I am glad I was not there as I would have been
terribly frightened. I felt sick just watching the footage of the aggression!
Where can we (the public) learn more about the findings of the Nevada
City Police investigation? We are all on edge with challenges of the
times and full disclosure and transparency by our law enforcement

officers and community leaders is crucial.

Hello,
This morning I woke up to see horrific accounts of violence by white supremacists against
members of our community engaged in a peaceful, non-violent demonstration last night in
Nevada City.
The Nevada City Police Department has clearly demonstrated that it is unwilling or unable to
protect members of our community.
The City Council showed leadership in 2018 by passing a resolution in support of racial
justice.
I urge you to follow through on that commitment by holding the Nevada City PD accountable
for their failures last night and to fundamentally rethink the role of police in Nevada City.
I encourage you to think creatively about how to meet the needs of our community without
relying on the police force--they have proven themselves unworthy of 45% of the city budget.
Thank you,

Hello Catrina.
I was at the nonviolent Black Lives demonstration held in Nevada City last night. As you well
know, while we were exercising our 1st amendment rights to demonstrate, we were met with a
lot of anger and resistance from counter protestors. In addition to being bullied and shouted at
violently, I witnessed (and have now heard of many more) accounts where physical violence
was used by the counter protestors. People in our demonstration were pushed, signs were
ripped from their hands, a council member was pushed off of her bike, and people were even
being hit. All the while, the police stood by and gave the counter demonstrators plenty of
room to feel free to express themselves.  
I don't think it's necessary to ask the question "why?" here, considering the stances of "defund
the police" and "back the blue" being represented. But I am writing to ask you to take a good
long look at what our police department is supporting in our town. There are many people
who feel like we need a lot of change and reform in our community/country, and we will keep
speaking up about this. It is important that we know that our rights as Americans to do so are
protected.  
As our representative, will you stand up against violence directed at ALL PEOPLE in our
town, and prove to us that we can move forward in a new way that includes, rather than
suppresses, their voices? (The absence of action here will paint our community as racist,
which, by the way, is not good for tourism)  
People are in the streets expressing that they feel scared and unprotected in their own
community. This is your chance to prove them wrong. Please demand local police
accountability.

Dear City Council, Mayor Minett, Mgr. Olson and Chief Ellis,
I was shocked to read about the violence at this weekend's Black Lives Matter Protest.
My family and I are tourists in your town - we live in Davis, and have friends in rural Nevada
County.  
I found out about the violence through my local social networks, so word is spreading fast.
I urge you to :
-examine the events
-condemn the violence
-ensure there is no place for violence in your fine town.

I am writing to express my concern for the events that happened in Nevada City Sunday night. I was born and
raised in this community, and now am fortunate enough to own a business in this community. Grass Valley/Nevada
City has always been a very diverse place, which is part of the draw for many to come here. I have also had several
positive interactions with our law enforcement agencies over the years as a citizen and business owner.
I feel that what happened Sunday night was inexcusable. As a business owner, me and my team are always running
situations through our head, especially in light of the COVID19 pandemic. It is my responsibility to look ahead, and
identify possible situations that may arise, and plan accordingly to keep my business solvent and strong. I feel that
the lack of ability to react to what unfolded is a perfect illustration of poor planning. Within minutes, officers from
other local agencies should have been called, and they should have deployed their training to deal with such
situations.
In the videos online, it is very apparent that the NC police watched a group of angry, antagonistic protesters, were
walking the streets and violently and hatefully dealing with the BLM protesters. I agree the the BLM movement can
be hard for many to understand, and very polarizing, but peaceful protests are what made the country what it is
today. During many of the videos, the NC police seemed very unconcerned when BLM protesters told them that
they were assaulted and personal property was damaged or stolen.
We are better that this. I think its time for us to find empathy, and look within for how we can to better as a
community and as a nation, and the actions of these protesters and NC police on Sunday tell me this isn’t
happening. As a local citizen and business owner, I request that my concerns are taken seriously, and action is
taken. One of the advantages of living in a small community is our government agencies are smaller, more nimble
and able to adapt with their communities changing needs, and it is time for some change.

As an employee of an upper Broad St. shop, I was lucky I had already closed the shop on
August 9th. Did the BLM protesters and counter protesters have a permit? Surely shopkeepers
should be told ahead of time of such a protest? People from all walks of life and all ages visit
Nevada City. Just as I guide them around town to various points of interest, I also would want
to be able to alert them to such an event.
Protesting is both a right and demands responsibility to surroundings especially in a
small town such as this one. I hope the City Council and Nevada City police can develop
guidelines or enforce the ones they do have for such actions.
Violence has no part on our streets.

I was not at the protest yesterday because of health issues. I did have many friends that
attended and I am appalled the police not only did nothing, but allowed these violent thugs to
assault peaceful protestors. What the hell is going on and why did the police condone this
violence, are they on the side of the counter protestors? on the side of violence and peace
disturbing? One of your own Council members was pretty badly injured. What are you going
to do about it?
I'm truly and deeply upset by the video posted by Josh Wolf that clearly has these grown men
on camera assaulting people. Action needs to be taken against these grown men. An example
needs to be made.
What I want to know is what are you going to do about it? I want answers.

I am a witness to what happened Sunday evening, 7/9/20, on Broad St. I was not a participant, but I
stood by Bonanza Market and the Nevada Theater, and observed what happened.
I saw about 50 BLM protestors/demonstrators carrying signs, chanting, and making a racket with
noisemakers. They were noisy, but entirely peaceful as they walked along. They encountered a human
line blockade, created by Patriot/Trump/Freedom types, which forced the demonstrators to squeeze thru
a kind of gauntlet. Perhaps it would have been wise for them to stop walking into this blockade, and wait
for Police to clear the way, because as they tried to pass, several of these self-styled patriots began
grabbing signs and ripping them up, knocking cellphones out of demonstrator's hands, shoving and
throwing punches. It was clear to me, as I observed, that the demonstrators were being attacked. I
heard these self-styled patriots yelling things like, "Get the f•ck outta here," "This is my town," and "Go
home Commies (retards, faggots)." The demonstrators just tried to get past, and move along, but were
physically attacked.  
Of particular concern, is the actions, and lack of actions, on the part of NC Policemen and County
Sheriffs. They saw this ripping of signs and banners from the hands of demonstrators, the shoving and
punching, and this gauntlet/block in formation. In my opinion, the NCPD witnessed assault and battery
upon the protestors, and allowed it to happen. No arrests were made. There are numerous videos on
Facebook, capturing this one-sided altercation from many points of view.  
I am certain that there will be further, even larger demonstrations in Nevada City, with a greater likelihood
of physical violence. Good policing and maintenance of public order requires a plan of proactive
measures, and intervention at the onset of violent behaviors, to stop the actions of violent perpetrators.  
What is the NCPD and Sheriff Dept going to do in the future? Does our law enforcement have any
training in dealing with a violent public disturbance?
I sincerely hope the Nevada City Council, the County Sherrif, and DA will quickly consider these issues,
before someone gets seriously hurt or killed. Also, our little town must not become a regional or national
focal point for political agitation from malevolent players from the outside. Please take positive action.  
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To whom it may concernI’m writing to express my deep concern, disgust and anxiety about the events of the
evening of August 9th, 2020. A rabid counter protest unleashed itself on those that
were there to peacefully assemble. The right wing extremist group quite obviously
came to fight. They were physically and verbally abusive towards BLM demonstrators.
Several people sustained serious injury, while the police stood by and did next to
nothing.
I grew up here. I live in this town and do everything in my power to see it flourish. I’m
so upset that this violence is being allowed on our streets. I no
longer feel safe. Freedom of speech does not extend to the right to assault those that
have different values than you, even a member of this Council was assaulted.
Your job is to address the concerns and facilitate the well being of Nevada City.
Potential for violent conflict between the groups present on Sunday night has been
looming on the horizon for months. There were altercations that erupted in Grass
Valley that included confederate flag wavers offering violent threats and recently BLM
protestors were shot by air rifles. Yet the Nevada City council took no preliminary
action. I’m ashamed of being from a place that would allow this to happen.
Specifically, the Nevada City Police Department failed miserably. By all accounts they
seemed particularly biased towards the BLM protestors and if they didn’t want their
funding cut then perhaps they should have made sure they were prepared to better
handle the type of situation they were faced with on Sunday. They let white
supremacist extremists aggressively herd peaceful marchers down the street. They did
not protect and serve. The officers present should be held accountable. The police
department budget (a mind boggling $2,096,760 of the general fund) should be
reduced heavily and those funds be reallocated to an organization that can be
effectively engage the community to prevent and/or de-escalate this kind of incident.
A statement from our elected officials of zero tolerance for violence and hate is in
order. Please do better.
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Good Morning to you all.
Thank you for serving the community of Nevada County/Nevada City.
Concerning the events that happened on Sunday the 9th of August, I want
to ask and implore you all to look into the events that transpired and how
the NCPD handled the situation.
I watched one body cam footage. It was the moment the two groups were coming
toward each other on the bridge and an officer approached the group of hatefilled and hate spewing
men and teens.
The tone of voice the office had was incredibly passive. In no way did he use his authority to stop
those men from continuing to block a constitutional right of peaceful protest. The officer was heard
speaking to them as if asking a favor for them to let the march pass. NOT ONE OF THE MEN PAID
HEED
TO HIS PASSIVE PLEA. Then the officer walked with them as they called the marchers names of
profanity.
I have concerns that the lack of involvement the whole of NCPD was complicit in will give permission to
more hateful people in this county to feel inspired and supported to continue to intimidate the community.
Please figure this out and quick.

We are writing this letter to express our extreme disappointment in the actions of our police department at protecting
the rights and safety of the demonstrators for Black Lives Matter. We have been strong supporters of our local
police department in the past but the preparation and on the ground conduct by the police on Sunday is
unacceptable. Based on conversations and videos the police actually appear to side with the anti protestors and took
no steps to separate the two dissident groups. Were they not prepared? Were they overwhelmed? Did they call for
backup support? What protocols were they following? Did they respond with arrests when the demonstrators were
attacked? What action is being taken against the identified physical attackers? Did they actually march with the
violent thugs doing the attacking, implying they were supporting these attacks? At least one officer did exactly that.
We need assurances that going forward our police department is there to protect and serve peaceful demonstrations.
We need accountability from our city leaders starting with our city council. We need police officers trained in
handling demonstrations and we need leadership that sees that these failures never, never occur again in our
community.

To whom it may concern,
As a resident in Nevada City that has attended almost every protest/march around the BLM movement, I am shocked by what
I witness and experienced on August 9th. What was a peaceful and unifying march quickly turned violent and aggressive, and
our local police literally stood by and watched without so much as verbally intervening. On the same streets that I have
walked with peace and a sense of safety, I was struck, threatened, pushed, screamed at and grabbed at by what I would call
white supremacists. The police did nothing.
I watched as teenagers were pushed and threatened just for trying to peacefully walk down the street. I saw 3 huge men
surround a local man and yell inches from his face that he was a "faggot" and to "get the fuck out of their town" as he stood
there and did not respond in the slightest. I saw a man rip a Black Lives Matter sign from someone's hands and shatter it on
the ground--the pieces from this PVC pipe flew up and almost struck my friend's infant in her arms. She wasn't even
protesting, just walking home from dinner. He yelled in her face to "get the fuck out of his town", and when she stood up for
her baby and also said she lived there, he yelled, "I don't care, fuck you". I saw a man be smacked in the face just for standing
there. I saw women pushed to the ground and struck. I saw a man that was carrying his CHILD on his shoulders purposely
pushed into a wall. The child was sobbing in fear, and the man that pushed him remained aggressive and was yelling even
after the child reacted.
Those things I listed above all happened within 2-5 minutes of each other. Within that time frame, I stood next to a young
man who was stopped by one of these counter-protestors as we attempted to keep walking forward. He was screaming at him
to get out of this town, etc. when we both attempted to walk around him. He was then hit by the older man, knocking him to
the ground where he was kicked and surrounded by multiple other counter-protestors. His glasses were thrown off and
stomped on. Myself and others helped him up, as he was yelling that he couldn’t see and that he needed his glasses. He was
shaken up and red-faced from being hit. I searched for his glasses and found them crushed on the ground. They were picked
up by one of these men at the same moment as I reached for them, and he was taunting me/acting like he wouldn’t give them
to me. I finally snatched them and found the young man to give him his glasses.
Right after this, I went up to the parked SUV police officer and said “they are punching teenagers! They’re attacking us!
Please do something!” And he rolled up his window and turned his head back to his center console and continued to sit there.
It was a hopeless feeling to witness that blatant act of disregard directly after being attacked and threatened, as the men that
did so were still attacking others directly behind me.
As we continued trying to walk down the road, I had my mask attempted to be pulled down by the blue lives protestors and
was intentionally coughed on by a man saying he had coronavirus. My friend has claw marks on her chest and a large red
scrape on her neck from the counter-protestors pushing us back with the American flag and grabbing at her chest.
We were followed for the duration of our march, about an hour and a half, and were called horrible names, threatened, pushed
and shoved, and even spat on. All the while, the NCPD stood BESIDE these men and even MARCHED WITH THEM. I
personally witnessed them PATTING THEM ON THE BACK at one point, and when the officers were confronted, they
would tell me that "they had a right to protest and express their freedom of speech, it's the 1st amendment". I was told to "file
a report tomorrow", but then was told I couldn't file a report that next day, that I should have done so the day prior.
The experience was traumatizing. It was terrifying. I never thought that I would have experienced such violence and rage in
my face, standing in the middle of Broad Street, as police officers stood beside me and literally did nothing to protect their
citizens. I am on edge; I am scared. I am looking over my shoulder constantly, I tense up at the sound of a big truck engine,
and I am having PTSD anxiety whenever I drive through downtown. I am not sleeping well, if at all, and am having
nightmares about what happened. I have images in my head of these police officers doing nothing, and the severity of that
image is also next to the image in my head of these men throwing fists at me and spitting hate at me, screaming to "get the
fuck out" and threatening my life. And my life wasn't worth protecting in the eyes of these officers.

All of this is because I was marching in a peaceful protest to say that Black Lives Matter.
I am disgusted and I am appalled by what happened. I will not be silent about this, and I will not stop following up on what
actions your office plans to do about it.

1) Who is this special investigator? I want to be allowed to speak directly to them. How will we know they are neutral? How
are we expected to trust you all and your "team"?
2) What will you do to ensure the safety of all parties at future protests?
3) What disciplinary actions are you planning to take against the officers on Sunday? Will they undergo de-escalation
training, will they be suspended, will they not be allowed at future protests?
4) Will arrests be made against the men identified from these videos and reports?
I eagerly look forward to, and expect, your response to the above questions and statement ASAP.

Dear Esteemed City Council Members of Nevada City, Police Chief Ellis, Sheriff Moon, District Attorney Newell,
First thank you for your service to our community. Your commitment to safety, protection, and to the peace and
health of our community is greatly appreciated.
While I did not attend the gathering in Nevada City on Sunday evening August 9th, 2020, I’ve seen many videos
from citizens and law enforcement and heard first-hand accounts from people who did attend. While the BLM
protestors were boisterous and appeared diverse and young, their actions and words did not appear violent or
threatening. On the other hand, the counter-protestors appeared overwhelmingly white and male and angry. Their
words and actions display as provocative, threatening, and violent.
Is this our town? I don’t recognize it.
Many questions. I had to question why, the violence was not diffused or halted early on? Why did we see a police
officer walking with the counter-protestors? What were the indications among that group of potential violence and if
so, why was nothing done? And when the NC police were too overwhelmed with crowd control to take an onsite
victim report, did call for back up? I’m aware of calls made to dispatch asking for help and the more recently
released body cam videos show sheriff’s staff onsite. Why were arrests not made during the event? Why were things
allowed to escalate? Why were citizens publicly voicing their support of people of color allowed to be attacked and
injured without a swift and measured response from law enforcement?
I’m writing to ask for an investigation into the law enforcement departments our taxes pay for. I’m writing to
request continued investigations into and arrests of perpetrators who should have been apprehended onsite at the
event.
The public deserves to know what measures are being taken to assure us all that local police and sheriff’s
department staff are being 1) held accountable and 2) being educated and regularly evaluated on the ability to
perform their duties without bias.

Dear Ms. Olson,
On Monday, I sent the following email to Chief Ellis, responding to the outrageous events of
Sunday, August 9:
Dear Chief Ellis,
I watched with horror at several videos displayed on social media, videos that
recorded violent Thugs attacking peaceful BLM protesters on Sunday, August 9. I
watched with horror as the Nevada City police did *nothing* to protect the walkers
from assault. I watched with horror as a Nevada City police officer walked along with
the Thugs, unmasked, and appeared to collaborate with them. These videos are sure
to be aired by local media, and possibly by the national media. The image of our town
will be tarnished by the angry, violent, foul-mouthed, white Thugs yelling "F-k You!"
"Bitch!" while slapping and hitting the protestors and tearing up their signs.
I have resided in Nevada City/Grass Valley since 1977. I have never witnessed such
heinous behavior on the streets of downtown Nevada City. I am shocked and
appalled that the Nevada City Police stood by and allowed the violence to escalate.
Shame on the NCPD. Please take action to discipline your officers.

Yesterday there was a Black Lives Matter march in Nevada City. The Black Lives Matter
protestors were stopped by All Lives Matter Protestors, with a police line behind them. The All
Lives Matter Counter Protestor proceeded to strike, shove and threaten the Black Lives Matter
Protestors while the police casually watched. Later a police officer was marching with the All
Lives Matter counter protestors while they followed the march and berated them.
Growing up in Nevada County, I've seen plenty of bigotry and racism. But this was a violent
attack on peaceful protestors with apparent law enforcement support. This is a stain on this
town. It disgraces everyone, the local law enforcement most of all. I hope everyone speaks up
against this, including you.
-A nevada county resident
I'm withholding my name because these people are violent, and I wouldn't count of police
support
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Hi Council members, my name is josh wolf and I live in unincorporated Nevada city.
I’m writing to you to speak about the police department response to the BLM rally on Friday.
First off, I’d like the council to call for a public hearing to discuss the incident and the police response. I feel
such an endeavor is the only way to move towards restorative justice and heal trauma felt by all sides.
I was one of the people who shot video during the protest; my video was described by the Nevada City
Police Department as “heavily edited;” this term is meant to insinuate that my footage was carefully
selected to put forward a specific agenda.
The reality is that I was too tired to edit my footage and just put it into the camera app algorithm to create
an automatic video. I made some slight adjustments and picked a different stock music choice, but the
reality is that any random selection of my footage would have delivered a similar impression.
The BLM protestors were content to make a loud noise and march through the streets of town with their
signs and slogans; the counter protestors used force to prevent them from being able to continue with their
demonstration. And these same counter demonstrators made every effort to quite literally run them out of
town to the city limits.
The most disturbing part is that both my footage and the police’s Own body cam demonstrate that the
police neither provided safe haven for the BLM political demonstration, the officer expressed sentiment at
the beginning of the demonstration that he didn’t support the protestors to a motorist in the area. And he
repeatedly insisted that the problem was that the problem was the protestors wouldn’t submit to the selfproclaimed patriots efforts to drive them down broad street and across the bridge.
Thank you for your time, I look forward to seeing a solution where all parties have a seat at the table to
heal from this trauma and find new collective solutions.
Thanks.
Sent from my iPhone
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Dear Nevada City Council,
I am writing to you today as a deeply concerned citizen. I am a ten year resident, small
business owner, youth advocate and health educator. After watching many videos of this
past Sunday the 9th BLM march in Nevada City and compelled to speak out. The violent
actions of the counter protestors were not intervened by law enforcement that were on the
scene and were instead permitted by Nevada County Police. I saw footage of officer Tim
Ewing walking with counter protestors. I also witnessed another officer telling a protester
who had been assaulted that if he wanted to file a report he had to go to the police
department. The police officers did not keep the peace or serve justice in the slightest. I feel
unsafe in our town, and I fear for the safety of my friends of color in our town.
Not only am I fearful of the brazen violence of these non masked counter protestors will
continue to terrorize citizens exercising their civil rights, but also that the police will not do
their job.
I demand that these violent counter protestors and Nevada County Police Department be
held accountable for their actions.

Dear City Manager Olson:
I’m haunted by the ugly hate on the faces of the men who attempted to thwart BLM protestors from exercising their
right to peacefully march in Nevada City on Sunday evening.
We’ve had weekly BLM demonstrations for months with zero problems—no skirmishes, violence, property damage,
or looting. The gatherings are primarily women (many older) and teens. They stand, holding signs, or march,
chanting and making noise with tambourines and pots and spoons.
The men who showed up on Sunday were there to provoke, and they were over-the-top aggressive and violent.
Innocent people got hurt and had their signs destroyed and phones stolen.
Ironically, the men flaunted the public health recommendation to wear a mask in public when not social distancing
because of their “Constitutional rights” to do as they please, yet, they were trying to deny the Constitutional rights
BLM marchers to gather.
The men thought that by carrying the blue line flag they could do whatever they wanted and the police would stand
with them. That appeared to happen, as police did not protect BLM marchers (who were pleading for help) and they
appeared to walk in solidarity with the men. If that was not the intention of the police, it was definitely the
impression given.
I am a fervent supporter of law enforcement, but this was a fail. I urge you to ensure that peaceful demonstrators are
protected from aggressive, violent agitators.

I,
, a registered voter of Nevada City, join in with my neighbors in Nevada City Co-Housing calling
for the removal of Police Chief Chad Ellis.

To the Nevada City Council,City Manager and Police Chief Chad Ellis,
I am a local to Nevada City, born and raised and am shocked and saddened at the handling of
the violent counter protest in Nevada City by the NCPD on August 9th 2020. I have friends
who were assaulted as the police stood by, supporting the "back the blue" crowd who were
throwing punches, tearing signs out of peaceful protesters' hands and pushing and striking
citizens. There is footage of a police officer walking with that violent crowd, (without a mask
during a pandemic) while allowing the counter protesters to intimidate the peaceful protesters
out of town.
There are multiple accounts of people asking for police assistance, to be told that they came to
the streets first so they deserve it. If the Nevada City Police Department back violence against
people exercising their first amendment right to peaceably assemble then they are in violation
of our rights under the constitution and should be held accountable.
I would appreciate a statement by the city condemning the violence enacted on our peaceful
citizens, showing support for their citizens' rights to peaceably assemble, and spelling out
measures the NCPD will take to assure their citizens that this will not happen again.

Dear Community Leader,
I am writing to express my concerns for our Nevada City community in response to the recent
incidents of violence perpetrated upon community members exercising their constitutional right of
peaceful protest.
I write to you as a resident, as the minister of a local spiritual community, as an openly transgender
man married to a bi-racial woman, as a former deputy, as a professional organizational development
and change consult, as an seasoned diversity & inclusion professional, and as a human being who is
deeply committed to fully participating in creating and sustaining a healthy community.
The actions of this small group of angry citizens are representative of a much larger, often
subversively silent, faction of our community. I have been engaged in the protests organized by the
Coalition for Racial Justice – Nevada County since its inception shortly after the murder of George
Floyd and have experienced varying degrees of hostility in each protest participation. While
respectfully, silently standing in prayer, wearing a clergy collar I have been spit at, flipped off,
screamed at with profanity, had a vehicle drive directly toward me out of the normal traffic pattern
while the driver was screaming unintelligible words, pounding on their steering wheel with one hand
and flipping me off with the other. Let me be clear… NONE of this surprises me; the incidents of
violence this past Sunday, August 9th do not surprise me and if they surprise you, I submit to you
that your surprise is evidence of unearned privilege. Now recognizing the word “privilege” has
become somewhat of an emotional trigger for those who have it… may I suggest pausing… taking a
breath… and then to continue reading with an open undefended mind.
The violence that occurred on Sunday was both predictable and avoidable. For you, as leaders of
such a small community, to be either profoundly uninformed despite the plethora of public social
media content available or to have been informed and to have taken no action to mitigate the risks
and ensure the safe exercise of peaceful protest is both complicit with the violence and a failure to
lead the community you took an oath to serve.
I, unfortunately, was unable to attend the march on Sunday, so my experience of it is gained from
watching the videos posted on social media and on the testimony of the victims. My training as a
clinical social worker, as a deputy, as an EMT, as a minister, and as an organizational consultant have
taught me well that investigation is key to finding truth; that assumptions only serve to blind us from
accuracy and validate our preconceived notions and narrative. I am not swayed to judgement by
seeing the officer walking with the group of white men who enacted the violence because, as a
deputy, I myself have walked “inside” groups that I was in no way aligned with, as a function of
executing my duty to quell their activity. I am disturbed by the reported responses given by officers
to victims of assault. If, in fact, a victim was told that they chose to come protest in response to
reporting an assault, such a response is one of either ignorance, cruelty or dereliction of duty. Such a
response harkens back to the days of blaming rape victims for their perpetrators actions because of
how they chose to dress; to the days of blaming the battered spouse for angering their perpetrator;
perhaps even all the way back to the historical justification of beating an enslaved African for daring
to push back against the master.
It is no longer acceptable to issue written statements that amount to platitudes that summarily
dismiss doing the deeper work of true community change. Racism, homophobia, transphobia,
misogyny, and every other oppressive belief is imbedded in the consciousness of our shared
American culture. This is not an accusation, it is simply a fact of a nation built on a foundational
power base of cisgender, heterosexual, white maleness. If true change is to happen THIS reality must

be addressed head on.
True community, healthy community, is one in which disagreement and respectful discourse are not
only welcome but celebrated; one in which conflict is understood as necessary for growth; one in
which conflict is embraced rather than avoided or quashed.
I suggest to you that for such a community to emerge, you, as leaders, must get there first. You
cannot lead our community where you are unwilling to go yourself. The anger and rage exhibited on
Sunday is the outward expression of an incomprehensible cognitive dissonance that is reacting to
the perception that one’s very identity and therefore life is being threatened. This is real for those
experiencing it AND IN NO WAY EXCUSES THEIR BEHAVIOR. Accountability is necessary and
appropriate and so is healing. Violence is the oldest and, to date, the singular most effective tool of
supremacy, all forms of supremacy. If you, as leaders, allow it to go unchecked and unhealed, history
shows us the violence will continue to escalate, continuing to seek a secure foothold and regain its
power. Those of us who remain committed to the realization of social justice as our personal life, as
the life of every citizen within our community and as the life of every citizen within our nation and
within the world, will no longer be intimidated; there is no more “getting back in our place”.
Our Nevada City community is blessed to have a wealth of community members who are well
equipped and ready for the messiness of social change. We may actually be your greatest resource.
You, as leaders, are at a point of reckoning, will you dare to first examine and heal your own bias’s,
your own points of privilege, and your own blind spots so that you can lead by example or will you
hunker down even more deeply into the self-righteous indignation of your comfort zone gentle
rocking yourself back to sleep?
You have been entrusted with power; the only question is, how will you choose to use it?
Respectfully,

Dear City Council Members, City Manager Olson, Police Chief Ellis, and Sheriff Moon,
Though I was not at the Black Lives Matter protest this past Sunday, what I have heard
described and seen appalls me. The anger, violence, harassment, and assaults from the alt-right
counter-protesters was horrifying. But what’s even worse is that there were Nevada City
police there at the scene, and (as far as I understand) they chose to make no arrests or stop the
violence in front of them. One officer was even walking side by side with the counterprotesters…. Can anyone explain to me: what is the point of having “peace officers” if they do
nothing in the face of violence and crimes being perpetrated? By remaining silent and
choosing inaction, they chose the side of the perpetrator.
I took a look at Nevada City’s budget, and it looks like the police department accounts for
almost half of the entire budget. It’s over $2 million dollars per year, and counting…. I ask
you all: Is this money well spent? Are we seeing the commensurate benefits in safety and
peace for the price we pay? Can this police department be relied upon to protect and serve the
residents of Nevada City? I think the first-hand accounts/videos, and bruises, cuts, and trauma
inflicted without repercussions speaks for itself. They cannot be expected to protect and serve.
So what comes next? Do we continue to pay half of our small town’s budget on a police force
who turns a blind eye in the face of violence and abuse? I don’t think it’s written in stone. I
believe that budgets are moral and moldable documents.
I believe that we can and SHOULD reallocate funds from this Nevada City Police Department
to other departments that focus on health and prevention. Think of what $2 million dollars per
year could do when invested in housing/homelessness, social services, mental health &
substance abuse issues, education, fire safety, and more (most of what we see in the police
blotter has to do with these issues).
I also believe it’s possible to completely disband the Nevada City Police Department, and
instead have the County Sheriff’s department respond to reports of violent crime within city
limits. It’s a small town - I don’t think taxpayers should have to spend millions of dollars on
police officers driving around with big SUVs surveilling residents, who can’t even be counted
on to protect our community when the moment calls for them to do so.
I stand in solidarity with Black, Indigenous, and People of Color who are calling for real
change in this country. Lasting change, towards a more equitable society. Nevada City can and
MUST do better.

p.s. Just to clarify, I meant that those Agitator guys should be arrested and maybe if we
organize a meeting with those officers who were supporting the Love Walk and Youth Bike
Ride.
On Tue, Aug 11, 2020 at 9:44 PM Nikila Badua <mamawisdom1@gmail.com> wrote:
This is great! Thank you so much for writing this. What is online that some of us can share
on social media? Is it okay to share your letter?
My first thought is how the police and city were suppose to be so behind Tina Hylton's son
when he organized the youth bike ride, and also they were supposedly so in support of Love
Fest and the March... Who are those police that stepped up during those times? Those guys
should be arrested. Maybe if enough of us make a fuss about it, they will have to. I saw in
the footage that police officer who was walking with them.... They seemed related in some
way.
Anyway, the whole incident really bothers me and I am reflecting on what else can be done
on other levels...
Thank you for all of your hard work <3
Nikila
On Tue, Aug 11, 2020 at 6:07 PM Michelle Montgomery
<michelleemontgomery@gmail.com> wrote:
August 11, 2020
Dear City Council, Catrina, and Police Chief Chad:
Sunday's demonstration for a peaceful march in Nevada City was received by local police
force accompanying in a very UGLY and VIOLENT manner; meanwhile the Police just
walked beside those men who were assaulting people.
Where are the demonstration of the values you write on your mission statement for the
City of Nevada City?

Mission Statement
The Mission of the Nevada City Police Department is to efficiently and effectively, with the resources
provided, deliver quality police service to our community by promoting a safe environment and improved
quality of life through a police-citizen partnership, with an emphasis on hard work, mutual trust, integrity,
fairness, and professionalism.

Values
Integrity, Honesty, Transparency, Inclusiveness, Dedication, Empathy, Loyalty, Commitment,
Trustworthiness, Partnership, Courteousness, Professionalism, Fairness, Respect, Responsive, Family,
Community, Helpfulness

Vision
To maintain the highest standards of excellence and attain the staffing, competence, and equipment needed
to provide the consistent quality service expected by the community

When I used to work there as the ONLY PERSON OF COLOR,
I knew that it was bad as I experienced RACISM in my role within the all white
organization.
I remember colleagues making disparaging remarks about our then President Barack
Obama being called
"a Monkey", as well as jokes from a flyer circulating around the office with reference to
Black Lives Matter with photos of dogs saying "Black Labs Matter" and other racist and
homophobic comments that were made, ignored, and were swept under the rug as it was
accepted as a part of the sick fabric within the agency.
Sadly, it seems nothing has changed with the racist ideologies since former City Manager,
Mark Prestwich, Mayor Jennifer Ray, Corey Shaver, and Police Chief Tim have left, what
a shame, and a disgrace.
When are you going to be held accountable for your responsibility in leadership?
VIOLENCE should not be supported by our Police, who are supposed to be protecting us
from harm.
Are those men who assaulted peaceful March walkers going to be charged for assault?
What about the on-duty Police department?
I would like to bring to your attention that there is a resolution that was adopted by the
city council for
anti-racism and ways to serve the community by Margo Stebbing.
Please review the document, and post it on your website and in the hallway bulletin board
if there is still one outside the building.
The resolution needs to be put into action, not just be a piece of paper that serves no one.
We want to hear from you about the reports of violence and what your response is to
protect and serve person of color in Nevada City, and throughout the greater Nevada
County!
I have always supported Law Enforcement, as I used to serve in my role within the city.

How are you going to support us back?
Please review the statements below from a
Facebook post combined with some of my own thoughts along with
Xylem Larla Dey.
For those who haven't heard or haven't taken action yet- White supremacists attacked a
peaceful BIPOC-led
Black Lives Matter protest march in our little California mountain town on Sunday
evening.
My teenage cousins were there and had their tiny hearts broken by what they saw and
experienced trauma from those agitators!
The local BIPOC (Black, Indigenous and People of Color) council for equity members are
local residents wanting to see CHANGE in our community for better treatment of persons
of color living in Nevada County.
There are videos, and local police watched and did nothing to intervene to stop the
violence as peaceful protestors were punched, pushed to the ground, hit with American
flagpoles, and belongings were destroyed including glasses and phones.
As far as I know all the racial justice activists are "okay" with bruises and scrapes but very
shaken.
More support is needed for future marches and to have messages that counter the
antagonizers words of hate - they were shouting "get out of our town," "faggots" "retard"
and the n-word from different accounts I've heard, among other things... while waving the
blue line flag, with some believing they were there to "protect the police" from violence of which they were the only perpetrators.
There is a belief in local conservative "back the blue" circles that no Black Lives Matter
protestors are locala) they think all BLM protestors are violent rioters who want to hurt police and
b) they think that all local BLM protests are done by people who are being "bussed in"
from the cities.
There's a genuine lack of understanding or interest about the love behind BLM, and the
fact that local marches are run by locals.
It stirs up the conditions for inexcusable violence that occurred, and helps give context to
the yells from the antagonizers about "get out of our town!"
The Nevada City Police Chief Chad Ellis made a statement that they're investigating, and
that their police assigned to the incident were overwhelmed and did nothing because there
were only three of them.
The police need to be asked why they were walking with these violent folks, why they
ignored mothers asking for help for their teens, and why they didn't call for backup if they
were "overwhelmed."

Please take a moment TODAY to write to Nevada City Council members, City ManagerCatrina Olson, and Police Chief Chad Ellis to submit for public comment for
Wednesday’s Council meeting (August 12). It’s important that they hear our experiences
and concerns!
Changing racist policies is the only way to change racist behavior.
Sincerely,

Michelle Montgomery

My name is
and I work in Nevada City. I would love to see us reimagine our
police force. If police don't serve everyone equally and fairly why do we put so much money
and resources into them? The truth is, we don't know what our police force is like until we are
on the other end of their force. I would love to see our police force defunded and have more
professionals respond to emergency calls for peacekeeping, wellness checks, mental health
crisis, domestic violence, sexual assault, substance abuse, and the unhoused. These are just a
few things I can think of off the top of my head that could be taken off of the police force's
shoulders and situations they often don't handle well. I have lived in some cities that are
already thinking outside the box and trying to support their citizens differently. I think
programs like this can give us ideas for what is possible and what could be possible
with proper funding.
I used to live in the City of Ann Arbor Michigan. Every time the police get a call for domestic
violence or sexual assault, the local domestic violence shelter Safe House is alerted so that
their response team can respond. https://www.safehousecenter.org/find-helpsupport/emergency-response-services/
In Eugene Oregon there is a group called Cahoots that handles mental health crisis, they work
with the police department and they respond to calls instead of the police. The Cahoots team
consists of a nurse or emt and a crisis worker. https://whitebirdclinic.org/cahoots/
I know it is a lot to ask you to reimagine the system. However, I believe in your creativity,
heart and desire to see your community thrive. We can do more. We are in the midst of a big
shift in our country and we must do more than simply give lip service. We are all being called
upon to do more.

Dear Civic Leaders,
I am writing in response to the violence that occurred in Nevada City on the evening of August
9th. I've been a Nevada County resident since 1980 and a local bartender for the past eleven
years. During this time I've had countless opportunities to watch the officers of the Nevada City
Police Department do their jobs. I've counted on them to protect myself, my customers and the
community. I've served them drinks on their nights off. I haven't always agreed with the way every
officer handled every situation, but by and large I've believed the department has done well and
I've been grateful for their work. I've never before been afraid or ashamed to be served by NCPD.
That changed last night, and it disturbs me greatly.
What I saw on the streets were officers standing idle as peaceful protesters--many of them
women and children—were threatened and assaulted, their bodies injured, their legal rights
violated, their property destroyed (including numerous cell phones being used to film the events). I
saw a small group of militant counter-protesters descend on a peaceful march. I saw people who
weren't associated with either side exhibit the courage to protect women and children against
active violence, while NCPD watched and did nothing. I saw those brave bystanders get assaulted
as well. I saw officers witness every moment of blatant criminal behavior, and then tell the injured
victims of those crimes to file a report in the morning while the perpetrators stood nearby. I heard
unmasked counter-protesters claim to be infected with Covid as they coughed and spit in the
faces of women and children. This was not a brawl. This wasn't two sides fighting. This was
assault. Plain, simple assault.
There's a fine line between complicity and cowardice. Last night, NCPD was guilty of both. They
walked alongside the perpetrators of crimes. They claimed to be powerless to stop those crimes.
They told victims that the fault was their own because they didn't stay on the sidewalks. They
watched children beaten and did nothing. They failed in the most fundamental ways to do their
jobs.
I understand that the Black Lives Matter movement is very polarizing, especially among law
enforcement. I understand that many officers have mixed feelings about protecting citizens who
are fighting to restructure the funding mechanisms upon which their departments rely. I
understand how easy it is to blame peaceful protesters for the violence they face. After last night,
I'm forced to understand how much these factors limit the ability of our NCPD officers to do their
work ethically and responsibly. The counter-protesters brought their flags and pay lip service to
“Backing the Blue,” but their actions show no respect for law enforcement. Their violence forced
officers to choose between arresting men who claim to be their allies, or allowing non-violent
residents to be assaulted without interference or consequence. I wish our officers had chosen
differently.
What comes next? These violent counter-protesters will be emboldened by the complicity of law
enforcement. They're already claiming victory. Their numbers will grow, their violence will
increase. Some peaceful BLM demonstrators will be too afraid to come back out to the streets,
especially the younger ones who have just discovered that free speech and free assembly are not
in fact protected like they learned in school. But other protesters will return with a renewed sense
of purpose, and still others will join for the first time, realizing that the failures of law enforcement

are not just a distant issue for urban black communities, but present and urgent right here at
home. Knowing that they cannot depend on NCPD to keep them safe as they exercise their rights,
they will think about how to protect each other more directly. Violence breeds violence.
The failure of NCPD to do their jobs last night will make those jobs more difficult tomorrow. I hope
our officers can rediscover the courage, decency and professionalism to do those hard jobs
anyway. I ask that all of you impose the proper accountability on your fellow public servants, and
to provide them with whatever education, resources and incentives they might require to atone for
the failures that we witnessed last night. This is not the time to look away.

August 11, 2020
Statement to Nevada City City Council
Hello, my name is
. I am a retired United Methodist minister who lives 1.2 miles from
Nevada City. I was assaulted at the Black Lives Matter protest on Sunday night by one of the violent
counter-protestors, identified as Adam Dickenson (See his photo below). He pushed me. I was trying
to stay socially distanced because I am a 71-year-old elder with a heart condition, but he used
threatening body language, and yelled “Go home!” in my face. I said, “This is my home,” but he used
obscenities and insisted it was not. My husband and I moved here in 1971, were gone 13 years, and
retired here in 2005.
Our march would have taken our group five minutes to get to the bottom of Broad Street, but the
assailants blocked our path. They followed and harassed us, called us names, roughed people up,
tried to start fights, and grabbed and destroyed cell phones and signs. They pushed people, including
much smaller women and young teens. The police did nothing. People in our group did the police’s
job by trying to keep the groups separated, even holding their arms out to their sides with their
backs to the violent group (a dangerous position) to protect protestors in front of them.
At the foot of Broad Street, I pointed out to a policemen the man who had pushed me, who said,
“People have been pushing each other on both sides.” I said, “I didn’t push anyone.” He said,
“What’s important now is to get people out of the street.” By then most of the peaceful
demonstrators were off the street and on sidewalk on the bridge. Some were still trying to make it
down Broad Street despite the violent group. I have been to many demonstrations in Nevada City
where we have marched down Broad Street, and the police never made it an issue. Could it be
because this march was in support of black lives?
I never saw the police trying to clear the road at all. If they had used police vehicles, sirens, and
bullhorns telling people to clear the road, it would have happened. I only heard them say that
clearing the road was most important to excuse them not protecting people. Rather, they often
stood BEHIND the group of people causing the violence, and sometimes walked with them. After the
event, one of the counter-protestors, Jim Bueler, bragged in a Facebook post, “It is nice when law
enforcement is behind you letting you push these entitled liberal white “mellinials” out of town.”
See the screenshot below.

As the police chief said, there may have been only three NCPD officers at first, but I saw several
other law enforcement vehicles and officers present, none of whom did anything to address the
violence. I also know that several calls were made, including to 911, before the march even started.
They were harassing us as we gathered, then blocked Broad Street looking for a fight before we even
got there.
I think it is important to find out who made the decision and gave the order not to intervene.
Thank you for this opportunity to speak to the Council.

Dear Council Members, City Manager, and Police Chief,
I have lived in Nevada County and Nevada City for 38 years. I am
appalled, disheartened, scared, and angry at what happened at the
peaceful BLM walk this past Sunday evening. Though I was not there I
have friends that were and have viewed videos of the event. The violence
and assaults committed by a few white, men bullies (white supremaists?)
was unconscionable, while our police stood by and took no action.
I have always thought well of and supported the police. I also support
justice and equality for all. One of my first thoughts after
hearing/seeing the attacks was, "Oh, now I can see why people are asking
to defund the police".
I dearly hope this is a wake-up call to better train our police, to see
our elected leaders and the police publicly denounce such actions, and
to prosecute those who committed such violence. I want to continue to be
able to walk around town, support our local businesses, and feel safe.
In safety and equality for all,

Dear Ms. Olson,
My name is
and I am a resident of Nevada City. I am writing to you to express my frustration, grief,
and deep disappointment regarding the events that unfolded at the Black Lives Matter protest in downtown Nevada
City this past Sunday. I attended this protest to march peacefully with my community, express my deep distress over
the injustices faced by the black, indigenous, and people of color in our community and country, and stand in
solidarity with them.
During the march, I witnessed countless incidents of of physical violence from counter-protesters who initially
blocked our path, then followed us throughout the entirety of the march. I personally witnessed multiple accounts of
shoving, punching, grabbing, pushing, taunting, and screaming inflicted on women, men, and youth by these
counter-protestors. I myself was pushed several times. It was terrifying to witness and be subject to.
As, or even more disturbing, however, was the lack of police response to the assaults that were occurring. I saw a
number of police and sheriff’s deputy’s throughout the experience and did not once see any of them intervene when
there was clear physical violence occurring directly in front of them. I spent over an hour fearing for the safety of
myself, my friends, and community members while those payed to protect and serve us stood by and watched.
I need you to respond and take action on this issue as city manager by condemning both counter protestors and law
enforcement, demanding a thorough investigation of the incident, and intensely scrutinizing the structure,
functioning, and necessity of law enforcement as it currently operates in our community. I will not tolerate this kind
hate, violence, and lack of response (on the part of law enforcement) in my community.
Sincerely,

This is a question that circulates through my thoughts and my lungs.
I'm not sure what needs to be said or what I entirely want to say. A few questions on my mind:
What does accountability look like? Between you and I? Elected officials and constituents?
Police departments and citizens? Person to person?
What is the budget for how our city spends money? Does that reflect movement towards a
safer, thriving community for all of us?
Chad Ellis (whoever else it concerns or applies to):
Video and eyewitness accounts show your officer's complicity and enabling of violence and
intimidation being blown through the bodies of peaceful citizens airing their concerns. Does
your police department only protect and serve those who agree with you and your officers? Is
it okay with you to step back and let violence fall upon the heads of your fellow citizens who
would seek to uplift black people and question the legitimacy of the NCPD and policing in
general, as culpable of historic and ongoing oppression? Your officers are a reflection and
extension of you.
In all of my jobs working with people, from preschool to NCA here in Nevada County to
working with the police department as part of the G.R.E.A.T. program, if my actions or lack of
resulted in the harm of someone, I would very likely not have a job anymore. So, why should
you and your officers have police jobs anymore? Why would you all not be better served by
looking for a different line of work?
I'm going beyond my benefit of a doubt in writing this email. My faith in people as the only
force that truly changes society and sows the seeds of a better world are being reaffirmed daily
by the failings of people in positions of power.

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of County of Nevada email system. Do not click links or open
attachments unless you recognize the sender and know the content is safe.

After reading a friend's eyewitness account of the Aug. 9, 2020 Black Lives Matter
protest in downtown Nevada City, and watching several videos of the event, I am
writing to express my deep concern and outrage at watching the police do nothing
to protect the first amendment rights of the protestors as the protestors were
verbally and physically attacked by the mix of those white nationalist and 'back the
blue' white male violence counter-protestors.
According to a friend who was there, she said:
"Yesterday, we went to a peaceful protest in solidarity with BLM in Nevada City with a
bunch of locals. Blue lives matter people heard and showed up blocking Broad Street. As
we tried to peacefully walk through we were hit, pushed, and kicked while being screamed
at and called faggots and other names. Children as young as 14 were shoved and had their
sweet signs violently ripped from their hands. I consoled many crying teens who had never
seen such violence. Back the blue continued to follow the group throwing people to the
ground and punching. NC police watched. Mothers went to police to seek help for their
children and were met with silence....Today people are sore, bruised, nursing concussions,
and dealing with the trauma brought to us by locals. I recognized these blue lives matter
people. I have been in the same room with them. I care about their children." I demand

an investigation be made into the police behavior and the fact that they did
nothing, did not respond to the pleas of parents for protection in the face of
the violent counter-protestors attacks. I demand an investigation into the
physical violence that several of the men in the counter-protest who were
attacking peaceful protestors & young teens. As well as the destruction of
personal property, as several of them grabbed people's cell phones who
were videoing the event and destroyed them and threw them into the gutter.
You can clearly see the identity of the men there, and many are already
known in town. I demand some accountability with their abhorrent behavior
to peaceful protestors adults & young teens. This is absolutely unacceptable
to let this happen. If you have not seen an videos here is a link to one. You
can see one of the counter-protestors sucker-punching a man as well as the
incendiary verbal violence and rage they exhibited toward the protestors.
https://www.facebook.com/joshwolf/videos/10158473554681411/

Two years ago, I wrote a proclamation for the City of Nevada City that was
unanimously voted in by the city council. I call on the city council to uphold these

principles.
Here in Nevada City, we want to be known not just for the beauty of our historic homes and quaint
shops fanning out from the town center, with our Gold-Rush history. We wish to also honor the
history of the Nisenan as the original peoples of our land.
Besides our history, we also want to be known for our values and commitment to this city growing
strong in its inclusivity for all of our residents, in all of our growing diversity.
We wish it to be known that our city declares itself to be a hate-free zone.
We are a community that embraces a diversity in which we treat one another with human dignity
and respect.
This is a core value of our city.
In recent times, there has been an increase in hateful and dangerous speech and acts nationwide.
There have been instances of this toward some of our city's residents, and even toward our own
neighbor’s children. We do not believe that any person or child should live with the fear &
apprehension that comes from the exposure to those kinds of events. There is no place for
intolerance in our community.
We wish to affirm our responsibility to ensure that each person living within the jurisdiction of
Nevada City is accorded equal protection under the law including the rights enshrined in the
Constitution of the United States and the California State Constitution.
We proclaim that we remain committed to diversity and to fostering an atmosphere of
inclusiveness that respects the dignity and worth of every person without regard to race, color,
sex, religion, ancestry, national origin, immigration status, marital status, age, disability, sexual
orientation, gender identity, or familial status, and we declare that we denounce hate speech, hate
crimes, harassment, racial bias, anti-Semitism, Islamophobia, anti-immigrant activity, and harmful
bias and discrimination in all forms.

I join my voice to all those who are complaining to you regarding the role of the police
department last night in downtown Nevada City.
We are wondering why the police stood with those inciting violence rather than supporting the
rights of the peaceful protesters.
It is obviously apparent in the numerous videos which group was causing problems.
Please help me understand your thinking in this matter.

My name is
I was born and raised in Nevada county and I’m writing to speak for
myself and family to say I highly disapprove of the actions of a group of counter protesters in
NC Sunday ...these men must be held accountable and we absolutely cannot tolerate this
behavior in our county .. as long as I can remember this place has been a peaceful one with a
community who sticks together and if this event is not dealt with its just going to get worse
and most likely lead to more violent clashes .. I can imagine you got into your position
because you ..like many ..care about this town and it’s citizens please do the right thing here
Thank you for your time

Dear members of Nevada City Government—
While I am not a resident of Nevada City, I am a resident of this county. As such, I feel
compelled to email you regarding the events of yesterday in downtown. As you’re well aware,
a peaceful protest protected by the First Amendment of the United States Constitution was met
with violence by a small group of counter protesters. There are multiple reports of local law
enforcement officers being present and choosing not to enforce the law.
In response, I have composed a set of specific questions that I would like answered so that I
can better understand why the law enforcement officers behaved this way:
1. Are law enforcement officers permitted to not enforce the law if they disagree with the free
speech of a person within their jurisdiction? If so, under what statute are they allowed this
discretion? If not, what is the process for ensuring that officers will enforce the law equally
and without bias in the future?
2. Based on available video evidence of the protest and counter protest, do you believe that
any laws were broken? If so, do you defend the lack of arrests? If not, on what basis do you
come to that conclusion?
3. What is your understanding of the demand to “defund the police?” As a corollary, do you
think that some of the services that law enforcement officers currently are asked to provide
would be better suited to other types of heath and public safety workers? Do you think that the
Nevada City Police Department can improve?
4. In the last six months, what steps have you taken to ensure that Nevada City is welcome to
people of all creeds and colors? What areas do you think need improvement?
5. Will there be any ongoing investigation into documented acts of violence and any violations
of the law that may have occurred yesterday?
6. Do you support the rights of residents to peacefully protest? How do you plan on addressing
future provocations by counter protesters seeking violence?
Thank you I’m advance for taking the time to respond to my questions.
Sincerely,
Rough and Ready, CA

The use of force by counter protesters at the black lives matter demonstration in Nevada
City on Sunday was unacceptable. Our local officials and law enforcement should publicly condemn
any use of force by anyone in protest or counter protest measures to ensure the safety of local
people and to support everyone’s right to demonstrate and speak freely. Under no circumstances
should any individual get away with assaulting another. Seeing an adult man rip a sign out of a
teenage girl’s hands or punching another man while the police stand by idly is disgusting. It is
apparent who the aggressors in this situation were. Those involved should be cited for assault.
Please, at the very least, make a public comment against this kind of behavior. The officers present
took no action to protect the demonstrators and were even walking with the aggressors. Those
officers owe an apology to our community for not upholding their duty to protect and serve.

Sent: Monday, August 10, 2020 4:32 PM

August 10, 2020
To Chief Chad Ellis
     I am deeply troubled and ashamed to see the many video images and read the many accounts of
local men terrorizing peaceful protestors in the streets of my city yesterday.
The local BLM movement has held over a dozen protests here in Nevada County since George Floyd
was murdered. Exactly zero of those included violence. The movement has established itself locally
as a group of dedicated, passionate, totally peaceful citizens comprised largely of youth.
    I am horrified to see the violence that angry thugs perpetrated against peaceful fellow citizens.
The only thing more disturbing than those images are the ones of peaceful protestors begging police
officers for assistance, to no avail. I saw with my own eyes as officers did nothing while peaceful
people were literally terrorized. Punched. Hit. Spit on. Pushed.
     Lest you think this is my own biased perspective, you should know that the perpetrators of this
violence are singing the praises of police officers on local facebook pages. Here is an actual quote
(Screenshots attached) from a man named Jim Buehler, on a local facebook page this morning:
Nelson Hughes said, “You should have brought in some bikers..” to which Jim Buehler replied, “It has
been handled. It’s nice when law enforcement is behind you letting you push these entitled white
millennials out of town”. No need to bring in the biker gangs when you have the support of Law
Enforcement. Please allow that to sink in.
     The result is that the violent aggressors have been emboldened by the police inaction. They will
be back. And they believe they have the support of NCPD to do so.
In another video clip, a peaceful protester approaches an officer and begs for help. The officer
nonchalantly advises that the person can walk to the PD and file a report if they’d like to. Seriously??
At no point in time did the officers attempt to de-escalate the aggressors. No arrests were made.
Multiple assaults are recorded for all to see. Zero meaningful intervention by police. Zero protection

for law abiding citizens, the majority of whom were minors.
     I’ve lived in this community for 20 years and worked closely with Law Enforcement during that
time. Based on my experiences, I have often defended our local PD as having more integrity than
others in the nation. I will no longer defend this department.
     I respectfully request a detailed apology from NCPD and a clear response detailing what steps the
NCPD will take to keep us safe from future assaults. How will officers be trained in de-escalation?
How will the violent counter-protesters be held accountable? How will the safety of law-abiding
citizens be supported? How will you earn back the trust of your community that you let down so
deeply and so publicly? I await your response.
Sincerely

Dear City Manager,

My name is

, and I live in North San Juan, CA Although, I was not personally present at the protest August 9th in Nevada City held by BLM I am incredibly

disturbed by the violence that was recorded, seen, and experienced within our community (anti-protestors towards BLM protestors) I am anything but surprised to see this type of hostility
towards reform I am requesting that you take this event seriously and support the continued efforts BLM is requesting from and within our community My concerns are that future local BLM
protests will experience even further violence

Since the 1931 Wickersham Report and 1968 Kerner Commission, the racial bias of American police departments has been a matter of public record The Kerner report
declared more than 50 years ago that “legislative successes

[have not been] reflected in the daily lives of African-Americans facing police misconduct,” and that racism, housing

segregation, and economic inequality are major drivers of police brutality In spite of this, police departments have actively resisted reform Time after time, they have leveraged the
power of police unions and legal structures like qualified immunity in order to prioritize officers’ job security over the safety of communities they have pledged to serve In other
words, police in this nation care more about crafting a system that protects their jobs at all costs than doing their jobs well It’s high time we seriously reconsidered the role that police
have in our society, starting here with our community
Police departments and Corrections take 29,646,323$ or 11% of Nevada County’s budget, leaving less room for healthcare, education, and other public services We are all
living through the same pandemic, and have seen firsthand the danger of not making healthcare a priority (USA accounts for 28% of global coronavirus deaths, despite representing
only 4 25% of global population) We also all have seen the same footage of police officers and their sympathizers across the country – from New York to Minneapolis to Atlanta to
Chicago to Nevada City – repeatedly reacting to non-threatening protesters with violence and almost never being held accountable I do not want my tax dollars to go towards police
beating those who express their first-amendment rights against police brutality I am willing, however, to pay for systemic overhaul guided by a different vision of a healthy
community: one where we are not reliant on the threat of violence to ensure public safety You have the power to do what all 50 states and several other countries know to be the right
thing I am writing to you today to demand several actions on the part of your office:

1.
Institute several strict policy reforms that are informed by data to lessen the negative impacts of policing on society:

1.
Regarding use of force (an example of this policy can be found at
https://static1 squarespace com/static/55ad38b1e4b0185f0285195f/t/5deffeb7e827c13873eaf07c/1576009400070/Campaign+Zero+Model+Use+of+Force+Policy pdf
or United States of America v Police Department of City of Baltimore Consent Decree, Section VII):

1.
Require officers to first use de-escalation methods before turning to force whenever possible;

2.
Ban all chokeholds and strangleholds;

3.
Require officers to intervene and stop excessive force used by other officers and report these instances;

4.
Restrict officers from shooting at moving vehicles;

5.
Develop a matrix that creates different tiers that correspond with specific levels of force and their respective accepted instances of implementation (also
know as a force continuum);

6.
Require officers to exhaust all other reasonable means before resorting to deadly force;

7.
Require officers to give a verbal warning before shooting whenever possible;

8.
Require officers to report each time they both use force, and threaten to use force, including unholstering and/or directing a weapon at someone; and

9.
Require officers to justify not just the decision to use force, but each additional measure of force (i e each additional shot, blow, spray, electric shock,
etc )

2.
Regarding transparency and accountability:

1.
Remove clauses in police union contracts that are inimical to accountability (and, therefore, the ability of the police to perform their job), including but not

limited to those that:

1.
Allow an officer to appeal a termination as a result of civil rights violations;

2.
Disqualify misconduct complaints against an officer after a certain period of time;

3.
Restrict when, how, or where officers can be interrogated after being involved in an incident;

4.
Give officers access to information that is not privy to civilians before their interrogations;

5.
Place the burden of officer misconduct on the taxpayer by giving officers paid leave while under investigation and paying legal fees and the cost
of settlements;

6.
Prevent past misconduct information from appearing on an officer’s personnel file;

7.
Limit disciplinary structures and consequences for officers; and

8.
Limit the capacity of civilian and/or media structures to hold the police accountable

2.
Institute a civilian review board that has the power to enforce their decisions;

3.
Make body and dashboard cameras mandatory, as well as:

1.
Require them to be on and recording at all times; and

2.
Require their footage easily accessible to the civilian review board and any other accountability infrastructure

4.
Allow public access to the following:

1.
Comprehensive police policy, not including what will endanger undercover police; and

2.
Both raw data and statistical analysis provided quarterly, similar to what the Department of Justice uses to monitor the Baltimore City Police
Department, as outlined in United States of America v Police Department of City of Baltimore Consent Decree, Section VII, Part E, Section XIV,
Part K, and Section XIX, Part D

5.
Promote and make as accessible as possible the civilian complaint process, including but not limited to actions such as:

1.
Remove language and disability barriers to submitting a complaint, including publishing instructions on how to submit a complaint in multiple
languages, and make said translations as accessible as English versions;

2.
Remove any language that could be interpreted by any reasonable person as discouraging filing a complaint (i e warnings that filing a false
complaint might bear legal ramifications) within or in the proximity of complaint literature;

3.
Include in a visible location on the police department’s website clear, easy-to-follow instructions for submitting a complaint and the process after
submission, along with a video explaining the process;

4.
Make immediately visible upon entry into any police department building media explaining the civilian complaint process; and

5.
Include a tracking system for complaints (such as a QR code) such that civilians are able to remain updated on the status of their complaints

2.

Implement budget reforms that have the ultimate goal of re-distributing the police budget to other public services that promote equality and overall community health:

1.
Immediately commence designing, in conjunction with communities most negatively affected by police presence, a plan to defund the police system over a period
of several years, and to invest the money removed from the police’s budget into services such as but not limited to:

1.
Housing preservation and development;

2.
Homeless services;

3.
Education;

4.
Healthcare, including mental health care;

5.
Youth and community development;

6.
Mental health first responders;

7.
Addiction counseling;

8.
Violence interruption programs;

9.
Trauma specialists;

10.
Unarmed traffic enforcers; and

11.
Other public services designed to increase community well-being

12.
Services for the Nevada City Rancheria and other Indigenous Peoples

2.
While said plan is being designed, commit to not raising the police department’s budget, and re-allocating from within their existing budget whatever funds necessary
to enact the reforms outlined in Point 1, primarily funds that are used to militarize police

For clarification: all reforms listed in Point 1 are to be instituted immediately In line with our ultimate commitment to defunding the police and reinvesting in communityoriented methods of improving public safety, there should be no increases to police budgets in order to enact these reforms Their sole purpose is reducing the ability of the police
department to continue to oppress so many community members while your government moves to sustainably defund the police and invest in the community (Point 2) In creating this
policy, I also ask that you implement time constraints or other measures to ensure that everything is done in a timely manner, and there is no delaying or stalling On top of reforms in
Point 1, I ask that your office uses other data-driven accountability measures that focus on reducing disparities among demographic groups (especially those with a history of being
subject to police mistreatment), instances of use of physical force and threatening to use physical force, community complaints, and lawsuits I, the taxpayer, am not willing to let my
dollars go towards paying settlements for police violations of civil liberties
I ask that you listen to the public and the pain that some of our communities are in How does assigning a public official–one who actively views killing someone as a possible
and acceptable outcome of their job–to be one of the most visible ambassadors of public services and taxpayer dollars create anything close to a safe and healthy community? Would
that role not be better served by someone who views their community members as people, not potential criminals?
This is a systemic problem, and you were elected to be part of the solution This movement will bring about an unprecedented wave of attention to local politics, which is you
Do not be limited by lack of precedent or imagination in your mission to serve our community

Sincerely,

The following is an account of my experiences at the Black Lives Matter event on Sunday.
Thank you for taking the time to read it.

On August 9th 2020, I attended a Black Lives Matter march in Nevada City.
Maybe 50 or so of us met up, and event organizers gave a brief statement (the same one
given every time) about non-violence to the counter protesters, a statement that seemed
more relevant than usual as many of them had already started to appear in a nearby
parking lot.
Our march began, and soon we were walking down the middle of Broad Street. A police
vehicle appeared and advised us via loudspeaker to clear the street, and as usual in these
sort of marches, we disregarded their advice and continued.
As we passed the parking lot with the counter protesters, they moved into the street,
bearing "Thin Blue Line" novelty flags and shouting "Your march ends here!" and "Get out
of my town!". We attempted to ignore them and move right through, but they blocked our
way with walking sticks and flagpoles.
An elderly man in a red shirt blocked my path.
"Go back where you came from." he said.
"I've lived here for 20 years, I'm here representing my freedom of protest and assembly, my
first amendment rights." I replied.
"I represent my second amendment rights." was his response. We carried on for a moment,
until one of my fellow protestors attempted to sidestep him, and the man jabbed her in the
side with his stick.
I was surprised (but not very) by the already-violent behavior of the counter protest, and I
did what seemed natural: I approached a nearby officer and asked him if he saw the
assaults taking place. The officer, once again, said we needed to get out of the street.
Troubled, I walked back to the protest line. A nearby man was screaming that we were all
racist for being part of BLM. I gave him a middle finger as I passed, and he responded by
charging toward me, ripping my sign out of my hand, and breaking it into pieces. I moved
away from him, and found another nearby officer.
"Are you going to do anything about the fact that these people are assaulting us? I asked,
trying to keep my hands from shaking.

"I don't understand what you want me to do." was his answer. He was picking up the
broken pieces of what had been my sign. As I walked away in frustration, he shouted "File
a police report if you want something done." after me.
Shaken and confused, I continued to march down the street, with the counter protesters
and (now on foot) police walking closely behind.
Then, something strange happened that I didn't anticipate: the counter protesters (maybe a
dozen or so) and the police began walking shoulder-to-shoulder. All the while the counter
protesters were screaming, pushing people, and just being generally violent, as the many
videos recorded at that time will show.
I was confused, to say the least. Was I really seeing this? Had the police actually formed a
line with the people openly attacking us?
I took a few steps toward them, approaching an officer and asking "Why are you allowing
them to stand with you? Why are you enabling violence? Are these men with your police
force?".
In plain view, I was grabbed by the shirt collar by a counterprotester and shoved away from
the police line. There was no reaction from the police whatsoever.
Determined, I stepped toward the officer again.
"Why the hell are you allowing this?" I yelled.
"You know what?" he said, and he grabbed me, put my hand behind my back, and led me
away, to cheers and applause from the anti-BLM crowd. I was told that I needed to stop
"escalating the situation" or I would be arrested. I agreed, but told him to pay attention to
the people actually doing violent crime.
He maintained that the officers were “walking behind” the counter protesters. I must
emphasise: they were not. The man who grabbed me was standing so close to an officer,
their arms were literally touching. Don’t take my word for it: the situation was recorded by
several people.
I can’t help but wonder what my fate would have been were I not a white male.
We continued across the Broad Street bridge, into the more residential areas of Nevada
City, harassed all the way. A screaming man with a red face and a Star Wars themed
Trump shirt slapped a woman's phone out of her hand and kicked it down the street. A
woman with short grey hair chanted "COMMIE TRAITORS!". As a long time resident, I
recognized nearly all of their faces. It was powerfully strange.
Eventually, we marched back to where we had begun. Across the street, a tall man
dressed as a cowboy jeered at us as we took a knee and chanted Brionna Taylor's name.
Our event concluded, we dispersed, and my roommate and I walked back to his car with
only mild harassment from the dregs of the counterprotest. I can only hope that everyone
else found their way home unharmed, as our safety was far from guaranteed.

This event has left me stunned. Not because of the presence of the counterprotest, or the
hateful violence of our neighbors, but because of the complete failure of our law
enforcement.
I have been led to believe that when one person harms another within view of the police,
the police would arrest, or at least restrain, the violent person. That belief was incorrect.
Our local police will apparently not only turn a blind eye to, but actively enable assault
against locals who are representing the "wrong” ideology.
I am still struggling to process this. The streets were full of violence, but apparently (as far
as I know), I was the only person worth restraining.

To the Nevada City Council Members and Chief of Police I am writing to ask the City Council to look into the violence that occurred yesterday in Nevada City.
If you have not already seen the multiple videos by now, I recommend that you take a look and see that a group of
peaceful protestors was set upon by agitators, while an officer, without a mask, stood with the group of agitators.
You are in charge of the Chief of Police and I ask that he be made to answer for what happened to people who were
peacefully expressing their 1st Amendment Rights.
How do the rights of a group that was clearly intent on creating unrest supersede the rights of peaceful protestors?
The officer did nothing to stop the escalation or to intercede when the situation became violent.
I lived in Nevada City and Grass Valley for over 17 years and watching these videos made me nauseous. Many of
these men are locals and business owners.
You must take action or they will rightfully feel that their rights are the rights you as the City Council and Police
Department support, and will look the other way when citizens are attacked.
This is heartbreaking.
Sincerely,

From a long time Nevada County resident
I was not present for the BLM protest that took place on Sunday, August 9, but have seen a lot of footage and know many
friends and acquantainces that did attend. I am so horrified to see and hear of the events that took place. It is truly frightening
that a group of raging, racist, violent, name calling, angry people showed up to a PEACEFUL PROTEST to instill fear and
violence and claim this county as theirs. They clearly don’t intend on sharing this community and have distaste towards
equality and the right to peacefully protest. I don’t expect this entire county to share the same views, in fact I know that there
is a sizeable division, but what happened was completely unacceptable. Even more so, that there was law enforcement there to
witness the actual violence and walk among them with no intent to protect or stop the literal assaults that were taking place.
There are people who deserve to be held accountable for the absolute unnecessary and hateful actions that occurred. Please
don’t let these people get away with this. Please don’t encourage this behavior by not taking action. Please encourage peace
and protection against unnecessary and uninvited violence.

Hello,
My name is
and I was in the thick of the protesting lastnight in my vehicle. I had
nothing to do with any of it & was simply trying to finish my work day. I had to drive literally right
through it. While there was behavior on both sides that could be questioned, I wanted to give my
take on the situation.
Having our roads blocked off by a crowd of people holding a giant banner, is unacceptable. I
recognize that many of these protestors aim for peace and raising awareness, but obstructing traffic
& making such corruption in our town is not OK. What if I had my child in the vehicle? I certainly
don't want my children exposed to this type of behavior in what I once viewed as a simple & safe
town. Allowing these protestors to block the streets is dangerous and causes disruption.The
direction I was required to go, my car was surrounded by a swarm of BLM members & I personally
was glad to have the Patriot side fighting for protection and not accepting this type of protest in
our town.
If they want to congregate on the side walk with their signs and banners and drums, or march on
the sidewalk that is intended for, WALKING, that's acceptable, but I still don't like seeing any of it in
our community. I wish this would all end and the human race would get a grip. :( Also, if there is
any way to know if these people were bussed in from a different location, then they should not be
allowed to make such a comotion in a town they don't even reside. For me to not be able to drive in
the streets that are intended for vehicles, last I knew, is completely against traffic laws and should
be addressed accordingly. This is unacceptable, regardless of any movement taking place. There is
talk of another walk next Sunday & I sure hope that these protests stay on the sidewalk & not
obstruct traffic. It was a disgusting display and it is a sad time to be a part of this community,
which I once held up so highly.
Best Regards,

Good morning
I am the owner of a local electrical contracting company that does millions of dollars of
business per year in this county, and I am extremely concerned about what happened in
Nevada City last night.
Social media is being flooded with videos of counter protestors assaulting and intimidating
peaceful protestors. I have seen videos of them throwing punches, ripping signs out of teenage
girls hands, and generally attempting to provoke violence.
A close family friend was there with her teenage daughter, who claims that counter-protestors
put their hands on her 14 y/o daughter, and ripped her sign up in front of her. This was caught
on video as well.
I also saw a video of Nevada City police officers not only ignoring these assaults, but also
marching side-by-side with the aggressive counter protestors.
Is this what our county stands for?
Are you going to allow this type of intimidation and violence in our town?
What are you going to do to ensure that this doesnt happen again?
Please respond
--

To All Of You To Whom it Should Concern;
I've watched many of the videos from local citizens of the peaceful BLM
protest in Nevada City yesterday that was invaded by angry Trump
supporter bullies. I saw many unacceptable actions by these people
against innocent men, women and children. And although the local
police were there they did nothing to stop it or to arrest the offenders.
What is wrong with this community! What is wrong with our leaders. Do
your jobs and stand up against racism and violence and let this faction
know that this is not acceptable in our community. Many of them
pushed, shoved, punched, yelled obscenities, grabbed people and signs
and told them to get out of this town. I support BLM and I support our
law enforcement when it does the right thing. Please do your part to
stop this insanity. I would like at least one reasonable response for at
least one of you if not all. And expect to see some positive action from
you as well. Our community deserves that.

Dear City Council, City Manager and Police Chief,
I have been a volunteer at the Chamber of Commerce office for more than
ten years -- always doing my best to promote our lovely little town. I
was appalled this morning to wake up to the news of violent gangs
attacking peaceful protestors as they demonstrated support for "Black
Lives Matter" in the downtown. Videos taken by marchers clearly showed
they were walking with peaceful intentions.
My husband and I have often participated in such demonstrations
ourselves in Nevada City, Grass Valley and Sacramento. I am an 82 year
old woman and my husband is 86. Last evening we had a conflict and
didn't happen to attend -- but I wonder how we would have been treated
by the gangs who were attacking participants while the police seemingly
just watched.
I'm hopeful that the police will find positive ways to confront these
agitators in the future without taking to violence themselves. Violence
begets violence and has no place in our community. We should be
promoting Nevada City not allowing it to gain notoriety because of the
acts of a few thugs.

Dear Catrina,
I am writing in response to the events of violence that occurred in downtown Nevada City on
Sunday August 9th. I ask that my voice and others concerned about these events be included
in public comment. I ask for justice for the assaults on peaceful Black Lives Matter protestors
and the complacency of the local Police Department. There are footage and photos that
showed men assaulting peaceful protesters; punching, shoving, and pinning people to the
ground, dislocating one person’s neck and injuring many others.
I was born in Nevada County and have lived here for the last 30 years. I am deeply concerned
and outraged around last night’s events, Police did not do a good job of protecting the peaceful
Black Lives Matter protesters. I feel ashamed that this is the culture that has been engendered
here, one that is full of hate and discrimination, and that the counter-protest group felt safe
enough to come out and act this way without consequences from the Police that were there.
This is not the culture and environment I want for our town.
I request that the people who committed assaults to be investigated and charged. Furthermore,
many of these men identify as part of a group called “The Patriots” and explicitly speak to
inciting violence towards peaceful protestors of the Black Lives Matter movement. I call for
an investigation into this militant group, and these hate crimes, and for justice and protection
of the people. If these men are not stopped now more violence could continue to the people of
Nevada City.
Two years ago there was a resolution submitted by a local racial justice group and
unanimously approved by City Council. This resolution is on the Nevada City website. Here is
a portion of that resolution...
"We proclaim that we remain committed to diversity and to fostering an atmosphere of
inclusiveness that respects the dignity and worth of every person without regard to race, color,
sex, religion, ancestry, national origin, immigration status, marital status, age, disability,
sexual orientation, gender identity, or familial status, and we declare that we denounce hate
speech, hate crimes, harassment, racial bias, anti-Semitism, Islamophobia, anti-immigrant
activity, and harmful bias and discrimination in all forms."
These cannot just be claims, we must make our home town a safe space for Black, Indigenous,
and People of Color, as well as for all people. I want for these statements to be true, not just
words.
Thank you for hearing my concerns,

Dear members of the Nevada City Council et all,
As a Nevada County resident I am frightened and disturbed by several first-hand accounts,
videos, and photos I've seen of violent assaults against Black Lives Matter protesters on
Sunday night. It is clear these counter-protesters came looking for a fight, how could the
police stand by and let this happen?
How are people of color supposed to feel comfortable living in a place where police let this
happen? That's not a rhetorical question. As a Black woman who moved to Nevada County 3
years ago and is raising a child here I'd love to know the answer to that. I want to feel safe
here, I want my son to grow up feeling safe here. A peaceful protest should be protected from
angry men looking for a fight. What does it tell us about whose lives are valued when this is
allowed to happen?
Sincerely,

Dear Nevada City Council Members, City Manager, Police Chief:
I am horrified and ashamed at what was allowed to happen in our town on Sunday when a group of peaceful
protesters were set upon by an aggressive and foul-mouthed group of counter-protesters, who physically and
verbally assaulted the protestors. I was not there, but have seen videos of what was clearly uncalled for and illegal
activity on the part of the counter-protesters.
Yes, the police were there, as they should have been, but instead of dealing with the situation in a professional
manner, they seemed almost to encourage the behavior, even appearing to march alongside them. Whether they
were outside agitators, as some have suggested, or locals, or some combination of the two, the police should have
taken measures to stop the agitators, not merely to suggest that people “file a report.”
In these troubling times, and anticipating that more of these kinds of incidents may happen, I believe it is incumbent
upon law enforcement to do whatever it takes to enforce and uphold the law and to protect our citizens and the rights
of all to peacefully protest.
I hope this incident will be discussed at the August 12 City Council meeting.

Dear City Council Members, City Manager Catrina Olson and Police Chief Chad Ellis,
The news of horrific accounts of violence instigated against members of our community
engaged in a peaceful, non-violent demonstration last night in Nevada City has been unsettling
to say the least. The Nevada City Police Department clearly demonstrated that it is unwilling
or unable to protect all members of our community during such instances. The videos from the
event captured multiple assaults on women and youth while police sat idle. I admit that I did
not witness these attacks first hand but as a mother, an active voter and a business owner in
this county, I am ashamed, appalled and angry at the lack of action taken according to the
videos and the first hand accounts. You have parents with young children involved in these
marches. What message does it send when they cannot exercise their right to protest
peacefully?
The City Council showed leadership in 2018 by passing a resolution in support of racial
justice. I urge you to follow through on that commitment by holding the Nevada City PD
accountable for their failures last night and to discuss an action plan for de escalating violence
in these situations in the future. It is every citizen's responsibility to make our home a safe
place for all residents including black, indigenous and people of color.
I encourage you to think creatively about how to meet the needs of our community and to
make racism and white supremacy a top priority at upcoming city council meetings.
Thank you for your time and commitment,

Catrina,
I will be brief. As I am sure you are just beginning to sort this out. Let me assure you that I
will put a mask on my 70 year old face and take my brittle bones to a peaceful march in my
community, if the Board does not take a strong position and punitive action against the violent
counter protesters.
Please do not delay.

In regards to the gross negligence by the Nevada City Police department last night, I am appalled that this unfolded
in our community. I am calling for the cops that allowed aggressive men in opposition to assault, spit and verbally
abuse peaceful protests need to be fired. Please do not be complacent and do your job as elected officials. Step up
and protect our constitutional rights.

Dear City Council persons of Nevada City:
I am appalled by what I have seen this morning - in videos and through direct accounting by
councilperson Daniella Fernandez, of a peaceful protest for Black Lives Matter in downtown
Nevada City on August 9 , being targeted by a group of thugs, who bullied, name called, and
in fact appeared to be causing physical harm to the peaceful protesters. On one video I did
observe a Nevada City police officer appearing to be connecting himself to that group,
although it is not completely clear if that was the officer's intention.
I've lived in Nevada City for forty years. My children were raised in our schools. My career
was spent as a special education teacher for Grass Valley School District. I have always felt
safe here. As an elder, coping with the COVID situation, and having done much volunteer
service in our community, I have never felt fear living here. Until now.
I am concerned that this thuggish and bullying behavior was allowed to happen on our streets.
Please do consider policy so that this never happens again in our beloved little town.

Form Name:
Report a Concern
Form Text:
Please provide the information requested below to report a problem or concern to City Hall. If
you would like to speak directly with a staff member, you may call City Hall at (530) 2652496, Monday – Friday 8:00 a.m.-noon & 1:00-5:00 p.m.
Please understand that this service is not to be used to report an emergency situation. In the
event of an emergency please dial 9-1-1.

Street Address
Phone Number
Area of Concern

Other

Location of Concern

Downtown Police

Brief Description of
the Issue

I was very disappointed to see a video of a confrontation
that happened downtown on Broad St on Sunday Aug 9.
Two groups of people meeting with different views
quickly resulted in one group assaulting the other.
Mixed in with the assaulting group were members of the
Nevada City police who stood by watching the violence
doing nothing to stop it. I spent a very pleasant weekend
in your city last year but I will not do so again knowing
that the local police no nothing to stop violence on your
main street Shame on your city

Response Requested

None

I've lived in this town my whole life. The use of force by counter protesters at the Black Lives
Matter demonstration in Nevada City on Sunday was appalling and unacceptable. Our local
officials and law enforcement should publicly condemn any use of force by anyone in protest
or counter protest measures to ensure the safety of local people and to support everyone’s
right to demonstrate and speak freely. Under no circumstances should any individual get away
with assaulting another. Seeing an adult man rip a sign out of a teenage girl’s hands or
punching another man while the police stand by idly is disgusting. It is very obvious who the
aggressors in this situation were. Those involved should be cited for assault. Please, at the very
least, make a public comment against this kind of behavior. The officers present took
absolutely no action to protect the demonstrators and were even marching with the
aggressors. Those officers owe an apology to our community for not upholding their duty to
protect and serve.

Hello,
I was born and raised in Grass Valley and to see violent racists get away with assaulting people in front of the police
officers is absolutely disgusting. I have always been proud of my little gold town, but the way everything was
handled is abhorrent. Please reprimand the counter protesters and keep our community safe. LISTEN to the people
doing the work in our community and fight for equality.

To Whom it should concern:
Nevada City Council members, City Manager-Catrina Olson, Police Chief Chad Ellis, Sheriff
Moon and DA Newell,
I am submitting for public comment this statement that the voices in our community who are
acting on their freedom of speech to peacefully protest the spirit of black lives matter, need to
be protected.
As a mother of a six year old boy, I do not feel safe bringing him to any protests in the current
hostile, divisionary state of our country. However, it is something I ought to be safe doing! He
needs to learn about a better way of being and I am doing my best to teach him to be a good,
caring person. It isn't right that freedom of speech is being instigated into hostile situations
which prevent people such as us, from participating.
A video by Josh Wolf clearly documents the division happening in the streets of our small and
predominantly white mountain town during a protest in Nevada City yesterday, August 9th,
2020.
This incenting of violence and lack of police protection to peaceful protestors is surprising to
us white folk, but it is the reality people are subjected to as victims of rascism every day. This
is why these BLM potests matter. People are saying that safety needs to be a priority for
everyone.
I am so sad to see acts of hatred being made by people who must be seeking a sense of
belonging. I believe that there are other ways to establish comeraderie and connection and that
if we stand up and demonstrate good morals, others with learn and follow. It is your
responsibility as law making officials to use your power to heal this local adversity and set a
structure which upholds our constitutional right to freedom of speech and protection by tax
funded law enforcement agencies.
How can we find it in ourselves to make the changes necessary to thrive as a community who
listens to one another and cooperates? Can it begin with the protection of the poeple who are
peaceful and need the police force most in situations such as this?
Please consider how to create a common ground moving forward from here and prevent the
further division of such a small place.
Thank you for your time

Dear Council Members:
My name is
, I’m 73 years of age, live in Nevada City and am a Board
member of the Peace & Justice Center of Nevada County. I participated in the Black Lives
Matter march on Sunday, from its beginning to its end. I carried a sign with text on two sides
calling for the end of militarized policing, the education of law enforcement about systemic
racism, and related themes.
The procession of marchers started peacefully on the sidewalks and then overflowed into the
street. There were chants, drumbeats, and horn blowing. Bystanders waved in support.
However, when the march turned onto Broad Street, it was soon met by hostile alt-right
counter-protestors who formed a line across the entire width of the street. They were yelling in
our faces, blocking our path, and angrily threatening us with shouts of “Go home. Get the fuck
out of my city”, “White Lives Matter” and hoots of “USA, USA.”
I witnessed young people being punched and shoved to the ground by several very angry,
violent men. Women were shoved and handled roughly. I had my sign ripped out of my hands
and thrown to the ground three times, each by different men. I still have its tattered remains.
Seeing uniformed police officers on both sides of the street, I approached one to request that
he intervene. He replied that he had already “spoken to both sides.” When I responded that it
wasn’t enough, he countered by saying we could file a written complaint. He made no
acknowledgment that the counter-protestors had perpetrated the violence and were criminally
committing assaults and battery. He made no demand that they stop the violence or face arrest,
nor did he attempt to shield the marchers from harm. Instead, he abandoned his duty to defend
and protect.
Another officer was in the street between the mob of counter-protestors and the marchers. I
noted moments later that he appeared to be leading the group of the counter-protestors. It was
a poignant moment, because he stood in front of their line advancing down the street, while
commanding the marchers in front of him to clear the space and move ahead. Likewise, others
officers from the patrol cars that were assembled across the street did not intervene.
Later, one of the violent guys grabbed a cell phone from a marcher and threw it down Nevada
Street in the direction of a parked patrol car—I watched the pieces fly apart as they neared the
front of the vehicle. The same violent man shouted to one young female next to me that he
wouldn’t hit a woman, but he would sure break the jaw of any man that came near him. I took
that as a threat and braced myself to receive his punch. Again the police outside the nearby
patrol car did nothing.

The violent acts on the part of the counter-protestors were bad, reflecting the attitude of
hatred, bigotry, racism and white supremacy that has so poisoned this society. But what was
worse was the action, or rather the in-action, of the Nevada City police officers who were
present. These police, by their refusal to enforce the law and protect the citizenry, were
encouraging, enabling and abetting those thugs dressed up in the stars-and-stripes and wearing
Trump tee-shirts to violate the marchers’ civil rights and inflict bodily harm upon them. This
is unconscionable. Our police failed -- miserably and shamefully. They don’t have to agree
with the signs of the protestors, but they are compelled by their oaths to protect those who
carry them from harm by the assaults of others. Whether their actions, as a group, were in
accordance with directives of our Chief of Police or merely consistent with the existing culture
of policing that has brutally taken the lives of so many black, brown and indigenous people,
there is no place for such dereliction of duty in the Nevada City Police Department. The City
Council must call the Police Chief before the public to learn why this happened. Current
policing policies, practices and training must be reviewed and authority for oversight must be
moved out of the hands of the district attorney’s office and placed elsewhere such that the
community will have faith that failures like this will not happen again. If the Chief or the
District Attorney are reluctant or unwilling, they should be replaced.
Failures like this are exactly why some of us were carrying signs saying, “Abolish” and
“Defund” the police. The existing law enforcement system employs brutality and white
terrorism when necessary to maintain the status quo. We cannot rely upon it to protect our
brothers and sisters of color and us as white progressives seeking justice. We must create some
other form of policing within a social safety net that provides for the well-being of all its
citizens, while offering protection from violent hooligans like those coddled by the police on
Sunday.

To Whom It Should Concern:
I am a resident of Camptonville after purchasing property and relocating in 2018. I regularly
come to town, and I had opened my own private practice in Nevada City prior to the
pandemic. I have been so grateful to acclimate to this place and community as my home. This
is my first time writing to you because I must speak up after what happened yesterday.
I grew up in Richmond, Virginia, and part of why I moved to a rural area was to get some
peace, like so many others here, as I have mostly lived in urban areas. I am grateful for a lot of
the culture here, especially farming and enjoying our beautiful natural environment. I pray for
peace in Nevada City, as it and its inhabitants have become so dear and so close to my heart.
I was home the entirety of yesterday, and I was horrified to see the videos being posted of
what happened in our beautiful town last evening, as it reminds me of the hatred I used to see
from White Nationalists, White Supremacists, the KKK and Confederate Flag waving folks
from my hometown in the South. I grew up in the capital of the Confederacy, and I moved all
the way across the country to move to a land that is more free and more progressive. You
wouldn't believe the scars that are left behind when you allow racism and violent oppression
of minorities to continue unobstructed as is the case in the South. It takes multiple generations
to heal these wounds in community, and sometimes those wounds never heal. I had thought
that the people here in the Sierra Foothills celebrated freedom, liberty and the pursuit of
happiness. Instead, I see oppression at the hands of self-righteous white men hiding behind a
pro-cop banner of "Back the Blue."
To see police officers allowing these emboldened white men to strike and harass protestors
endlessly, while walking alongside these white men spewing hate, terrifies me to my core.
What's even sadder is that they have their children involved and are modeling actual physical
violence in front of their innocent eyes. The children are learning that this is acceptable
behavior if the police and officials are unwilling to interfere. If police officers are able to pick
and choose which citizens they will defend from violence, then they are not doing their jobs
correctly. As someone who was considering raising a family here, I must take pause and
seriously question if those who are in power in government here truly have the best interest of
all of the people held in heart and mind.
I need to see clear messaging from you all this week regarding your stances on whether or not
you will continue to allow anyone, especially these angry, hateful VIOLENT WHITE MEN
(supposedly from the "Back the Blue" protest) to prevent other PROTESTORS from
EXERCISING THEIR FIRST AMENDMENT RIGHTS. I believe ALL PEACEFUL
PROTESTS should be given space and respect. FREEDOM OF SPEECH and DEBATE are
CORE to this NATION.

I demand that you take every action possible to PROTECT CONSTITUTIONAL RIGHTS
FOR ALL CITIZENS.
With Great Concern and Fear for Our Community and Future Generations,

Dear Council Members, Staff, and Chief of Police,
As a resident of Nevada County (Grass Valley) and long-time member of a church in Nevada
City, I had intended to join the
Black Lives Matter march, but was unable due to another commitment. A good number of my
friends were participating in
the march, and I have heard of their personal experiences. I also caught a live streaming video
from Nevada County Happening
Now, which my wife showed me when she could no longer stand to watch the behavior of the
counter-protesters, and I watched
the video for the next hour until the person recording signed-off.
While I did not observe on this video the assaults done with physical contact against the
peaceful protesters, I did observe what
would still be considered criminal assault through violent threats, intimidation, bullying,
obstruction, etc., all of which was done by
supposed “Patriots”. I saw no criminal behavior by the BLM marchers, no threatening
behavior, no property damage.
More to the concern of the city council, however, is the action or rather inaction of the police
to protect lives, safety, and health of
persons in the face of self-appointed “citizen enforcers”. It was not really a counter-protest,
but rather a vigilante posse. The
police, while mainly staying low-key and away from the center of things (perhaps intended to
be part of a de-escalating calculation,
understandable in these times) appeared to be absent when they should have been protecting
persons from violent and
threatening behavior. I understand that when police did place themselves between the two
groups, they appeared to be facing
down the BLM marchers, with the intimidating bullies at their back, as if they were taking
sides with the vigilante group.
I hope the police chief, with the backing of the City Council, will thoroughly investigate all
complaints from the BLM marchers regarding
physical and non-physical assault. It is not enough to say “there was pushing and shoving by
all sides, so there is nothing to investigate.”
If any BLM protesters behaved in any way equivalent to what the vigilante group did, they
would have been arrested on the spot.

As a member of a church group which has been studying systemic racism, I would very much
hope that our Nevada City Council and
Police Department would become an example of how policing can evolve more towards equal
justice protectors of the community,
and not yet another example in our nation of systemic injustice.
Sincerely,

Dear Public Officials and Council Members,
I am writing as a concerned and heartbroken member of this community concerning the
conflict that transpired during the peaceful Black Lives Matter protest in downtown Nevada
City August 9th, 2020. Black Lives Matter protesters are operating within their rights to speak
up about social injustice that is happening in our country by walking the streets and using their
free speech to call out inequality that exists and acknowledgement of a savage history and
oppression of black and brown people, indigenous people and queer people in this country. To
have been met with vicious angry slurs and both verbal and physical attack and to have police
officers be siding with the oppressive bullies of the peaceful protesters, is a complete disregard
for what it means to respect difference and points of view that need space to be heard and seen
without fearing for their lives and safety. These conversations are uncomfortable and many
people feel angry, as was shown in the vicious attacks of the peaceful protesters. We need
allyship with mediators to handle this conversation and to create safe space in Nevada County
for all people. There needs to be more of a presence of unbiased perspective and an awareness
that having an opinion that challenges the dominant culture or challenges the police officers is
actually welcomed and okay. This is 2020, we are being humbled as a nation, people don't get
to have baby fits and yell and disparage others for having their own opinion that is also valid
in a country that claims to support free speech. Hate speech is unacceptable. How are these
angry and violent citizens being held accountable? How are these police officers being held
accountable? Thank you for your time. I will be attending this week's City Council Meeting.

Hi
I am writing to you to inquire about the lack of police interference at the recent Nevada City
Black Lives Matter protest. There are multiple videos clearly showing anti-protesters attacking
peaceful protesters, while police officers stand by doing nothing. There were mothers and
children walking peacefully, holding signs, singing and banging drums to exercise their
constitutional rights in solidarity with people who have been brutalized or murdered by police,
while large white men violently pushed and struck them.
Police officers have a duty to protect anyone who is protesting REGARDLESS OF WHAT
THEY ARE PROTESTING. This is just another example of police officers escalating
violence during BLM protests to try and keep people from demanding police reform - in turn
gaslighting, punishing, and physically harming those who are fighting peacefully for justice.
I’m writing to demand that you identify and arrest the people assaulting BLM protesters in
these videos and to formally and publicly discipline the officers on duty that day. Nevada City
has a racist history. I urge you to step up and start making lasting changes that will ensure that
your city will no longer be associated with racism and white supremacy.
Sincerely,

Greetings,
My name is

, and I'm a 6 year resident of this wonderful town.

I'm writing to give voice to the incident that happened in downtown Nevada City yesterday,
8/9, where what appeared to be blue lives matter supporters verbally assaulting, intimidating,
and in one case, physically assaulting non-violent BLM protesters on Broad St. It seemed the
police stood by and did nothing, thereby condoning the aggressors actions. This is
unconscionable.
I realize that there is much polarization, and false narratives that people are falling for, and
honest concerns on both sides of this debate. The lack of clear communication and a coherent
message around this issue adds to the confusion.
All I ask is that citizens can rely on the police to protect everyone, even if it means protecting
the people that are criticising the police force in general; not everyone in BLM shares the same
extreme views as some of their proponents, and there need to be a tactful honest nationwide
discussion around it, as there are lots of misunderstandings. Personally I am grateful we have a
protective police presence in this country, And, I feel there needs to be some reexamination
and balanced systemic reformation for these folks who put themselves on the line. Some do a
great job, others abuse their power.
Please don't let this town and it's police force enable folks who seem at best, discriminatory
and violent, and at worst, racist and dangerous.
Thank you for listening,

My name is
and I have been a resident of Nevada County for 25 years. I am
writing to express my outrage at the use of force by counter-protesters at the Black Lives
Matter demonstration on Sunday August 9th. The counter-protesters physically assaulted
peaceful protesters while verbally abusing others, screaming racial slurs and other abusive
language. The officers present took no action to protect the citizens they have been charged
with serving. I demand that local officials and law enforcement publicly condemn all use of
force and violent behavior by anyone in protest or counter protest measures to ensure the
safety of local people and to support our right to demonstrate and speak freely. All officers
who were present and witnessed violence and did not take action should be terminated
immediately. With their irresponsible behavior on Sunday, the officers effectively
communicated to the community and the public at large that the Nevada City Police
Department condones hateful speech, prejudice and violence. If you do not use your powers as
City Manager to remedy this, you are sending the same message. I look forward to your
response and I hope you will do the right thing.
Thank you.

Dear Chief Ellis & Sheriff Moon,
I was unable to attend Sunday evening’s peaceful protest, which I have done for other protests
previously with my son, but hearing what took place made me very angry and concerned for our
community and everyone’s safety. I watched a lengthy video of the event and was appalled to see
intimidation and verbal abuse from counter protesters, but everyone has the right to non-violently
protest. Clearly there were counter protesters who chose to cross lines. When law enforcement was
asked for assistance and protection, none was provided. I am now reading of actual violence that
was not in any way addressed by law enforcement on the scene. Whether it was willful support of
the counter protesters or not, reading exchanges on Facebook expressing joy to have “law
enforcement behind you” from those shouting obscenities, blocking movement and bullying
everyone was beyond disheartening.
This will not stop us from continuing to protest when we see injustice that needs to be called out. I
only hope that in the future you look at what the role of law enforcement is and provide examples of
quality policing that my son can respect.
Sincerely,

Dear Nevada County leaders,
By now you have received countless letters regarding the events on Sunday night. I do not
need to re-state what others have said before me. I stand with my fellow peaceful BLM
activists.
I am ashamed of NCPD’s response at the protest.
I want accountability from the police department for their tacit encouragement of the “counterprotestors.” Though I hesitate to call them that. They came to start a fight & the police sat
back and let it happen. Shame on the NCPD.
We demand arrests of the violent instigators. By now, you have video evidence of real crimes,
you know their names. We want accountability now.
Our town is turning into a disgrace. Nevada City is becoming a national cautionary tale.
Do better. Stand for progress, stand for safety.
Best

To the Nevada City City Council, City Manager, and Chief of Police As longtime city residents — and for that matter, as longtime US residents — we’re
appalled at what took place downtown yesterday (8/9/2020). First, some background.
We’ve seen and participated in local demonstrations off and on since 1991. Including
one in 2003, when well over a thousand people marched through town in protest
against the just-launched Iraq War. Given such a public expression of the 1st
Amendment right to “peaceably … assemble,” the police did the right thing by
allowing it to proceed and presumably monitoring it for safety. Not that safety was an
issue back then: Other than a few yells and middle fingers, no one tried to intervene
against the marchers. Even when some demonstrators chose to sit in the Broad-Pine
intersection and be arrested for their civil disobedience, police and social interactions
were just that: civil. One example of very many, but the bottom line is that we’ve
never felt *unsafe* while simply walking through town with other folks to express our
concerns.
Well, things have changed. By now we’re sure you all know what happened; in fact, at
least one council member was personally assaulted. For others, if you haven’t seen
the many videos circulating on Facebook, please check them out. Basically, when a
large assembly of chanting Black Lives Matter demonstrators peacefully marched
through the street, a small group of flag-waving, cursing people confronted them,
challenging them not to pass. The counter-demonstrators — unmasked, unlike the
vast majority of the BLM supporters — then engaged in violent shoving, hitting,
grabbing demonstrators’ cell phones, and destruction of their signs. These were
criminal acts (and not only the obvious assaults and theft and vandalism; but starting
right away with “willfully and maliciously obstruct[ing] the free movement of any
person on any street” (Penal Code § 647c)), committed in broad daylight. And not just
criminal, but also aimed at preventing the peaceful exercise of First Amendment
rights. And all done unmasked, violating the state Covid-19 mandate. But as far as we
can tell, police (also improperly unmasked) did *nothing* to stop it. At one point, an
officer can be seen walking in the middle of the counter-demonstrator group. And one
of the counter-demonstrators or a supporter from Grass Valley has posted on
Facebook, “It’s nice when law enforcement is behind you letting you push these
entitled liberal white mellinials [sic] out of town.”
Just like in 2003 and many times before and since, the police yesterday acted
properly and within their discretion in allowing a peaceful march to proceed through
town. But with even the possibility — let alone actual appearance — of a counter-

Hi Chad;
What the hell? There's a terrible video on Facebook (you've probably already seen it).
A bunch of thugs (not really who I consider pro-police, they are pro-violence) came
into town from somewhere else to bully and assault people trying to have a peaceful
demonstration.
These morons, with very limited vocabulary, came here only to hurt people. It's one
thing to disagree with the Black Lives Matter movement, and another thing altogether
to grab signs out of people's hands, push & shove, and physically assault them.
I am wondering why they were "allowed" to physically assault folks without being
arrested, or at least escorted out of Nevada City. We can't have this here. Hopefully
they will not show up again, but if they do, tell them they are not welcome in Nevada
City unless they behave themselves, (which I doubt they will).
Pauli

Good afternoon Catrina,
My name is
, a now 3 year resident of Nevada City, transplanted from
over 10 years in the Eureka/Arcata, CA area. I love and cherish this community, am
engaged to be married to another community member (who is the son of a multigenerational homesteader family here), and plan to raise our children here. I am
deeply troubled by some of the recent racist and blatantly ignorant behaviors of local
fellow community members.
After watching the videos, talking with close friends who were at the demonstration,
and reading about the Black Lives Matter protest yesterday evening in our town,
Sunday August 9th, I am left deeply troubled by the level of violence that was
executed by racist local counter-protesters towards non-violent protestors, while
apparently being backed by the police themselves in some video coverage.
Non-violent protest is a foundation of this country, and our rights to speak out publicly
about issues regarding community health and well-being, including expressing
desires for allocation of resources should be protected from violent thugs such as
these at all costs, NOT supported themselves in these acts!
To see the police officers supporting these violent men was appalling, and brought
many of my held beliefs about the nature of our local supposed "peace officers" into
question.
I understand it is challenging for many of the officers to get behind a movement
striving to defund aspects of their jobs and reallocate the money towards a more
community-oriented, integrated approach to local support structures, but to see them
actively abusing their power and community-granted(!) authority in this way by
perpetuating violence and actively supporting racism was sickening and not okay! I
feel unsafe in our community knowing racism is actively being supported and upheld
by the powers that be, the local police.
"Defunding" means taking some of the workload off of police and putting that work
into more compassionate hands trained professionally in social
work/counseling/psychotherapy.
It means funding community programs that actually prevent crimes that stem from
desperation and frustration.

It doesn't mean taking away the community's peacekeepers entirely, it doesn't mean
in a single day abolishing the police department.
It means opening up the conversation that realizes a city/county budget is a
statement of values, and police should not be the first responders in every single
situation.
I stand in solidarity with BLM and condemn racist violence in Nevada City. I sincerely
hope you and the council will support the end of racist violence here through your
actions moving forward as well.
Thank you for your time.
With genuine care,

Dear Ms. Olsen,
I’m writing to express my deep concern about videos and photos that I have seen from last
night’s Black Lives Matter march. I was not there because it was my birthday but I usually
take part in all local Black Lives Matter events. They are without exception, always peaceful,
and always respectful.
The group of trump-shirt wearing, American flag-waving, blue lives flag-waving, seemingly
inebriated aggressive and violent men who disrupted last night‘s gathering appeared to
extremely agitated and violent. And, even more shocking, by all appearances, by viewing
videos and photos taken by bystanders, and talking to my friends who were there, the Nevada
County Police Department did nothing to stop the violence perpetrated by these white
supremacist thugs. Since when is it legal to punch someone in the street? Since when is it legal
to grab someone’s phone out of their hand and throw it down a gutter? Since when is it legal
to slap teenagers? Racial slurs, gender slurs and many insults were hurled- this looks like a
hate crime to me. (In addition to theft of personal property and assault- many counts.)
In fact, it looks like some of the Nevada City police were walking arm in arm with them. I
can’t believe that our own police department would not act when it comes to overt acts of
violence and aggression against peaceful protesters.
This is not a good look for the town of Nevada City, this is not a good look for Nevada
County. I sincerely hope that the protesters who were injured in this unprovoked onslaught of
violence are okay. And as a city, you should be worried about those injured in the attacks
seeking legal recourse against the town of Nevada City. It is reasonable to expect to be
protected against hate crimes and physical attacks during a peaceful protest. Especially, when
the police are already there.
And, I feel unsafe in even signing my name! Is this what this community is about now??????
Nevada County
Sent from my iPhone

Dear Catrina,
My name is Samantha Hill, I am a resident of Grass Valley, and I am writing you because I am very concerned for
the safety and well-being of our community. Last night 8/9/2020 the “peaceful protest” organized by Nevada
County Coalition for Change turned violent, because of counter protesters/agitators/racists/aggressive men and
women. People were physically injured, personal property was damaged, people’s health was threaten, and all while
the police stood back and allowed it to happen. This is SHAMEFUL and unacceptable. I know that there has been a
long-standing history of racists within this community, and I have hope that we are actively fighting to eliminate
such ignorance and hate, we can not move forward without holding these people accountable. There is video footage
of what took place, many videos as a matter of fact. I personally was not in attendance of this specific protest but I
have been at many, and I wish that this was an isolated Occitan e where these hate-filled members of our community
have gone out of their way to make the situation dangerous, this is unacceptable. These same folks who came to stir
up and harm people have their gatherings weekly, and we (peaceful protesters) have never organized any kind of
anti-protest or showed up to scream hate speech or push and shove and spit on people. In the end, I want to know
who you are standing up for, who are you and the police department protecting, what kind of community do you
want our children to grow up in and what are you going to do about this. We want accountability on all sides,
inclusion of all colors and freedom to walk our streets with children without fear of a group of monsters lurking with
the protection of the police who are supposed to protect us all.

I am writing to you as an extremely concerned and disappointed resident of Nevada County.
The videos I saw from last night's protest were disturbing and appalling. I could not believe
what I was seeing as protesters were verbally and physically attacked while the police officers
stood by. This was embarrassing and shameful. Were there any arrests made? What is being
done to prevent this in the future?
As a person of color I fear for my safety in this community. Never before have I felt this way
in the past 22 years of living here. If what happened last night is the new norm of what is
acceptable, the violence and hatred will only escalate. It is your responsibility to keep this
community safe and to do something about this. People are allowed to protest peacefully and
should not have to fear for their lives. Is this the image of Nevada County you want broadcast
to the world?
Respectfully,

Greetings, community leaders!
What is happening to our community???
… when folks are not safe to express their opinions?
… when people of color are threatened?
… when problems of injustice are ignored?
I fear for us. I fear that we are becoming like so many who have gone before, blissfully ignoring… or worse… the
oppression of those we choose to disrespect. When will we all wake up to know that everyone counts, everyone
matters, everyone has something to contribute?
Please, community leaders, look deeply into yourselves and the community we share to learn how to make this a
community that welcomes all, is a safe place to be, and is one of which we can be proud. Thank you!
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I’m writing to urge you to follow through in an investigation of and action regarding BLM
events of 8/9/2020 on the streets of Nevada City. I have lived in this county for almost 20
years now and never thought I would see this type of aggression go unchecked here. We can
all clearly see this hostile attack is NOT representative of support for law enforcement, and
does not further open expression of differing views.
Please do everything you can to keep our community safe and cohesive. This is not what we
should be about.
Thank you for your attention.
Grass Valley

As a resident of this county for 12+ years, I am shocked that the police officers whose JOB is
to protect the constitutional rights of a peaceful demonstration did nothing to prevent counter
protestors from assaulting law abiding citizens. Nor did they intervene post incident. In this
way they were fully complicit with the violence and anti-constitutionality on display.
Something must be done. This was not a protest against police. This was a call for social
justice. This incident has perfectly demonstrated there is real need for refinement in local law
enforcement.
I call on you to call on Shannon Moon & NC/GV Police Chiefs to take responsibility for the
conduct of their officers and right the wrongs that happened on our very own American
streets.

Dear Nevada City Councilmembers:
I am disturbed by the violence that occurred in our town last night. Surely you've seen footage
by now, and if not, it's easy to find. Your constituents were harassed, assaulted, and their right
to peacefully protest was violated while law enforcement stood idly by. The inaction by
members of our police force last night was dangerous and unacceptable. How will you hold
law enforcement accountable? Isn't their job to protect and serve? They clearly did not do
their jobs last night.
Racism is alive and well in Nevada County, and while it may have been pushed under the rug
in recent years, or at least easier to ignore, the white supremacists are out, loud, and feeling
powerful. How will you make it known that racism has no place here? How will you
support your fellow citizens' right to assemble and peacefully protest?
We are looking to your leadership. Thank you for reading.
Nevada City resident

City Manager Olson,
By this point you have no doubt learned of the deeply upsetting events that occurred in
downtown Nevada City on the evening of August 9. Numerous stories, and videos to
corroborate them, show literally countless assaults occurring from a group of violent, vicious
counter-protestors. These individuals, mostly large, physically intimidating men, pushed, hit,
kicked, and otherwise assaulted an assemblage of largely female and minor victims.
Homophobic slurs from them were common.
As you no doubt have witnessed from videos of the event, Nevada City Police Department
Officers at no point appear to attempt to detain any of the most violent offenders who often
committed assault with officers looking right at them. One of our councilpersons experienced
an assault and was given a deaf ear from an NCPD officer. This is unacceptable.
As a local business owner in Nevada City, I urgently request the City (1) investigate the
actions of NCPD officers and leadership at this event, including a review of body camera
footage (2) apply whatever pressure possible on NCPD and the Nevada County District
Attorney to prosecute individuals seen in videos to be assaulting non-violent protestors.
Now is the time to step up to the plate. If you do not immediately act to show all parties that
this type of violent behavior will NOT be tolerated in Nevada City, you ensure that more
violence will transpire.
Our city's safety is in your hands. Please do the right thing and fight for our community.

Good afternoon,
I am a resident of Nevada City. I was not at the protest yesterday as I am out of state
visiting family. I was appalled however to hear of it from many of my friends who were
there.

I have been involved in the BLM movement with more regularity
since George Floyd’s murder, and despite hearing much racist
commentary from many passers by, have never seen anything in our
sweet town at this level of explicit, violent counter protest.
What the men who showed up to counter protest did - with what
seems from the video now going viral to be support from our local
police - is unconscionable. They are abusing their 1st amendment
rights by acting as overt aggressors to those of our community who
would stand in solidarity with those being oppressed in this country.
I spent a lot of time growing up here. My father was born and raised
here. I’ve always felt like this was a peaceful and safe place to come.
Seeing the obvious and unabashed racism on display makes me
honestly terrified. I’ve been living here as a resident for the last three
years, thinking this is where my partner and I are going to raise our
kids. Now I’m starting to think maybe not.
I stand in solidarity BLM and condemn racist violence in Nevada City.
I hope you as City Manager will decide to as well.
Sincerely,

Nevada City, CA 95959

Hello,
I am writing to express my disgust with the Nevada City police department after
seeing Videos of Police Officers walking side by side with violent counter protesters.
The black lives matter protesters had a peaceful march that is legal with our first
amendment rights. They were greeted by counter protesters that were actively inciting
violence with Nevada City police officers by their side doing nothing as they assaulted
peaceful protesters.
What are you going to do about this matter? Will these police officers be
reprimanded? Will the violent counter protesters be charged?
Action needs to be taken.

Council Members,
I'm sharing with all of you the letter I wrote to Chad Ellis this morning. Like so many in our
community, I am writing through tears, and trying to reason away a growing anger. I am
sharing this with you because I think that this moment in our national and local history calls
for a collective response that we will not tolerate hate and violence in our community.
I hope that the City Council will respond with a clear and unified voice that this behavior on
the part of our citizens, and our police force will not stand.
Respectfully,
_______
Dear Mr. Ellis,
From the onset, let me preface this email by saying that I am not, in any way, anti-Police. But
when I woke up this morning to the footage of NCPD escorting violent agitators down Broad
Street and standing passively by, as those angry men shouted in the faces of peaceful
protesters, as they shoved women and children and attacked other demonstrators both verbally
and physically- I am beside myself.
I am writing to ask that the officers who stood idly by as the situation escalated into violence,
be placed on administrative leave pending further investigation and that responsive discipline
and education be administered appropriately.
Here is my reasoning:
Peaceful demonstration is the constitutional right of the American people.
Violent retaliation is decidedly NOT protected by the constitution.
As officers, sworn to protect and serve the people, they have failed in their duty.
As a taxpayer in the city of Nevada City, my taxes pay their salary and I do not
support the gross negligence of the officers that risked the health and wellbeing of
those in attendance.
You have a unique opportunity in this moment to stand on the right side of history. I am not
asking you to hang a Black Lives Matter flag from the Police station, I'm asking that you hold

your officers to a code of conduct that is fair, unbiased and above reproach.
Please feel free to contact me should the need arise.
Kindly,

Council Members and Chief Ellis ~
I have watched the videos of the attempted peaceful protest this weekend by those in the Black Lives Matter movement in
Nevada City.
I was SHOCKED and APPALLED to see the unprovoked violence towards these protestors, including women and children,
by angry counter-protestors. It is one thing to stand there and oppose a message you don't agree with; it is another to punch a
man in the face or pull a woman off a bike, seriously injuring her. What is most upsetting is seeing police officers under Chief
Ellis' command do nothing to stop these physical assaults and, further, make inflammatory comments on the record, such as
"The protestors are the ones who took to the streets."
Peaceful protest is our Constitutional right.
Protestors are free to walk the streets peacefully without fear of being assaulted. As citizens, we expect more from law
enforcement and our government officials who represent US - the community of peaceful, concerned, law-abiding citizens.
Council: we expect a public statement from you as the governing body of Nevada City, and from the police chief about how
you and law enforcement will have a safety plan in place for future protests.
I would also suggest that you collaborate with the County BOS, Grass Valley City Council, and all law enforcement agencies,
and put some teeth in your plan, and publicize it to all of California. Take control of the negative P.R. that has become an
embarrassment for Nevada County and our community.
Additionally, the Nevada City Police Department, the Grass Valley Police Department, and the Nevada County Sheriff's
Department need to hold these violent law-breakers accountable and impose as strict consequences as provided under the law.
The perpetrators can be easily identified from the photographs and videos.

Thank you,

I was shocked and appalled to view many videos today of the Black Lives Matter Protest
yesterday in downtown Nevada City. The videos clearly show peaceful protestors,
including minors, being assaulted and threatened. As an educator, preparing to re engage
with school as we never have had to do before, I feel helpless and terrified that these things
are happening in our community. The videos appear like the Nevada City police were
marching along with the counter protestors, which I am willing to give the benefit of the
doubt. However, they do show that police were present and did nothing as the counter
protesters screamed obscenities and insults, punched, grabbed, pushed, and harassed people
who were nonviolent.
Please prosecute this violence to the fullest extent of the law. That is your job, to keep our
community safe, and protect the rights of our residents.  
I certainly prefer when our community is perceived as kooky, eclectic, beautiful, historic,
etc., but I fear we are about to receive a backlash in the media of our being bigoted, violent,
unwelcoming, and unsafe. I support free speech whether I agree with what is being said or
not, in any form as long as it is nonviolent. I teach my students as much. I also teach that
we must make decisions based on observation and evidence. In this case, the evidence
shows that laws were broken, safety was threatened, and bodily harm was caused
deliberately.
For the sake of the safety of all Nevada County residents, please take action on this issue.

August 10, 2020
To: chad.ellis@nevadacitaca.gov
Dear Chief Ellis;
Having watched with disbelief disturbing the footage from various sources of the confrontation between
legally marching peaceful protesters and a group of violent, foul-mouthed, flag-carrying, white
supremacist -Trump supporters who attacked them verbally and physically last night on Broad Street, I
am horrified at the reaction of your Nevada City police officers. I am a resident of Nevada City and I have
always felt that I would be protected by my police department whenever a situation warrants it. What I
saw last night, made me realize that our city’s police officers, who should have been doing their jobs,
chose to ignore their mandate to protect and defend, and, instead appeared to be complicit with the
bullies who caused violence. To watch an officer actually marching along with these bullies made me
physically ill. It confirmed all the bad press that the police are getting across the country. I thought
Nevada City was different, that because we are a closely-knit community whose neighbors and friends
include Law Enforcement members, we could trust that when assaults are committed against us, our
police force would step in, take charge, and foster peaceful resolutions. What I saw changed all of that.
Here are my questions:
Why didn’t your police officers control the bullies who blocked the Black Lives Matter marchers?
Why did they allow these bullies to use American flags as weapons against unarmed, peaceful
protestors?
Why did they stand by and act as if no marchers were being pushed, shoved, slapped, thrown to the
ground and spat upon?
Why did they appear to stand with those who blocked the marchers from walking up Broad Street?
Why did one officer actually say to a Nevada City Council member who had been badly injured by these
bullies, “Well, the protesters are the ones who took to the streets.”?
When are charges against those who committed violent acts against the protestors going to be filed?
What are you going to do to rectify this situation and guarantee that peaceful and legal demonstrations
can take place in the future in Nevada City?
I am asking these questions because, as a resident who pays taxes that help to ensure your department’s
jobs, I want to know that Law Enforcement is performing those jobs and that you have set the highest
possible standards for your police officers to protect and defend the people of Nevada City.
I would like to remind you of your department’s Mission and Values statements:
Mission Statement
The Mission of the Nevada City Police Department is to efficiently and effectively, with the resources provided,

deliver quality police service to our community by promoting a safe environment and improved quality of life
through a police-citizen partnership, with an emphasis on hard work, mutual trust, integrity, fairness, and
professionalism.
Values
Integrity, Honesty, Transparency, Inclusiveness, Dedication, Empathy, Loyalty, Commitment, Trustworthiness,
Partnership, Courteousness, Professionalism, Fairness, Respect, Responsive, Family, Community, Helpfulness
Can you kindly explain to me how Nevada City Police officers upheld these two core objectives on Broad Street
last night?
Sincerely,

Hello,
My name is
. I was assaulted by Blue Lives Matter folks during the August
9th protest.
The people who assaulted us yelled "faggot" (I'm gay and was wearing some rainbow
apparel), "retard", etc. and continuously asserted that we were all welfare-leech "commies". A
black woman was particularly and frankly quite clearly targetted by these men.
I have videos of multiple assaults that I will attach to this email.
Please, don't let bigots ruin our town. They came for a fight, and we didn't even fight back, but
they continued. This cannot be allowed.

I was not present, but saw the videos and Yes there was a peaceful, trained, nonviolent, Protest March down the
center of Nevada City on Broad St. last night. Yes they slowed down light traffic through town and perhaps
obstructed lite traffic. I do not know if they had proper permits, But the marchers were  Peaceful , all of the
marchers, even after they were attacked by a violent,  loud, rudely, profane , offensive, obnoxious, verbally and
physically abusive group of men carrying American Flags, wearing Pro President Trump, red and skull T shirts that
assaulted our local citizens. Our citizens who were marching in favor of social justice, human dignity, equality for
all, and protesting centuries of systemic institutional racism in our country and around the world.
The Counter Protestors, those trying to stop the march, committed assault and battery, against the peaceful,
concerned citizens, exercising their constitutional rights in support of the Black Lives Matter movement.  Whether a
person is in favor of the movement or not, Peaceful protestors should not be physically punched, knocked over, have
their signs ripped out of their hands, or as in the case of our city council member, Daniella Fernandez, knocked
off of their bicycle, thrown to the ground, and suffer great bodily injury, and emotional harm.
I saw our police walking directly behind the counter protestors, blocking the marchers, which made it
look as if they were backing up the violence. Police were not between the opposing groups, or trying to
stop the confrontation, but most stood idly by perhaps waiting for instructions during the confrontation.
But there were Counter Protestors pushing the March down the street, into the abusive persons, and
towards the police. It looked like the intent was to purposefully cause confrontation and riot. But when
the perpetrators of battery were identified by victims with direct complaint to officers, by the victims and
immediate witnesses, the officers said the violence was from both sides. That did not appear to be the
case from the several videos I watched.
I've lived in Nevada City for 40 years, and never have been so appalled, and deeply emotionally hurt,
by a segment of our citizens that were so, obviously racist, extremely rude, vulgar, ignorant and
belligerent, while holding our American flags and visually supporting our President of the United States. I
am now even fearful, to identify my address or phone # with this email, but will, upon request, reply with my
contact information .
But when it comes to physical attacks, or trying to intentionally incite riot or direct confrontation with our
police officers, deep investigation, citation, and prosecution is necessary.
But even more important is active Police, and City Official commitment to establish a safe environment
where both sides of the confrontation can start to establish a positive
relationship, effectively communicating their perspectives and start to develop empathy and
understanding with each other. That is essential for our democracy, this election season, the security of
our historic buildings, and the safety of our people and businesses.
Peace

Allowing violence in our town is unacceptable and the police must be held accountable for failing
in thier duties. What I saw on the streets were officers standing idle as peaceful protesters--many
of them women and children—were threatened and assaulted, their bodies injured, their legal
rights violated, their property destroyed (including numerous cell phones being used to film the
events). I saw a small group of militant counter-protesters descend on a peaceful march. I saw
people who weren't associated with either side exhibit the courage to protect women and children
against active violence, while NCPD watched and did nothing. I saw those brave bystanders get
assaulted as well. I saw officers witness every moment of blatant criminal behavior, and then tell
the injured victims of those crimes to file a report in the morning while the perpetrators stood
nearby. I heard unmasked counter-protesters claim to be infected with Covid as they coughed and
spit in the faces of women and children. This was not a brawl. This wasn't two sides fighting. This
was assault. Plain, simple assault.
There's a fine line between complicity and cowardice. Last night, NCPD was guilty of both. They
walked alongside the perpetrators of crimes. They claimed to be powerless to stop those crimes.
They told victims that the fault was their own because they didn't stay on the sidewalks. They
watched children beaten and did nothing. They failed in the most fundamental ways to do their
jobs.
I understand that the Black Lives Matter movement is very polarizing, especially among law
enforcement. I understand that many officers have mixed feelings about protecting citizens who
are fighting to restructure the funding mechanisms upon which their departments rely. I
understand how easy it is to blame peaceful protesters for the violence they face. After last night,
I'm forced to understand how much these factors limit the ability of our NCPD officers to do their
work ethically and responsibly. The counter-protesters brought their flags and pay lip service to
“Backing the Blue,” but their actions show no respect for law enforcement. Their violence forced
officers to choose between arresting men who claim to be their allies, or allowing non-violent
residents to be assaulted without interference or consequence. I wish our officers had chosen
differently.
What comes next? These violent counter-protesters will be emboldened by the complicity of law
enforcement. They're already claiming victory. Their numbers will grow, their violence will
increase. Some peaceful BLM demonstrators will be too afraid to come back out to the streets,
especially the younger ones who have just discovered that free speech and free assembly are not
in fact protected like they learned in school. But other protesters will return with a renewed sense
of purpose, and still others will join for the first time, realizing that the failures of law enforcement
are not just a distant issue for urban black communities, but present and urgent right here at
home. Knowing that they cannot depend on NCPD to keep them safe as they exercise their rights,
they will think about how to protect each other more directly. Violence breeds violence.
The failure of NCPD to do their jobs last night will make those jobs more difficult tomorrow. I hope
our officers can rediscover the courage, decency and professionalism to do those hard jobs
anyway. I ask that all of you impose the proper accountability on your fellow public servants, and
to provide them with whatever education, resources and incentives they might require to atone for
the failures that we witnessed last night. This is not the time to look away.

I saw a video posted on facebook today of undeniable evidence of peaceful BLM protestors
being assaulted by racist, foul-mouthed counter protestors. Not only were the protestors
verbally abused, but there are at least 3 counts of physical abuse CAUGHT ON VIDEOTAPE,
while the nearby police DID NOTHING.
These men need to be charged with assault and more needs to be done to protect people
who are peacefully protesting from this type of behavior. This is completely uncalled for in a
peaceful town where we value law and order.  
I have shared this video with hundreds of local residents already and asked them to share it
with all of thier friends.  
https://www.facebook.com/590959866/posts/10160159720159867/

We want immediate action on these offenses and future protection for ALL peaceful
protestors, and action taken against anyone who violates their right to protest. This is an ugly
scar on a town that we love and we should do everything in our power to prevent it from ever
happening again.

Dear City Manager,
I’ve recently seen video of violent anti-blm protestors assaulting individuals marching peacefully. As someone who
has lives in the rural areas surrounding Nevada City I always looked to Nevada City as a place of comfort and joy.
Please do not let violence fueled by individuals who feel the need to counter a civil rights movement stain Nevada
City.
Thank you for taking the time to read and consider my message.
Sincerely

Good afternoon,
I have seen several cell phone videos depicting an officer walking in apparent solidarity with a
gang of "Blue Lives Matter" brutes who were beating up peaceful protesters. This is not ok!
These officers who protected the attackers and ignored the victims need to be held
accountable.
Best,

Greetings,
My name is
, I am a counselor and mental health crisis clinician who interfaces
with numerous law enforcement agencies in town.
I was appalled to watch the video posted yesterday by an observer of the Black Lives Matter
protest and the "counter protesters." I saw this video on the Nevada County Happening Now
facebook page.
What I saw was a peaceful group of local youth, who appeared to be in their early 20's or
younger, marching down the road, when they were set upon by a group of muscle touting,
violent, large, grown men in the 40-50's range. These "counter protesters" were blocking the
way of the protesters, instigating violence, assaulting protesters (one of them almost
intentionally assaulted a man with a young child on his shoulders standing on the sidewalk),
yelling profanities, and using intimidation tactics. It was horrifying to watch this shameful
behavior in our local community.  
While I was glad, upon seeing the footage, that NCPD showed up when they did, as it did
seem to interrupt the physical violence, it appeared that NCPD did not arrest any of the
assailants when they observed them attacking the protesters. They CONTINUED to allow this
group to follow the protesters, verbally assaulting them (yelling repeatedly "get the fuck out of
our town" and other unsavory things) and continuing to attempt to intimidate them. This
group was not a "counter protest," exercising their right to PEACEABLY assemble, it was a
group of people with the intent to intimidate and cause violence in our town.  
I understand that NCPD may not have had a heads-up about the B.L.M. protest. However,
because there was a group of 15 men clearly trying to incite violence, physically and verbally
assaulting young people exercising their 1st amendment rights, and intimidating them
continually, NCPD should have called in back up from other local agencies to interrupt this
behavior.
Why were these men allowed to continue behaving like vigilantes? Why weren't they arrested
or asked to leave upon assaulting the protesters? Why was there not greater intervention?
This was an appalling response to the situation, and I hope we will hear more about how
NCPD can make this right and how they will better protect our citizens in the future. If not, I
fear these instigators will feel empowered to take things to an even more egregious level, even
going so far as to kill or maim their fellow citizens. There must be a response.
Please protect our youth, and the right to peaceably assemble.

Thank you for your time.
With care,

Dear City Manager,
I am urgently writing to express deep concern about the events that went down last night
(Sunday August 9th). I have been seeing footage of yesterday’s peaceful Black Lives
Matter protest, and the violent Blue Lives Matter counter protestors on social media. I
have seen videos of Blue Lives Matter folk pushing, punching, spitting, and destroying
personal property of Black Lives Matter protestors. I ask you to take direct action against
those violent individuals as well as the police that were standing passively by. It is in the
town’s best interest to take swift action towards making it clear that this behavior from
Blue Lives Matter folks is unexceptable. If action is not taken, Blue Lives Matter folks
have the potential to become more dangerous after seeing no consequences for their
actions last night; endangering Nevada City residents (of all races, but especially those
of color). It’s 2020 and our town should be making immediate steps towards ridding
ourselves of our racist behaviors. This cannot happen if police are standing by doing
nothing while angry white men are pushing our minors and women. How can people in
our community feel safe?
Best,

Hello,
My name is
and I live in Nevada City. I moved up to a 5 digit address 2 years ago, but
sell my art in a store in Nevada city, and was the youth librarian at Madelyn Helling Library
for three years, setting up a Story Walk, outreaching to schools, and interacting with local
families.
I am profoundly angered by the reckless behavior of the Nevada City Police last night. A
peaceful protest was not protected, and white supremacists were. Protesters were assaulted,
had their property stolen, and were verbally abused. Supposedly, the point of the police is to
protect people and stop criminalized behavior. The lack of action by the police last night
showed the true and historical nature of the police: to support white supremacist systems.
If this isn't a clear and obvious call to defund the police, I don't know what is. Nevada City PD
budgeted 45.3% of the General Fund Expenditures ($2,096,760 out of the $4,632,239 Nevada
City General Fund). No amount of reform, or training, is going to change the fact that police
are outfitted to punish, apprehend, and use violence to do their jobs, instead of working to
change root causes including racism and poverty.
When I worked for a librarian at the County, I worked with many other departments. We
struggled to get real, legitimate help in the library to support the homeless population. The
only option was to call the police on people who just needed help, not to be locked up,
released, and then come right back to the library with the same issues. This isn't about police
officers not doing their job correctly; it's about them not being the right public assistant for the
job. Behavioral Health couldn't afford to send a social worker over to our branch. I see that
this year, the County has allocated Public Assistance $43,407,316, and Education, Recreation
& Culture (including the library) is allocated $5,061,732. "Public Protection" will be getting a
whopping $87,993,870. This figure truly distresses me.
As a librarian, I am inclined to recommend reading. There is a lot of research and other
resources about real solutions that don't use policing. I am happy to suggest some if you are
interested.
Thank you,

Dear Civic Leaders,

I am writing in response to the violence that occurred in Nevada City on the evening of August 9th. I've
been a Nevada County resident since 1980 and a local bartender for the past eleven years. During this
time I've had countless opportunities to watch the officers of the Nevada City Police Department do their
job. I've counted on them to protect myself, my customers and the community. I've served them drinks on
their nights off. I haven't always agreed with the ways every officer handled every situation, but by and
large I've felt like the department has done well. I've been grateful for their work. I've never been afraid or
ashamed to be served by NCPD. That changed last night.

What I saw on the streets were officers standing idle as peaceful protesters--many of them women and
children—were threatened and assaulted, their bodies injured, their legal rights violated, their property
destroyed (including numerous cell phones being used to film the events). I saw a small group of militant
counter-protesters descend on a peaceful march. I saw people who weren't associated with either side
exhibit the courage to protect women and children against active violence, while NCPD watched and did
nothing. I saw those bystanders get assaulted as well. I saw officers witness every moment of blatant
criminal behavior, and then tell the injured victims of those crimes to file a report in the morning while the
perpetrators stood nearby, listening to every word. I heard unmasked counter-protesters claim to be
infected with Covid as they coughed and spit in the faces of women and children. This was not a brawl.
This wasn't two sides fighting. This was assault. Plain, simple assault.

There's a fine line between complicity and cowardice. Last night, NCPD was guilty of both. They walked
alongside the perpetrators of crimes. They claimed to be powerless to stop those crimes. They told
victims that the fault was their own because they didn't stay on the sidewalks. They watched children
beaten and did nothing. They failed in the most fundamental ways to do their jobs.

I understand that the Black Lives Matter movement is very polarizing, especially among law enforcement.
I understand that many officers have mixed feelings about protecting citizens who are fighting to
restructure the funding mechanisms upon which their departments rely. I understand how easy it is to
blame peaceful protesters for the violence they face. After last night, I'm forced to understand how much
these factors limit the ability of our NCPD officers to do their work ethically and responsibly. The counterprotesters brought their flags and pay lip service to “Backing the Blue,” but their actions show no respect
for law enforcement. Their violence forced officers to choose between arresting men who claim to be their
allies, or allowing non-violent residents to be assaulted without interference or consequence. I wish our
officers had chosen differently.

What comes next? These violent counter-protesters will be emboldened by the complicity of law

enforcement. They're already claiming victory. Their numbers will grow, their violence will increase. Some
peaceful BLM demonstrators will be too afraid to come back out to the streets, especially the younger
ones who have just discovered that free speech and free assembly are not in fact protected like they
learned in school. But other protesters will return with a renewed sense of purpose, and still others will
join for the first time, realizing that the failures of law enforcement are not just a distant issue for urban
black communities, but present and urgent right here at home. Knowing that they cannot depend on
NCPD to keep them safe as they exercise their rights, they will think about how to protect each other
more directly. Violence breeds violence.

The failure of NCPD to do their jobs last night will make those jobs more difficult tomorrow. I hope our
officers can rediscover the courage, decency and professionalism to do those hard jobs anyway. I ask
that all of you impose the proper accountability on your fellow public servants, and to provide them with
whatever education, resources and incentives they might need to atone for the failures that we witnessed
last night. This is not the time to look away.

Sincerely,

dear council members,
i’m writing to express shock and concern at the violence against peaceful protestors that was
committed under the eyes of the nevada city police force during the sunday protest.
yet again, we see police seemingly acting out at protests the bias they have towards protecting
their own and those who support them, rather than all people. more fuel to the fire of change, i
suppose.
this community a expects fast, transparent response to the role, or lack there of, the police
played in allowing assault, theft, hate crimes, etc to unfold under their watch.
we also expect immediate energy towards the arrest and prosecution of the men who
committed these crimes witnessed in person and on video.

p.s. i understand a council member was injured at the protest and send my wishes for their and
all of your safety.

What happened last night to the Nevada City police force, that it did not intervene and stop
and eventually arrest the counter protestors who blocked, spit, grabbed, punched, and
ripped signs of peaceful protestors? I was not there and have watched the videos. This is
not acceptable for the NC Police to stand by and allow violence. This was unacceptable,
wrong, and needs to be appropriately addressed from the City Council to the NC Police
Department.
Please take responsibility for how these officers failed to respond and protect the citizens
being harrassed and violently attacked.
A peaceful protest, whether permitted or not, does not invite violence. Violent humans bring
violence. Those violent men need to be identified and arrested.
Sincerely,

Nevada City

Hello,
I am very disturbed by the fact that a band of thugs assaulted nonviolent protesters and
passersby in Nevada City on Sunday, August 9th, 2020. These events make me feel unsafe in
Nevada City. I am worried for the safety of my friends and family, and for the many other
residents of Nevada City who should happen to cross paths with these thugs.
This violence in Nevada City streets is also bad for business. We're already getting press
coverage as a town where residents and businesses are ignoring COVID-19 safety precautions.
What tourist would want to risk coming to Nevada City when they see videos of Trump
sycophants assaulting folks?
I am concerned that without swift action by Nevada City government agencies, this violence
will only escalate, and our community will suffer as a result. These incidents must be
investigated immediately.
Best regards,

P.s. Please see the following links for videos of thugs harassing and assaulting people during
Sunday's protest:
https://www.facebook.com/1404725344/videos/10224136296340874/
https://www.facebook.com/726851410/videos/10158473554681411/

I own my house and ive within the c ty limits of Nevada C ty on Old Downieville Hwy.
Today I'm riled up. I just watched this video https //www.facebook.com/joshwolf/posts/10158473556156411 , and what I see is multiple assau ts happening in the name of hate and racism in the middle of Broad St with the Nevada C ty Police (at best) standing and watching with no
action. At worst, it seems that they may have marched with the violent people engaging in hate crimes. I'm not ok with any part of that, and I expect the leadership of this sma l town to stand up and say something and do something about t. I searched the city websites, our local
newspapers, twitter and facebook for any word from the c ty council, the police, or local reporters, and I found... silence. I'm not ok with that either. What is being done?
This will h t the national news. This will reflect poorly on our local businesses and our commun ty. This will be what you are remembered for as leaders. None of that is a threat from me. It's what I see happening. The fallout will affect a l of us in this community. Move quickly.

Form Name:
Report a Concern
Form Text:
Please provide the information requested below to report a problem or concern to City Hall. If
you would like to speak directly with a staff member, you may call City Hall at (530) 2652496, Monday – Friday 8:00 a.m.-noon & 1:00-5:00 p.m.
Please understand that this service is not to be used to report an emergency situation. In the
event of an emergency please dial 9-1-1.
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I am
. Last night,
8/9/20, I saw a group of men blocking the entire street in
front of the theatre to prevent a group of protest
marchers from moving. While both groups may have
been in street illegally, I saw on video, the Trump men
physically attack the marchers WHIKE THE NC
POLICE LOOKED ON. I saw people punched in the
face. THE NC POLICE NEEDED TO PROTECT
PEOPLE BEING ATTACKED. UNACCEPTABLE

To my elected officials:
I have been a Nevada County resident since elementary School in 1983. I left to get my higher
education and came back to work in my hometown. I focused my Master's Degree on reducing
juvenile recidivism with early intervention mental health programs. I graduated in 2005 and
returned to Nevada County to work in my field and serve my community. Over the past three
years, I have seen the funding sources increase to support early intervention mental health
programs to prevent future crime and costs to taxpayers, and it is working. I also spent almost
a decade working with individuals with severe mental illness who qualify as danger to self or
others and I have worked alongside law enforcement many a time in the course of that work
and in my work with survivors of sexual assault and domestic violence. I am therefore a major
proponent of saving taxpayer money by funding prevention programs, and also I see a time
and place for law enforcement. I believe we can have the best of both worlds. We can see the
results of early intervention/ prevention programs positively impacting our community right
now with the closure of juvenile hall due to low census over the last few years. Prevention
works and I am proud to be a part of of the solution.
With that being said, I also support the anti-racist movements around the country. I believe
people can be educated and open enough to see both perspectives without resorting to fearbased hate and divisiveness. What happened last night in Nevada City was a direct result of
fear-based hate and divisiveness. People who think they are defending their community
against some evil force that wants to steal their liberty, without seeing the other perspective
which is people asking for law enforcement to be well trained AND ALSO for other
appropriate social services to be funded to step in when law enforcement is unnecessary or not
appropriate, or specifically funding to prevention programs to altogether prevent the need for
law enforcement intervention for nonviolent offenses, for example issues related to
homelessness, poverty, substance addiction, or mental illness. It was fears and
misunderstandings that lead counter-protesters last night to act in aggression and violence
toward people who have been exercising their right to peacefully protest every weekend since
March, and law enforcement to stand by idly, complicitly reinforcing these actions of
aggression. Violence, aggression, and racism can be explicit or implicit, and this lack of action
by law enforcement was implicit acceptance condoning unlawful actions. Multiple acts of
unlawful aggression were documented from many camera angles, while it was reported and
witnessed and filmed that law enforcement did not intervene to stop the aggressors. They were
forced to choose between enforcing a consequence on people who put them in a position
masquerading as their allies while they go around outside the the law to take advantage of
their position of sympathy, or defending people who, without critical analysis, appear to be
trying to dissolve all funding for law enforcement, which is not really the case. Even in the
small percentage of cases where some extremists might think that's true, they still have basic
civil rights and law enforcement are still sworn to serve & protect even them.

Clearly our local law enforcement needs further training in order to provide the non-biased
and ethical public service they are paid and sworn to do. What happened last night is a travesty
of justice, which I believe is based on small-minded and racist misinterpretations of anti-racist
ideals. I can see how NCPD might have felt torn, like they were choosing between "allies and
enemies". A true ally would never have put them in that position. Lack of enforcement action
emboldens the actions of the aggressors.
Anger and aggression are never the solution, but they often come from one of two places, fear,
or powerlessness. People who have been systematically oppressed are now aggressing out of
powerlessness, and the complacency of Nevada City Police Department last night is a
microcosm of why people all over this country are so angry and feel so powerless. An ethical,
compassionate, and unifying law enforcement can and should be able to hold a balanced
perspective without anger or aggression rooted in fear. Compassion and understanding are the
antidote to fear, and law enforcement must lead by example.
I'm imploring my elected officials to look deeply into how to provide adequate anti-racist
training opportunities to our public servants to prevent the anger and hate in this community
from growing, and to have the courage and integrity to stand up to those who do wrong even if
they are masquerading as allies.
Please don't hesitate to reach out to me for further discussion. I am part of an ongoing
committee for racial justice and would be happy to discuss any of this further. I'm interested
in hearing your feedback and plans for next steps. Thank you for your time and consideration.
Sincerely,

Hello,
My name is
and I am a resident of Nevada County. I am writing to you to express my concern
over what happened at the Black Lives Matter protest in Nevada City on the night of August 9th, 2020. I myself was
unable to attend the protest, but my 17 year old brother was there.
My brother and his friends went to the protest to peacefully stand up for Black lives in this majority-white county,
but they were met with hate and violence from the counter-protestors. My 17 year old brother was pushed, hit, and
harassed. Someone threatened to hang him and told him the police would do nothing about it, and another person
said they were going to throw my brother off a bridge.
I am horrified and saddened that this happened to my little brother and his friends, and anyone else who was harmed
by these hateful individuals. I am also appalled by the fact that the police did almost nothing to stop these hateful
comments or violent attacks, but instead walked side-by-side with the counter-protestors.
What occurred at this protest is unacceptable. The people who committed these acts need to be served justice. They
need to know that they can not treat people this way.
I am still worried that the men who harassed my brother on the night of the protest will see him and go after him
again. What are you doing to stop this from happening? We can not sit by and let these people get away with what
they did.
Sincerely,
Resident of Nevada County

Hello,

Yesterday’s assault on peaceful protesters was disgusting and hurt people not only
physically; but deeper than that, and the fact that NCPD and NC Sheriff
Department let those assaults happen and refused to step in even when
approached by protesters for help , shows that they failed to do their job and need
to be fired immediately. Those officers and deputies proved that they cannot be
relied upon to protect public safety and need to be removed from positions in
which they are responsible for protecting peoples lives.
Will you have those officers fired immediately as well as launch an investigation
into their actions and inactions last night while members of the public were being
assaulted and harassed to see if charges need to be brought against them as well
please?

Also, what policies and or ordinances will you make to ensure public safety for
Black, Indigenous, and People of Color?

These actions cannot wait; public safety is on the line, (and has been.)

Concerned Constituent,

Dear sirs and madams;
I am writing to demand, ( not suggest) that a public investigation of the people who showed
up in our community to stop a peaceful protest on Sunday evening.
What was the police officer doing marching with those people?
Were there charges field for assault? There were clearly pushing and intimidating people.
This must never happen again.
Thank you and please advise.

Dear Nevada City City Council and Police Chief Ellis,
I was shocked and dismayed to view the viral video of the Sunday, August 9th
peaceful Black Lives Matter protest. This event turned confrontational and violent by
disruptors whose only intention was to cause chaos, bully and threaten local residents
who were executing their 1st Amendment Right to Peaceably Assemble. These people
came into our town to cause conflict.
It is OUR PATRIOTIC DUTY to protest the heinous conditions and fear many
American citizens endur day in and day out, simply because of the color of their skin.
I consider myself a Patriot. Period.
The group of large, angry, aggressive agitators were allowed to harass and
blockage the peaceful march. People were pushed, spat upon, signs ripped out of
their hands and I understand a cell phone stolen from a person and thrown into the
sewer system -- WHILE NEVADA CITY POLICE MARCHED ALONG WITH THE
DISRUPTORS!!

HOW WAS THIS ALLOWED? WHY WAS NOTHING DONE?
This is the same group of peaceful protesters that have gathered repeatedly on Broad
Street to show their solidarity with people of color who suffer discrimination in this
county and in our own community. I have marched with them previously and I intend
to again. These protesters should have been protected and ALLOWED to continue
their march. These agitators should have been directed to step and stand aside, but
instead the police seemed to "hold space" for their antics.
Someone needs to answer for this. These people have now been given a carte
blanche to continue such behavior. And next time someone might more severely get
hurt or die. They people are hate-mongering, gun-toting, angry, racist humans, sadly.
They need to be controlled.
It is inexcusable. And if the NCPD are not willing to stay neutral and mitigate such
situations, why do we pay them?
Nevada City, CA

Dear Ms. Olson,
I am absolutely horrified, shocked and enraged at seeing the inaction of law enforcement
officers yesterday evening as peaceful protesters were assaulted by violent men in the streets
of Nevada City. How is it possible that these actions were allowed to happen without
intervention? These men were clearly the instigators of the conflict, caught on video pushing,
shoving, and throwing punches. I am absolutely sickened that nothing was done and urge you
to please do everything in your power to charge these men and see that justice is done, as well
as disciplining the officers who refused to enforce the law in the line of duty, allowing
peaceful citizens to be harmed on their watch. It is unconscionable that this happened and it
must be addressed by city officials. Thank you.
Sincerely,

Dear Nevada City Civic Leaders,
I grew up near here (attending Colfax High School) and moved back to Nevada City in 2014. I
live less than one mile from downtown Nevada City.
I'm going to operate under the assumption that you've seen the multiple video accounts of
what transpired in our town last Sunday night.
That means rather than repeating any of the details you've already seen with your own eyes,
I'll ask you instead:
What do you intend to do to make sure that a mob of violent men does not attack another
group of peaceful protestors in Nevada City while your police force looks on?
Will the City Council release a public statement condemning the group of men who violently
confronted a peaceful group of mostly moms and kids on Broad Street?
Will arrests be made for the multiple assaults and batteries shown in those videos?
Will you hold the NCPD accountable for failing to protect innocent citizens from this group of
violent angry bullies?
This is an opportunity for leadership. Seize it.
Sincerely,

About the agro dude who sucker punched the peaceful protester?
He needs to be charged with assault. These people need to know that violence isn't the answer
and not welcome in our towns.
Thank you,
Grass Valley, CA

Dear Chief Ellis;
I am writing on behalf of the events that occurred Sunday, August 7th, on Broad Street Nevada City.
There was a confrontation between Black Lives Matter (BLM) sympathizers and another group of
individuals carrying blue stripe American flags. The second group in question incited aggressive speech
and caused physical harm to the peaceful march of BLM sympathizers. This is the first time this type of
confrontation between two opposing groups has occurred, however, this is not the first time a violent
action has been directed towards BLM sympathizers. While I can not recall the date, another individual
used aggressive speech and threatened physical harm while BLM sympathizers were gathered at the
intersection of Brunswick and Sutton, Grass Valley. Grass Valley police were called that night in order to
restrain the individual.
I am concerned as a citizen that if there is no strategy taken on by the Police Department of Nevada City
in collaboration with the Police Department of Grass Valley to ensure the safety of the people of Nevada
County, these confrontations will continue and potentially escalate towards more explicit violence.
Additionally, I am even more concerned on the public stance the Nevada City Police Department has
made regarding this event. According to the Union article titled, “Airsoft Shooting Followed by Sunday
Scuffles in Nevada City, Calls for Action” and several videos documenting the events on Sunday seem to
show a poor response from police officers to de-escalate the situation, to the point that some officers
were ambivalent to the actions Sunday night, taking a particularly half-hearted approach to addressing
the assault of BLM sympathizers. This provokes the question on if the police department not only
supported the events of the group inflicting violence but also knew about this confrontation beforehand
and had took steps to allow it to occur.
Chief Ellis, you are responsible for the conduct of your officers and must make a public announcement
to address the situation on August 12th City Council meeting. From here on out, we as a community also
will hold you responsible for addressing the threat of escalation from violent groups directing violence
towards peaceful marches, acts of solidarity, gatherings or assemblies of individuals of any kind. That is
your job.

Respectfully,

Dear respected official,
I've lived in Nevada County for 27 years and last night in downtown Nevada City I witnessed
the most contemptible acts of violence against peaceful protestors this city has seen. What was
supposed to be a night where our community could come together in support for BIPOC
turned out to be a hurtful awakening at the very real white supremacy problem we have in
Nevada County.
The first amendment of the United States Constitution as well as the 20th article of the
Universal Declaration of Human Rights gives citizens the right to peacefully assemble, which
is what the protestors were doing up until they were met with a violent backlash from racist
agitators. Protestors were shouted at to "go back to where you came from" and told that this
isn't their town. Except that, it is their town. It's my town, too. This protest was organized by
local groups and attended by locals. It was local bodies that were put in harm's way when acts
of aggression were carried out by Bradley Chilton, Steven Harding, Jim Buehler, Diane Smith,
David Waddell, Robert Deme, and Troy Sidebottom. Although I'm sure by now you've seen
the videos- if you weren't at the protest yourself- and are aware that many more individuals
committed incriminating acts of violence towards the protestors. There is a report of one
protester with a dislocated neck. Another whose head was slammed onto the hood of a car.
Cell phones and private belongings were destroyed. Many others faced bodily harm. No one
was around to protect the peaceful assembly and when the cops eventually showed up they
stood by and did nothing, except tell protestors not to "instigate" anything. We watched as
officers marched side-by-side with the very white men who would go on and hurt
women, children, and elders. Is that the "consistent quality service" that the
community expects? No. It isn't, and I'm not alone in thinking so. This is reprehensible.
Did you know this is the exact reason why people are calling to defund police departments
across the nation? It's because when the police are actually needed, they don't show up.
No matter the politics at hand, we have the right to peacefully assemble. To quote: "The
Mission of the Nevada City Police Department is to efficiently and effectively, with the
resources provided, deliver quality police service to our community by promoting a
safe environment and improved quality of life through a police-citizen partnership,
with an emphasis on hard work, mutual trust, integrity, fairness, and professionalism.
" Last night's events were an indication that the police do not have the best interest
of all the people at heart.
We are not here to destroy businesses and hurt anyone. There was never going to be
a riot. However, there will be more peaceful protests in support for Black Lives and I
urge my city to act with kindness and let us show up for our brothers and sisters. We
need everyone's support in order to affect real change in our community. Is wanting to

make our home a safer, more inviting place for everyone such a bad idea?

With concern and kindness,

Hello,
I'm a resident of Nevada County and I am shocked and horrified to see the video of the police
not doing ANYTHING when the Black Lives Matter peaceful protestors were being assaulted
by violent white supremacists!
I heard about the incident and drove downtown but the protesters had already mostly
dispersed. Some were still outside of Elixart. I sat in my car outside of the Nevada Theater and
I saw big trucks speeding by, stopping in front, screeching their tires, reversing while spinning
out their tires, and causing a traffic hazard. I saw a cop drive by while this was happening and
he did nothing.
This is totally unacceptable.
I demand that the police do their jobs and protect the safety of peaceful protesters, women, and
children.
Thank you,
Grass Valley

Dear Chief Ellis, Vice Mayor Strawser, Council Member Fleming, Council Member Minett,
Council Member Fernandez, Ms. Olson, Sheriff Moon, and District Attorney Newell,
My name is
and I am a fellow public servant. I have had the pleasure of working,
volunteering, attending Nevada County Leadership Institute and Citizens Academy alongside
most of you over the past 8 years that I have called Nevada County home. Thank you for your
service and for all you do to make our rural community a beautiful place to live. Your jobs are
not easy and this moment is not easy. However, our community needs your help and
leadership now.
It is with heaviness that I write to you about the events that unfolded in Downtown Nevada
City last night. Since the recent killing of George Floyd, and too many others, children,
mothers, teachers, farmers, artists, business owners, nonprofit leaders, and young people in our
community have peacefully mobilized to take a stand against racism and the unjust treatment
of Black people in America. On Sunday, August 9, they were met with a line of
counter protestors spewing more than just vitriol and slurs.
While the Nevada City Police Department looked on, families were harassed by angry men
on the streets of our downtown. While the Nevada City Police Department looked on, the fists
of full grown adults landed on at least one teenager's face, shattering his glasses. While
the Nevada City Police Department looked on, folks standing up for the rights of the
marginalized were assaulted by angry men swinging Blue Lives Matter flags. Police officers
turned their heads and rolled up the windows of their taxpayer-funded SUVs, ignoring the
pleas for assistance by those they have sworn to protect and serve.
As social media screenshots circulate with phrases like "locked and loaded" and as
counter protestors don jerseys with 2ND AMENDMENT on their backs, people feel unsafe.
We need not look far for tragic examples of the harm done by rageful, misguided, unhinged
individuals. We need your leadership, and we need to hear from you.

It's not too late to do the right thing. Lead with accountability.
1. Issue a joint statement strongly condemning this racist, white supremacist, and
terrorizing behavior. Show the next generation, which is surely watching, that you
will use your positions of power to protect those less privileged. Show our community
that hate does not have a place here.
2. Release the body camera footage of the officers on duty the night of the peaceful
demonstration. Please consider this a formal request to do so.
3. Arrest and prosecute the individuals who damaged cell phones and assaulted
demonstrators. Do not embolden this behavior with silence.
4. Provide more training. Ideas include more Deescalation; as well as Diversity, Equity,
and Inclusion training.  
Our nation has yet to fully grapple with our legacy of racism. We haven't repaired the harm
done. Each of us has an opportunity to do better moving forward. Being antiracist is active
work. I ask you to take a stand against racism and support our community's right to free
speech and assembly.

>
> Dear Nevada City Officials,
>
> I’m writing out of deep concern for the events that took place in Nevada City last night.
>
> I was not at the BLM protest, but I have seen footage of the clashes between protesters and the Back the Blue
supporters and understand that police did not intervene. This is unacceptable and I’m calling for accountability for
the Back the Blue folks who turned this peaceful demonstration violent. I call the district attorney to press charges
on the perpetrators.
>
> In addition, I would like to know what sort of training NCPD has in peace keeping and deescalation, and whether
these policies were followed last night. I would like to strongly recommend retraining in light of the failure to keep
peace last night.
>
> Our community needs to know that they can safely and peacefully show their support for BIPOC in our
community and around the globe at protests in Nevada County. As a mother to a one year old, I have taken her to
many BLM protests in our community in the past. It is important to me to continue take her without fear for
incidents like last night.
>
> Thank you for your attention to this matter!

Hello,
I have seen many videos circulating about the violence that counter-protesters incited against
BLM protesters this weekend in our small community. I have to admit, I am appalled at the
lack of adequate response from law enforcement. As a BIPOC, I am grateful that there are
members in our overwhelmingly white community who willingly stand up for BIPOC.
However, there are many people who somehow see this stance as divisive and political. Let
me be clear, it should not be political. It is a human rights issue that has been twisted into
being perceived as Anti-American. Many of the counter-protesters were verbally and
physically abusive towards the BLM supporters. Law enforcement was present and did not
serve nor protect as is their job. How are we, BIPOC, supposed to feel like we can count on
officers and have a good relationship when rallies asking for justice are allowed to turn violent
against even our white allies? This is disappointing, I am heartbroken and as someone who
must have a relationship with law enforcement for my job, I feel even more unsafe to do my
job.
What is going to be done to address this situation? I believe an apology should be done for the
way the officers handled the situation. Perhaps even an outright statement where violence is
clearly not tolerated within our community. There have been plenty of BLM rallies that have
been peaceful. As well as Blue Lives Matter and All Lives Matter rallies, usually right across
from BLM rallies. The difference this time was the intimidation tactics and blatant harassment
from people who had an issue with BLM supporters.
We are aware there may be some very good police officers within every department. But they
are overshadowed by the harm that BIPOC have experienced at the hands of law enforcement
in our country. The behavior displayed yesterday only cements the perception that law
enforcement is not on our side and will not protect us. We want a good relationship, we want
justice, we want peace. Law enforcement is supposed to serve and protect everyone regardless
of political beliefs and race. The uniform is something that can be removed when the shift is
over. I can not remove my skin. I must walk the streets knowing that people dislike me for my
skin color, no matter what my job is.
Please address the violence and your officers behavior and lack of appropriate response to
protect our community members.
Sincerely,

To Nevada City Council Members, City Manager, and Police Chief,
My name is
and I am a Nevada City resident. I am writing on behalf of my fellow
peaceful protesters who demonstrated this Sunday August 9th in downtown Nevada City, and
were met with aggressive counter-protestors. While it does not appear to currently be on the
August 12th agenda, I hope that this issue will come up for discussion at the City Council
meeting this Wednesday. I would like to hear Nevada City Council Members review a strategy
for future protests that may become violent, outline how protestors will be protected, and
publically condemn the actions of the counter-protestors.
Thank you for your time,

To all concerned:
I was a witness last night to the BLM protest. Mostly young people were
marching in a peaceful manner and were violently approached by a group
of men who were threatening, using obscenities and actually pushing
people down for absolutely no reason. The police came and did nothing -this is a complete embarrassment and disgrace. I don't care if the police
support Trump or not --- it is their job to protect the rights of people to
protest in a peaceful manner. The police condoned violence and assault
and brought shame upon themselves and our town -- this should not be
acceptable. I hope that they will receive the proper training and guidance
for how to behave in the future.
Thank you ---

I am a witness to what happened Sunday evening, 7/9/20, on Broad St. I was not a participant, but I
stood by Bonanza Market and the Nevada Theater, and observed what happened.
I saw about 50 BLM protestors/demonstrators carrying signs, chanting, and making a racket with
noisemakers. They were noisy, but entirely peaceful as they walked along. They encountered a human
line blockade, created by Patriot/Trump/Freedom types, which forced the demonstrators to squeeze thru
a kind of gauntlet. Perhaps it would have been wise for them to stop walking into this blockade, and wait
for Police to clear the way, because as they tried to pass, several of these self-styled patriots began
grabbing signs and ripping them up, knocking cellphones out of demonstrator's hands, shoving and
throwing punches. It was clear to me, as I observed, that the demonstrators were being attacked. I
heard these self-styled patriots yelling things like, "Get the f•ck outta here," "This is my town," and "Go
home Commies (retards, faggots)." The demonstrators just tried to get past, and move along, but were
physically attacked.  
Of particular concern, is the actions, and lack of actions, on the part of NC Policemen and County
Sheriffs. They saw this ripping of signs and banners from the hands of demonstrators, the shoving and
punching, and this gauntlet/block in formation. In my opinion, the NCPD witnessed assault and battery
upon the protestors, and allowed it to happen. No arrests were made. There are numerous videos on
Facebook, capturing this one-sided altercation from many points of view.  
I am certain that there will be further, even larger demonstrations in Nevada City, with a greater likelihood
of physical violence. Good policing and maintenance of public order requires a plan of proactive
measures, and intervention at the onset of violent behaviors, to stop the actions of violent perpetrators.  
What is the NCPD and Sheriff Dept going to do in the future? Does our law enforcement have any
training in dealing with a violent public disturbance?
I sincerely hope the Nevada City Council, the County Sherrif, and DA will quickly consider these issues,
before someone gets seriously hurt or killed. Also, our little town must not become a regional or national
focal point for political agitation from malevolent players from the outside. Please take positive action.  

Hello
I am a local business owner and also a woman of color. I raise my family here in Nevada City,
both of my children attend Forest Charter School. My 15 year old daughter alerted me to a few
videos being taken downtown in our small town of a peaceful protest turned ugly. I watched
several of these videos and even talked directly to a few locals that I know and trust who were
either there at the peaceful protestors in downtown or as passerbys who were completely
appalled at what happened and also by the NCPD response. From what I saw there were
bigoted "Back the Blue" and "Patriots Push Back" agitators who arrived at the peaceful Black
Lives Matter Protest and began to be aggressive, violent and spew hateful words towards the
BLM protesters ( many of them teenagers). While I completely understand that everyone has
the right to assemble and protest, it is not ok that these "Back the Blue" protesters were
violently ripping signs from people, trashing down people's phones, shoving people and
getting in people's face and even punching people. All while using expletives and aggressive
hatefilled language. I was even more appalled to see NCPD officers standing by and not
doing anything, and also marching at one point with the "Back the Blue" protestors. This does
not fare well as "positive media" for our tourist town, and makes it even more unsafe for
people of color like myself who feel like these agitators were saying racially charged
statements that stoke the fires of intolerance.  
I ask that those officers who didn't act to stop the assaults that were happening get called in for
review, and that the NCPD make a public statement acknowledging the issues at hand. If
nothing is done about these aggressive agitators and assaults, then it further emboldens people
like that to continue to terrorize locals when they were just out in peaceful assembly. This is
so disheartening and nauseating.  
Thank you for hearing my words, as a mother of biracial teens in this small town, I am having
to have really intense discussions with them, for this incident is plastered all over the local
teenagers social media, and it doesn't show adults acting in the best interest of the community
and shows mean and aggressive adults not setting a good model for our youth.
Warmly

What occurred last night in Nevada City with peaceful protestors that were met by a bunch of
intoxicated, aggressive racist people is not ok! Innocent people were beat up and terrorized for
standing up against racism. The cops were called and they did nothing, they were on the
aggressive side watching the racist people bully, scream, and physically harm innocent
peaceful protesters!! Please take action! This is not ok! Racism, terrorizing, and violently
hurting innocent people should not be allowed in our county! Please help with the situation so
all color and race can feel welcome and safe in our beautiful county!
Thank you!
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Dear Catrina Olson,
My name is
, and I live in Nevada City In the wake of the nationwide protests in response to the murder of George Floyd, I have felt compelled to address systemic
police violence in this country, starting in our locality
Since the 1931 Wickersham Report and 1968 Kerner Commission, the racial bias of American police departments has been a matter of public record The Kerner report
declared more than 50 years ago that “legislative successes… [have not been] reflected in the daily lives of African-Americans facing police misconduct,” and that racism,
housing segregation, and economic inequality are major drivers of police brutality In spite of this, police departments have actively resisted reform Time after time, they have
leveraged the power of police unions and legal structures like qualified immunity in order to prioritize officers’ job security over the safety of communities they have pledged to
serve In other words, police in this nation care more about crafting a system that protects their jobs at all costs than doing their jobs well It’s high time we seriously
reconsidered the role that police have in our society, starting here with our community
I am disgusted by the actions of the police and their accomplices that took place on August 9th in downtown Nevada City Black Lives Matter protesters were peacefully
assembling, voicing their objections to white supremacy and marching to defend personal rights as protected by our First Amendment Counter-protesters showed up, became
violent, threatened and carried out assault while the Nevada City Police Department stood by and watched They were not protecting the First Amendment rights of BLM
protesters They were protecting their own self-interest, not those of its constituents They were protecting the safety of their allies, not the safety of our residents If the police
are not invested in protecting everyone's unalienable right, they should not be police officers If the police believe that their job is too hard or too violent or too traumatic, they
should find a different occupation If the police believe that not everyone's rights deserve protection, they should be fired There is no more time for reform, now we disband this
group of vigilantes who threaten our rights
Police departments and Corrections take 29,646,323$ or 11% of Nevada County’s budget, leaving less room for healthcare, education, and other public services We are
all living through the same pandemic, and have seen firsthand the danger of not making healthcare a priority (USA accounts for 28% of global coronavirus deaths, despite
representing only 4 25% of global population) We also all have seen the same footage of police officers and their sympathizers across the country – from New York to
Minneapolis to Atlanta to Chicago to Nevada City – repeatedly reacting to non-threatening protesters with violence and almost never being held accountable I do not want my
tax dollars to go towards police beating those who express their first-amendment rights against police brutality I am willing, however, to pay for systemic overhaul guided by a
different vision of a healthy community: one where we are not reliant on the threat of violence to ensure public safety You have the power to do what all 50 states and several
other countries know to be the right thing I am writing to you today to demand several actions on the part of your office:

1. Institute several strict policy reforms that are informed by data to lessen the negative impacts of policing on society:
1. Regarding use of force (an example of this policy can be found at
https://static1 squarespace com/static/55ad38b1e4b0185f0285195f/t/5deffeb7e827c13873eaf07c/1576009400070/Campaign+Zero+Model+Use+of+Force+Policy pdf
or United States of America v Police Department of City of Baltimore Consent Decree, Section VII):
1. Require officers to first use de-escalation methods before turning to force whenever possible;
2. Ban all chokeholds and strangleholds;
3. Require officers to intervene and stop excessive force used by other officers and report these instances;
4. Restrict officers from shooting at moving vehicles;
5. Develop a matrix that creates different tiers that correspond with specific levels of force and their respective accepted instances of implementation (also know
as a force continuum);
6. Require officers to exhaust all other reasonable means before resorting to deadly force;
7. Require officers to give a verbal warning before shooting whenever possible;
8. Require officers to report each time they both use force, and threaten to use force, including unholstering and/or directing a weapon at someone; and
9. Require officers to justify not just the decision to use force, but each additional measure of force (i e each additional shot, blow, spray, electric shock, etc )
2. Regarding transparency and accountability:
1. Remove clauses in police union contracts that are inimical to accountability (and, therefore, the ability of the police to perform their job), including but not
limited to those that:
1. Allow an officer to appeal a termination as a result of civil rights violations;
2. Disqualify misconduct complaints against an officer after a certain period of time;
3. Restrict when, how, or where officers can be interrogated after being involved in an incident;
4. Give officers access to information that is not privy to civilians before their interrogations;
5. Place the burden of officer misconduct on the taxpayer by giving officers paid leave while under investigation and paying legal fees and the cost of
settlements;
6. Prevent past misconduct information from appearing on an officer’s personnel file;
7. Limit disciplinary structures and consequences for officers; and
8. Limit the capacity of civilian and/or media structures to hold the police accountable
2. Institute a civilian review board that has the power to enforce their decisions;
3. Make body and dashboard cameras mandatory, as well as:
1. Require them to be on and recording at all times; and
2. Require their footage easily accessible to the civilian review board and any other accountability infrastructure
4. Allow public access to the following:
1. Comprehensive police policy, not including what will endanger undercover police; and
2. Both raw data and statistical analysis provided quarterly, similar to what the Department of Justice uses to monitor the Baltimore City Police
Department, as outlined in United States of America v Police Department of City of Baltimore Consent Decree, Section VII, Part E, Section XIV, Part
K, and Section XIX, Part D
5. Promote and make as accessible as possible the civilian complaint process, including but not limited to actions such as:
1. Remove language and disability barriers to submitting a complaint, including publishing instructions on how to submit a complaint in multiple
languages, and make said translations as accessible as English versions;
2. Remove any language that could be interpreted by any reasonable person as discouraging filing a complaint (i e warnings that filing a false complaint
might bear legal ramifications) within or in the proximity of complaint literature;
3. Include in a visible location on the police department’s website clear, easy-to-follow instructions for submitting a complaint and the process after
submission, along with a video explaining the process;
4. Make immediately visible upon entry into any police department building media explaining the civilian complaint process; and
5. Include a tracking system for complaints (such as a QR code) such that civilians are able to remain updated on the status of their complaints

2. Implement budget reforms that have the ultimate goal of re-distributing the police budget to other public services that promote equality and overall community health:
1. Immediately commence designing, in conjunction with communities most negatively affected by police presence, a plan to defund the police system over a period
of several years, and to invest the money removed from the police’s budget into services such as but not limited to:
1. Housing preservation and development;
2. Homeless services;
3. Education;
4. Healthcare, including mental health care;
5. Youth and community development;
6. Mental health first responders;
7. Addiction counseling;
8. Violence interruption programs;
9. Trauma specialists;
10. Unarmed traffic enforcers; and
11. Other public services designed to increase community well-being
12. Services for the Nevada City Rancheria and other Indigenous Peoples

2. While said plan is being designed, commit to not raising the police department’s budget, and re-allocating from within their existing budget whatever funds
necessary to enact the reforms outlined in Point 1, primarily funds that are used to militarize police

For clarification: all reforms listed in Point 1 are to be instituted immediately In line with our ultimate commitment to defunding the police and reinvesting in
community-oriented methods of improving public safety, there should be no increases to police budgets in order to enact these reforms Their sole purpose is reducing the ability
of the police department to continue to oppress so many community members while your government moves to sustainably defund the police and invest in the community (Point
2) In creating this policy, I also ask that you implement time constraints or other measures to ensure that everything is done in a timely manner, and there is no delaying or
stalling On top of reforms in Point 1, I ask that your office uses other data-driven accountability measures that focus on reducing disparities among demographic groups
(especially those with a history of being subject to police mistreatment), instances of use of physical force and threatening to use physical force, community complaints, and
lawsuits I, the taxpayer, am not willing to let my dollars go towards paying settlements for police violations of civil liberties
I ask that you listen to the public and the pain that some of our communities are in How does assigning a public official–one who actively views killing someone as a
possible and acceptable outcome of their job–to be one of the most visible ambassadors of public services and taxpayer dollars create anything close to a safe and healthy
community? Would that role not be better served by someone who views their community members as people, not potential criminals?
This is a systemic problem, and you were elected to be part of the solution This movement will bring about an unprecedented wave of attention to local politics, which is
you Do not be limited by lack of precedent or imagination in your mission to serve our community

Sincerely,

Dear Nevada City Council Members,
I was not at the peaceful protest in Nevada City yesterday and I do not live in Nevada
City, but as a member of the Nevada County community, I feel compelled to speak
out about the senseless violence committed against peaceful protestors in Nevada
City last night.
Several videos of the incident have been posted on facebook. It is clear from every
one of them that this was a peaceful protest supporting Black Lives Matter. The
videos also clearly show that, while peacefully walking along the street, they were
aggressively confronted by a band of large, angry men. This confrontation was
entirely unprovoked. In addition to verbally harassing the protestors, they physically
assaulted some of them, throwing them to the ground. The video footage that I saw
shows at least one police officer standing with the violent offenders. As you know,
council member Daniela Fernandez council was thrown to the ground and injured
fairly badly. When she asked an officer for help, he responded, “Well the protestors
are the ones who took to the streets.”
The right to peaceful protest is a hallmark of our democracy. It is clear from the
videos that the protestors were completely peaceful until they were confronted by
these violent men who are likely to have come from outside the area to cause trouble
in our community. They physically assaulted people while the police stood by and did
nothing, even when people asked for help.
This is outrageous. Since when do the Nevada City police support violence and fail to
help people being physically assaulted right in front of them? Something must be
done.

August 10, 2020
RE: Grievance in regards to BLM March 8/9/2020
To Whom it May Concern;
I am a Nevada County business owner and resident since 2007.
On 8/9/2020, I was on my way home, driving through Nevada City, when I encountered a
road blockage on Broad Street due to the Black Lives Matter march.
It so happened that I had to observe a very troubling presence of an aggressive group of
people that chose to physically shove, hit, and verbally assault the group of protesters
walking down Broad St.
What was even more troubling was that I witnessed two Nevada City police officers walking
amidst those aggressors, and not interfering in the consistent physical assaults by those
aggressors that happened initially in front of the Nevada City Theater and continued to
occur between South Pine Street and the 49 intersection.   
I believe that as a peace officer, it is the police department’s responsibility to diffuse
aggression and physical violence in such events, while preserving the constitutional rights
of free speech.
I was unable to get all officers’ names. except for Officer Ewing, who when asked to
interfere, was simply walking further, stating that his intention is to keep the march moving.
Mr Ewing was fully aware of all physical assaults on young women, teenagers, and other
march participants, as they happened literally 2 feet in front of him. Video footage of his
spectacle camera should show the same behavior, if it was operational at the time of the
event.
It was also noted that Officer Ewing was not wearing any face mask, while joining in line
with the aggressors.
I would hope that the Nevada City Police Department reviews its mission and vision, and
trains and directs its officers accordingly, as this behavior further deepens the strong divide
that is already present.

Thank you for hearing me,
SIncerely,

REPORT TO CITY COUNCIL

City of Nevada City
317 Broad Street
Nevada City CA 95959
August 21, 2020
www.nevadacityca.gov
___________________________________________________________________________
TITLE: Development of a Protest and Demonstration Notification Process/Policy for
Nevada City and the Nevada City Police Department
RECOMMENDATION: Provide staff direction to develop a notification of protest and/or
demonstration process policy and form to be provided to the City of Nevada City and Police
Department prior to an event allowing the City to be appropriately prepared with necessary
resources.
CONTACT: Catrina Olson, City Manager
Chad Ellis, Police Chief
BACKGROUND / DISCUSSION:
As is well known in the United States, the First Amendment of the U.S. Constitution generally
prohibits the government from abridging one’s freedom of speech and freedom of assembly. This
does not mean that a protest can occur anywhere in any fashion. The City may impose contentneutral time, place, and manner regulations as long as they are designed to serve a substantial
governmental interest and do not unreasonably limit alternative avenues of communication. City of
Renton v Playtime Theatres, Inc. (1986) 475 US 41, 47; Sebago, Inc. v City of Alameda (1989) 211
CA3d 1372, 1382.
The City requires organizers of rallies, protests, or demonstrations, or other events, which require
street closures to obtain a Special Event Permit which assists the City Public Works and Police
Departments in providing adequate staffing and equipment to mitigate the impacts on vehicle traffic
and ensure public safety. However the City lacks a process for organizers of protests or
demonstrations to notify the City of gatherings that do not require street closures. Although events
of this natures are usually advertised on social media, the City does not have adequate staffing to
constantly monitor multiple social media sites, and therefore, if event organizers do not contact the
City ahead of these scheduled events, the Public Works and Police Departments may not have
adequate staff and/or equipment to ensure public safety during these events.
While the vast majority of protests are conducted peacefully and legally, and do not require
utilization of extra City resources, protests such as the one held on August 9, 2020 turned violent
as City streets were blocked and counter protestors entered the scene. If the City had been notified
ahead of the scheduled event, additional personnel and equipment may have been secured.
The City encourages protestors to move through the City on sidewalks or to hold these
demonstrations at the City’s public spaces such as Robinson Plaza or Pioneer Park. But whatever
City forum is used for protests, rallies or demonstrations, staff recognizes the need for the City to
be notified of these type of events, whenever possible, in order to ensure public safety. Staff
recommends that the City Council provide staff direction to develop a notification policy
process/form protocol to be provided to organizers of events such as the protests/demonstrations.
FISCAL IMPACT: Not applicable.
ATTACHMENTS: None

